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SCULPTURE AND PAINTING AS MODES OF
ANATOMICAL ILLUSTRATION1
By
E D W A R D C. S T R E E T E R , M .D .

F IE L D IN G H. G A R R ISO N , M .D .

the concept “ artistic anatom y” should be
replaced by “ artistic morphology,” its true
content being physiology and external pa
thology, rather than the science of muscula
ture. Our problem is : Did art in the sense of
sculpture and painting, do anything for
anatomy? What such processes as free
hand drawing and engraving did for anato
my has already been exhaustively con
sidered by Choulant himself.
Detailed investigation of this subject is of
recent date. It has two aspects: (1) anatomi
cal illustration without (didactic) intention;
(2) anatomical illustration with intention.
Most artistic productions bearing upon our
subject fall into the former class.
From prehistoric time onward, early man
seems to have concerned himself with de
lineation of the surface anatomy of the
human body, particularly during the glacial
periods, when increased cold confined him

H E e a r lie s t k n ow n
h an d d ra w in g s in
manuscript represent
ing details of human
a n a t o m y , fro m th e
twelfth century down
to the time of Leonar
do da Vinci, are of the
most rudimentary and diagrammatic charac
ter and, for several centuries, reveal nothing
but servile adherence to tradition. Before
the advent of Leonardo, the finest figura
tions of anatomical structure were b y
products of the advancement of the plastic
and graphic arts. The question, “ Did
anatomy do anything for art?T has been
conclusively answered by the late Dr.
Robert Fletcher, in two essays of unrivalled
scholarship, viz., “ Human Proportion in
A rt and Anthropometry,” (1883) and “ An
atomy and A r t” (1895). I n Fletcher’s view,

1 Supplementary section to Dr. Mortimer Frank’s translation of Ludwig Choulant’s History of Anatomical
Illustration (University of Chicago Press). B y permission of the publishers. Read at a meeting
at the College of Physicians of Philadelphia (Historical Section), November 13, I9I9.
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to the caves. Representations of man and
modern cubist art. The posterior steatopygy
animal in the shape of carvings and statu
is absent, but the gigantic breasts and
ettes in bone and ivory, sculptures in alto
haunches are blocked out in truly cubist
fashion. A t Laussel, M . Gaston Lalanne
rilievo, line engravings on stone and bone,
found four bas-reliefs of the human figure
and mural paintings in polychrome, abound
in all the caves of the Old Stone Age (Pal
sculptured on limestone blocks. Of those the
most remarkable are a nude female figure
aeolithic Period). Sculpture preceded en
graving and painting. The earliest known
eighteen inches high, with large pendent
representations of the human figure have
mammae and exaggerated haunches, holding
been found in the deposits of the Middle
a buffalo horn in the uplifted right hand;
Aurignacian Period (40,000-16,000 B. C.).
another female figure with the cowl or
In 1908, Szombathy discovered, deep in the
capuchin head-dress of Brassempouy; and
loess, at Willendorf, on the left bank of the
Danube, a limestone statuette of a woman,
about four and one-half inches high, re
presenting a nude female figure of massive
proportions, known as the “ Venus of Willen
dorf.” 2 The gigantic breasts and buttocks
(steatopygy) of the primitive woman are
thrown into strong relief, the head is bowed
over the breasts, so that the face is indis
tinguishable, the arms, ornamented with
bracelets, are folded over the breasts, but
the feet are missing. The hair is arranged
in a cascade of curls, like the coiffure of
later Egyptian and Grecian women. The
physical habitus is distinctly negroid, that
of M aupertuis’ “ Hottentot Venus” , and
Female figurine from Willendorf (Middle Aurignacian
Period).
probably the effect, as Osborn says, of
eating large quantities of fat and marrow, in
‘-—a figure of a well-formed, vigorous man,
the sedentary life and confinement to caves
minus head, feet and hands, apparently in
incident to this glacial period. Other sculp
act to bend a bow or hurl a spear.4 The
tures of the Cro-Magnon artists, such as the
latter, in sharp contrast with the female
ivory “ Venus of Brassem pouy” and other
figure, is nowise corpulent, but suggests the
statuettes fashioned out of the teeth of
straight Hanks, narrow hips, and serviceable
animals from Laugerie Basse and Mas d’Azil,
musculature of the athlete par excellence.
the female figurines in soapstone and talc
Thus the passion for uncompromising real
(one a figuration of pregnancy) from the
ism in sculpture was already characteristic
Grimaldi caves near Mentone,3 the female
of Palaeolithic man. The line engravings on
statuettes of Sireuil and Trou Magrite, are
schist and bone, representing horses, reindescribed by Osborn as prototypes of
2 For a photograph of this, see Szombathy: Kor.
Bl. d. deutsch. Gesellsch. f. Anthrop., Brnschwg., 1909,
xl, 87; or Osborn: “ Men of the Old Stone Age.” New
York: 1916, 322.
3 S. Reinach: L ’Anthropologie. Paris: 1898, ix
26 -31, 2 pi.

4
G. Lalanne: L ’Anthropologie. 1912, xxiii, 129149, 4 pi. Recently P. Schiefferdecker in Arch. f.
Anthrop., Braunschweig, 1916, n. s., xv, 214-229,
gives a different interpretation of the last figure.
He believes that the athletic man is not engaged in
handling weapons but in protecting a woman from
the aggressions of another man.
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deer, bison, bears, rhinoceros, chamois,
antelope, birds and plants, are also unmis
takably lifelike, and the parietal decorations
in polychrome, executed by Magdalenian
man (1600 B. C.), and found on the walls
of the caverns of the Dordogne and the
Pyrenees, have the same startling realism.
These mural paintings frequently convey all
the semblance of “ le movement,” the ambi
tion of modern artists. The fore and hind
legs of galloping animals, such as those of
running stags engraved on an antler from
the cavern of Lorthet (Hautes Pyrenees), are
exactly as we find them in our instantaneous
photographs, an action unknown to all
animal painters of recent times.5 The
most striking of the rock paintings in red
and black in the Spanish cave at Cogul
(Lerida) represents a sacral dance of nine
women around a phallic figure.6 The women
have pendulous breasts, narrow waists,
flaring haunches, knee-high bell-shaped
skirts of recent fashionable type, and
mantillas over the shoulders. The women
depicted on the rock-shelter wall of the
Alpera cave (Sierra Chinchilla)7 are steatopygous, with exposed breasts, flaring hips
and bell-shaped skirts, strongly suggestive
of the physical habitus and national costume
of the Spanish maja or gitana. The same
bell-shaped skirt is again found in the
remarkable post-neolithic figurines exca
vated by Sir Arthur Evans in the palace at
Knossos (Crete), representing the primordial
Mother-Goddess and her votary. The
breasts in these finely executed figures are
again exposed and anatomically correct in
execution. The anatomy of similar human
figures on Cretan and Mycenaean seals and
signets is far cruder in representation. The
W
’ • ■ Pp
T
"^
, 5 See, S. Reinach, “ Apollo.” New York: 1907,
6 -7 .

6 H. Breuil and J . Cabre Aguila: VAnthropologie. Paris: 1909, xx, 17.
7 H. Breuil, P. Serrano Gomez, and J . Cabre
Aguila: L ’Anthropologie, 1912, xxiii, 556. S. Reinach,
Apollo, New York, 1907, 20.
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Babylonian Mother-Goddesses, sculptured
in alto rilievo (Yale Collections), are comely
figurations of the nude, usually representing
the act of suckling, vague in outline but of
gracious charm. The Egyptian paintings
are commonly executed in profile, and with
sufficient clarity of outline. In the bas-relief
of the temple at Sakkarah in upper Egypt
(1500 B. C.), the fact that the harp-players
are blind, while the singers are not, is
wonderfully conveyed by a simple indica
tion en profil (Hollander). Earlier Egyptian
statuary, from the Sphinx to such figures as
the “ Scribe” and the basalt head in the
Louvre, or the “ Bronze Lad y” in the Athens
Museum, reveals remarkable, rugged skill in
the representation of the human face and
form, dwindling into mere academic elegance
in the figures of the Middle and New Empires.
All these figures, of whatever period, exhibit
Lange’s “ law of frontality,” i. e., they
are always represented as gazing directly
and rigidly forward, usually motionless,
but even in walking, static, in that they rest
stolidly on the soles of the feet.
Perhaps the earliest anatomical models
constructed were the ancient Babylonian
livers in baked clay, subdivided into squares
and studded with prophetic inscriptions.
Although these were used for purposes of
divination (hepatoscopy), yet the nomen
clature of the inscriptions and the con
figuration of the parts already implies con
siderable knowledge and study of didactic
anatomy. The lobes, the gall-bladder, bileduct, hepatic duct, the porta hepatis, pro
cessus pyramidalis and processus papillaris
are all distinctly outlined, as Stieda has
shown, and, these specimens, viewed merely
as examples of anatomical illustration in
three dimensions, are far superior to the
five Iobed livers of mediaeval tradition, as
given in the “ Tabula Anatomicae” of Vesal
ius. Similar models have been found on
ancient Hittite sites in Asia Minor, and
Stieda describes an ancient Etruscan liver
in bronze from Piacenza (third century
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B. C.) and another in alabaster from Volterra. All these models represent the sheep’s
liver.8 The lore of Babylonian hepatoscopy
is considerable.
The figures of dancing girls, hewn out of
solid rock, in the temples of India, Ceylon
and the East Indies, are already splendid
representations of the surface phenomena of
muscular action.
The crown and flower of achievement in
artistic representation of human surfaceanatomy is that of Greek sculpture in the
classic period. Here, as Fletcher says, “ Art
was far in advance of medicine. The noble
works of Phidias and his contemporaries
and successors were in existence long before
the time when Hippocrates began the work
of rescuing medicine from the priests and
made his first imperfect sketch of anatom y.9
In the earlier period, sculptures in high and
low relief, like those on the shields of Achilles
(Homer) and Hercules (Hesiod), preceded
the carving of statuary in wood and stone.
Of these, such figurations as those from the
temples at Selinunt (Palermo) and Gartelza
(Corfu) are grinning grotesques enjace, sug
gesting the fantastic carvings of Japanese
art. The earliest specimens of statuary such
as the Artemis of Delos (620 B. C.) or the
Hera of Samos (580 B. C.), were evolved
from the crude wooden images of godhead
(%ooiva), stiff, rigid columns, without sepa
ration of limbs or eyes, which apparently
derived immediately from the aniconic
idols of postneolithic man. Of these, the
Nike of Delos (Athens), the Apollo of Tenea
(Corinth) and the twin figures (Cleobis or
Biton) of Delphi (sixth century, B . C.),
while still serio-comic in facial expression,
have considerable anatomic merit. As with
Egyptian statuary, these are upright nude
figures, again illustrating the Lange “ law
8 L. Stieda: “ Ueber die altesten bildlichen Darstellungen der Leber,” Anat. Hejte. Wiesbaden, 1900,
xv, 673-720, 1 pi.
9 R. Fletcher: “ Anatomy and Art.” Washington:
1895, 9.

of frontality,” gazing directly forward, sin
gularly alike in pose, the attitude in both
being exactly that of “ attention” in our
“ school of the soldier.” In the Apollo, the
pectoralis major, deltoid, biceps and rectus
abdominis muscles are thrown into relief,
the musculature of the forearm, thigh, and
calf of the leg is well modelled, as also the
bony conformation of the wrist and ankle;
the flanks, hips and prepatellar region are
unmistakably masculine in character, sug
gesting already a keen, accurate vision for
the surface anatomy of the body. Some
observation of the workings of facial muscu
lature is evidenced in the faint smile. The
hair is worn long, falling in w avy cascades
of curls, as in the coiffure of Aurignacian
women. The musculature of the back and
the gluteal, soleus and popliteal muscles,
are well differentiated in the rear view.
H yrtl’s dictum that grace and poise in
statuary depend, in the last analysis, upon

A p o l l o of Tenea. (Circa 600 B. C.)

the sculptor’s exact or intuitive knowledge
of underlying bony structure is already
borne out in these figures. The bronze
statues of Harmodius and Aristogeiton
(Naples) by the Attic sculptor, Antenor
(510 B. C.), representing two gigantic
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figures in the attitude of combat, have the
same anatomical merits, the muscles being
thrown into sharp relief by the movement
of the figures. The decorative figure paint
ings on vases of this period are mainly gro
tesques, suggesting Persian or other Asiatic
affiliations.

Figure from the gable of the Aphaian Temple at vEgina.
(Fifth Century, B. C.)

Greek art in the time of the Persian wars
(500-499 B. C.) was that of a period of
transition. The temples erected to the gods
were built of marble, instead of wood or
limestone, the differential characters of sex
and the external appearances of the joints
and veins were better featured on the vases,
and linear perspective was mastered by
Cimon of Cleonse (Pliny). Sculpture, how
ever, lagged behind, and was still in the
tentative, experimental stage, feeling its
way toward perfection. Moulding in bronze
was more highly specialized, as the reflection
of the light, absorbed by translucent mar
ble, required closer attention to surface
details. The athletic bronze Apollo of Lord
Strangford (British Museum) brings out
the pectoral muscles, the ribs and the mas
culine character of the hips and lower ex
tremities with great clarity. The special
details of bronze statuary, in which the
artists of vEgina excelled, in particular the
armor, weapons, and hair, were made sepa
rately and fastened to the figure. Similar
details in bronze and lead were also attached
to the marble figures. The finest examples of
figuration in marble in this period are those
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which adorned the east and west gables of
the Doric temple of Aphaia at Elgina, ac
quired by Ludwig I of Bavaria after their
discovery in 18 11, and restored by Thorwaldsen. Excavations made by Adolf Furtwangler go to show that this temple was
erected after the battle of Salamis (480
B. C.), in which the yEginetse bore away
the palm for bravery. Of the thirteen figures
on the western gable, ten remain; of the
eleven larger statues on the eastern gable,
only five. These decorations consist of a
central figure (Athena) with symmetrical
arrangements of warriors in combat on
either side. The poses of these athletic
figures afford the best opportunity for the
exploitation of muscular anatomy. The
kneeling Hercules, on the Eastern gable, for
instance, in act to discharge an arrow from
a bow, reveals remarkable empirical knowl
edge of the effect of bending the knee- and
elbow-joints upon flexure and extension of
the muscles of the extremities. The prostrate
wounded warrior at the corner of the eastern
gable, lying on his side in a semi-prone
posture, displays the same tendency. The
figures are all nude, not that warriors act
ually exposed the unprotected frame to
the enemy in this way, but because nudity
was the “ festal costume” at the athletic
games from 700 B. C. on. When we reflect
that Greek sculptors acquired their knowl
edge of the surface-anatomy of the body, the
effect of rest and motion upon its muscula
ture and its underlying bony framework, not
from dissection, but from empirical obser
vation of athletes in action during games
and military exercises, the achievement
seems all the more wonderful.
In the period between the Persian Wars
and the age of Pericles, Athenian sculpture,
and architecture progressed by leaps and
bounds, and the Attic drama attained its
height. The temples of the gods, destroyed
by the barbarians, were rebuilt in a spirit ol
piety and sincere gratitude. The temple oi
Zeus at Olympia, (completed 457 B. C.) and

3io
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the Siphnian and Athenian Treasuries at
Delphi were erected in this period. The
metopes of the Olympian temple, particu
larly the friezes representing the twelve
labors of Hercules and the battle between
the Centaurs and the Lapithae, were exe
cuted with great power and distinct realism

N i k e of Pseonios. (420 B. C.)

as to musculature and other details. In the
compositions of the great sculptors of the
f period— Calamis, Myron, Phidias, Pseonios,
\ Alcammenes, Polycletus—greater artistic
freedom was attained, particularly in the
expression of momentary attitudes. Cala
mis, Myron and Polycletus worked in
bronze as well as in marble. The chrysele
phantine statues of Athena by the Athenian
Phidias (born circa 500 B. C.) were cele
brated in the writings of Pausanias and
others, and the sculptures of the Parthenon
—the metopes in alto rilievo, the friezes in
basso rilievo, and many of the figures in the
round on the pediments (now famed as the
Elgin M arbles)—were either modelled by
him or executed under his direction. Of
these, the Moirse, the Theseus, the Poseidon,
are splendid examples of massive modelling
from the half-draped and undraped nude.
The character of his seated Zeus in the

temple of Olympia is sensed in the majestic
head in the Carlsberg Glypothek (Copen
hagen). The “ M arsyas” and “ Discobolus” of
Myron are remarkable for bold movement,
and here the “ law of frontality” is totally
abolished. The “ Aphrodite” of Myron was
admired for its grace and beauty. The
winged Olympian Nike by Pseonios (454
B. C.) is a splendid semi-draped nude.
Polycletus, the Peloponnesian rival of Phi
dias, whose “ Amazon” (Vatican) and other
statues introduced the new motif of resting
the weight of the body on one foot, was only
excelled by Phidias in grandeur and excelled
him in finish. His “ Doryophorus” (Naples
Museum) was called the “ Canon,” on
account of its just rendering of human pro
portions. The wonderful power of first hand
observation of anatomical structure pos
sessed by the sculptors of the age of Polycle
tus is evinced in a torso from the metopes
of the friezes of the Argive Heraeum at
Argos. This figure represents a nude warrior
youth in violent contest with an Amazon.
In the groin is a curious hernia-like protru
sion, which, as Waldstein proved by dissec
tion and by throwing a well-developed ath
lete into the same posture, is nothing less
than the forcibly contracted pectineus mus
cle, not visible in repose, being hidden at
the bottom of Scarpa’s triangle. This mus
cle, which was highly developed in Greek
athletes, has escaped the attention of
modern sculptors, as also a well defined line
running from the groin to the ilium, which
is found in all antique statues of the ath
letic prizemen.10
The pupils of Phidias, the gem engravers
and the painters (Polygnotus) represent
the last stages of the transition from the
splendid dignity and repose (ethos) of the
older masters, the static expression of
physical power, to the newer pathos, which
conveyed the impression of pain by muscu
lar contraction of the body and face. The
10
Sir Charles Waldstein: “ The Argive Heraeum.”
Boston: 1902, 186, pi. 30 and 34.
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older artists avoided the expression of active
emotions,
For the gods approve
The depth and not the tumult of the soul.

Pathos, passion and movement were the
newer ambitions of the Periclean and postPericlean sculptors— Cephisodotus, Praxi
teles, Scopus, and Lysippus, and particu
larly of the painters, Zeuxis, Parrhasius
and Apelles. In the beautiful draped Irene
of Cephisodotus (Munich), the influence of
Phidias is still apparent. The Hermes, Kore
and Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles, the
Apoxyomenos and Medicean Venus of L y 
sippus, the Milesian Venus in the Louvre
have still immortal repose, suggesting phy
sical dignity (anima) rather than passion
and movement (animus). The heads of the
Tegaean temple (Athens) and the Heracles

D o r y p h o r u s of Polycletus.

(Fifth Century, B. C.)

(Florence) of Scopus express passion and
suffering, while the Borghese warrior of
Lysippus (Louvre) is thrown forward in
a violent attitude of combat. The sculp
tures of the Alexandrian period (323-146
B. C.) were mainly character studies exe
cuted for the Roman conquerors. The
Farnese Bull and the Laocoon (Vatican),
both of the Rhodian School, are supreme

of
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examples of the expression of pathos and
emotion by means of violent muscular move
ment. The Samothracian Nike in the Lou
vre, the Niobe in the Ufhzi (Florence) and
the Demeter of Cnidos (British Museum)
are majestic expressions of the draped fe
male figure. The Dying Gladiator in the
Capitoline Museum and the Dying Giant
(Berlin) are the best known examples of the
School of Pergamus. The sculptures of the
newer Attic School, such as the Venus
Genetrix and Felicitas of Arcesilaus, show
greater elaboration of detail, but have little
to say as modes of anatomic illustration,
the actual Roman sculptures even less.
In the ancient Greek world, it was custom
ary for those who had escaped some disaster
or who were desirous of averting it to dedicate
to a god an avaOrjua or votive offering, in
token of gratitude or anticipation of favor.
These anathemata were usually statues or
images of objects, the latter sometimes
graven upon a stele. In the temples of
Aesculapius, these ex voto images were sus
pended by those who had recovered from
illness or wounds through the cures rendered
by the god during the rite of incubation or
temple-sleep. In the Roman civilization,
the cult remained the same, and was carried
over into Latinized Christianity, even
through the Middle Ages. The Roman
votive offering was a donarium or oblation,
such as the clothes of the shipwrecked per
son in Horace, suspended on a votive tablet
to the god of the sea. The ex voto figurations
in the medical cult represented all parts of
the body — heads, eyes, ears, arms, legs,
hands, feet, female breasts, male and female
generative organs, the viscera or a torso of
the chest or of the opened abdomen with the
enclosed viscera.11 Most of these objects are
rough and faulty in execution, and of little
moment as examples of anatomical illustra
tion. The best are unquestionably those
11
For a good account of these, with illustrations,
see the section “ Ex votos” in E. Hollander’s “ Plastik und Medizin,” Stuttgart, 1912, 175-235.
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representing coils of intestines. The oldest
medical ex voto known is a stone object from
Mycenae (600 B. C.), in the Schliemann
Collection at Athens, representing a coil of
intestines, with a smooth base, provided
with bored holes for suspension.12 There are
signs of strangulation, but the mesenteric
or omental attachments are not represented.
(This three-dimensional figuration is superior,
in sheer realism, to the pictures of the same
objects in the “ Fabrica” of Vesalius (1543).
M any of these ex voto objects have been
found in the Asclepieion at Athens. In the
Hieron at Epidaurus, a marble votive tablet
representing the ears of the Gaul Cutius was
discovered. Votive eyes and breasts are most
common among the temple objects. Hovorka describes two inscribed Lydian stelae of
236 A. D. representing eyes, legs and
breasts.13 Girard notes one hundred and ten
votive eyes from the Asclepieion at Athens.
The Berlin Museum possesses ex votos of
Pentelican marble, from the Acropolis at
Athens, representing eyes, a breast with
nipple and a torso of the female pelvis, also
a pair of breasts from Paros. A highly
decorated Greek vessel in clay, in the Villa
di Papa Giulio at Rome, has the form of
the human astragalus.14
The cult of medical votive offerings ex
isted also in ancient Etruria, and the most
important objects excavated are from the
Etruscan cities, notably Veii. Others come
from Capua, Nemi, Citta Lavinia, Terracina, the Isola San Bartolommeo in the
Tiber, and the temple of M inerva medica
in Rome. The city of Veii, the ancient
enemy of Rome, was destroyed by Marcus
Furius Camillus in 396 B. C. The cult of
AEscuIapius was introduced into Rome in
291 B. C. These dates fix the approximate
period of the early Italian ex votos in baked
reddish-brown terra cotta, sometimes painted
12 Hollander: op. cit., 2 11-2 12 .
13 O. von Hovorka: Wien. med. Wochenschr., 1913,
Ixiii, 958.
14 Hollander: op. cit., 189.

red. These donaria, first described by
Ludwig Stieda (19 0 1)15 and Gustav Alex
ander (1905),16 represent all parts of the
body. The most significant for our purpose
are those representing the exposed viscera
of the thorax, abdomen and female pelvis,

Coil of intestines ex voto from Mycenae. (600 B . C.)

coils of intestines and other isolated organs
and viscera. It is known that post-mortem
sections and dissections of the human body
were never made by the ancients, for theo
logical reasons. The exposed situs viscerum
in these votive objects represents such
knowledge as was gained from the Haruspicina, or inspection of the entrails of domes
tic animals at the time of sacrificial slaugh
ter. The representations are, therefore,
rudimentary and sometimes inaccurate. The
trachea is a definitely segmented tube, the
lobes of the lungs were known, also the posi
tion of the heart between them; the stom
ach and coiled intestines were frequently
well represented; the existence of the spleen,
kidneys, bladder, uterus, vagina and ex
ternal genitalia is clearly indicated, but the
liver is represented as three-Iobed and no
trace of the oesophagus is found. The intes
tines are frequently delineated as a mere
wriggling line in two dimensions, like the
trail of a serpent, but of the so-called budell,
15 L. Stieda: “ Anatomisches liber alt- italische
Weihgeschenke (donaria).” Anat. Hejte. Wiesbaden,
1901, xvi, 1-83, 4 pi.
16 G. Alexander: “ Zur Kenntnis der etruskischen
Weihgeschenke.” Anat. Hejte. Wiesbaden, 1905-6,
xxx, 155-198, 4 pi.
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>r coiled intestines in three dimensions, adnirable specimens exist in the Museo
lazionale and Museo dei Fermi at Rome.
These are comparable with the isolated inestinal coils in Vesalius.17
Apart from the medical donaria, there are
. number of ancient marble sculptures
dhich, from their nature, we may assume
o have been employed for medical instrucion. T hat such specimens of anatomic illusration may have been conceived and
xecuted with didactic intention may be
iferred from a note in Pausanias concernlg the bronze skeleton at Delphi, dediated to Apollo by Hippocrates. Such skele3ns were more often than not, larvae, i. e.,
nages of dried skin and bone with the bones
brown into relief, as in the mediaeval
)ances of Death; but the miniature skele3ns in bronze from Imola, described by
.ovatelli (1895), are so exact in execution
la t there can be little doubt as to their
robable usefulness in teaching anatomy,
'he marble skull in the British Museum
London), said to have come from the
rotto of Tiberius at Capri, is thought by
reu18 to belong to a late period. The most
m arkable of these sculptures, with preimable didactic intention, is an unusually
ell executed marble torso in the Vatican,
^presenting the thorax, with clavicle, sterLim and the twelve ribs.19 Nothing is known
mcerning the provenance of this fine torso,
eyond the statement of Visconti (to Char>t) that it was found, with various inscripons relating to medical slaves, in an evil
narter of Rome, near the Via LEstenen5.20 The scientific accuracy of represen,tion suggests didactic import. Helbig
gards it as a donarium. Braun and Alexanir believe that it was fashioned after

an anatomical preparation, in Charcot’s
phrase, une sorte d’anatomie plastique a
I’usage des medecins. Stieda regards it as an
ornament of a tomb.21 Visconti attributes
it to the age of Augustus, but it may belong
to a very late period, since similar figura
tions of the chest are still used as votive
offerings in Tyrol and Southern Germany.
Another marble torso in the Vatican, first
described by Charcot and Dechambre,22
was excavated on the site of a villa which is
said to have been the residence of the
physician Antonius Musa. It represents the
exposed thoracic and abdominal viscera.
The heart lies vertically in the central plane
of the thorax, as in Galen’s description, and
is therefore the heart of the lower apes. The
left lung has two lobes, the right three, as in
various apes, and representation of the
stomach and intestines is faulty. As the
anatomy of this splanchnologie en marbre
is inferior to the anatomy of Galen, Charcot
attributes it to an earlier period. Veit23
describes an Etruscan ex voto from Veii, a
female torso in baked clay, acquired from
the effects of Count Vespignani, the direc
tor of the Papal excavations made at Veii
under Pius IX . A spindle-shaped opening in
the abdomen contains the exposed thoracic
and abdominal viscera, the heart, lungs,
three-Iobed liver, stomach, intestines and
bladder, in succession downwards, with
spleen and kidneys on the side. This,
Strieda states, is more complete than any
other Etruscan situs viscerum. From the
character of the coiffure of w avy hair,
reaching to the shoulders, which was the
fashion in the time of Ju lia Domna, wife of
the Emperor Septimius Severus (19 3 -2 11
A. D.), this ex voto has been attributed by
the archaeologist BuIIe to the period of

17 Vesalius: “ Fabrica,” 1543, 36 1; 1555, 562.
18 Treu: “ De ossium humanorum Iarvarumque
ud antiques imaginibus.” Berlin, 1874.
19 Hollander: op. cit., 187. Charcot and Dechame, Gaz. hebd. de mbd. Paris: 1857, iv, 5 12 -5 15 .
20 Charcot and Dechambre: op. cit., 515.

21 G. Alexander: op. cit., 19 1-19 2.
22 Charcot and Dechambre: op. cit., 5 15 -5 18 ; Alex
ander: op. cit., 19 1-19 3 .
23 J . Veit: Sitzungsb. d. phys. med. Soc. zu Erlan
gen. (1904), 1905, xxxvi, 43-46.
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Galen (131-2 0 0 A. D .).24 Gustav Klein
points out that this visceral representation
corresponds closely with some of the blood
letting manikins of the Middle Ages and
with the pictures in Mundinus.25 It is
within the bare range of possibility that
these visceral representations in marble
and baked clay may have been ultimately
transferred to paper to become the origins
of the earliest known anatomic illustrations
in two dimensions, as seen in the hand
drawings of the Middle Ages.
In this connection, an interesting ques
tion arises, namely, as to the provenance of
the figurations of skeletal and visceral
anatomy in the mediaeval “ Books of
Hours.”
In ancient Egypt and in the later Roman
period, small skeletons in wood or metal
were used as Epicurean memento mori de
vices at feasts, a reminder of the brevity of
human life. Those engraved on the silver
wine cups of the Boscoreale treasure in the
Louvre (first century, A .D .), some of them
representing the “ shades” of departed phi
losophers, are unusually realistic in execu
tion. But as Lessing (1769)26 and latterly
Parkes Weber27 have shown, the skeleton
was never used by the ancients to represent
Death itself; these serio-comic figures were
merely employed at banquets with the usual
carpe diem intention. Among the ancient
Greeks, Death was figured as Thanatos, a
winged black-robed figure with a drawn
sword, or associated with Hermes Psychopompos, the conductor of souls to Hades,
with Hermes Psychostates, the weigher of
souls, or with the winged sirens on vases
and sarcophagi. On various clay oil-flasks
(lecythi) in the British Museum and else
24 Veit: op. cit., 44-46.
25 Veit: op. cit., 44.
26 Lessing: “ Wie die Alten den Tod gebildet: eine
Untersuchung.” Berlin: 1769.
27 F. Parkes Weber: “ Aspects of Death and Cor
related Aspects of Life in A rt” [etc.] 3 ed. New
York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1918, 27-40.

where, Sleep (Hypnos) and Death (Thana
tos) are represented as bearing away th
body of Sarpedon to Lycia.28 Dancing an*
tipsy skeletons abound, even on vases an<
wine-cups of the Mycensean period. A
have an unquestionable Epicurean signifi
cance. In the Ars Moriendi or the Holbei
Dance of Death, similar skin and bon
devices occur (the Hautskelett of the Gei
mans), but these now signify Death as th
mediaeval King of Terrors. In the sam
period appeared the “ Horae Canonicae” c
“ Books of Hours,” which is illustrated no
only with spectral skin-and-bone skeleton
of the Holbein type, but also with corpse
showing the dissected viscera. Now, eve
as the fearsome Holbein skeletons have n
possible kinship with the amiable seric
comic skeletons of the Graeco-Roman perioc
so it is fair to assume that the eviscerate
figures in the “ Books of Hours,” had som
other provenance than the marble an
terra cotta donaria of antiquity. With an^
where from ten to seventeen centuries inte:
vening, the gap in time seems too gre£
for any bridge of tradition. The inevitab
conclusion is, then, that the dissected figure
in the “ Books of Hours” were derived froi
contemporary anatomical drawings in mai
uscript.29 The following reasons may f
given for this inference. In the first plan
artists and physicians who followed disse<
tion became associated through the fac
that (in Florence at least), the painte:
formed a sub-section of the Guild of Phys
cians and Apothecaries (Streeter),30 when<
it is reasonable to assume that the mini:
ture painters of the “ Books of Hours” wei
also acquainted with dissecting and dissec
28 “ Iliad,” xvi, 671-683. See F. Studnicka: “ E
griechische Kunst an Kriegergrabern.” Leipzig: 191
pi. viii.
29 W. M. de Voynich and F. H. Garrison: A
n a l s of M e d ic a l H is t o r y . New York, 1917-:
i, 225-230.
30 E. C. Streeter: Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull., B:
timore: 1916, xxvii, 1 1 3 - 11 8 .
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rs. Again the traditional dissected figures
f the “ Books of Hours” are remarkably
ke those in the anatomical M SS. and in
he earliest printed and illustrated books on
natomy, the so-called graphic incunabula;
i both, the eviscerated corpses and the
keletal larvae alike have sometimes, beween their outstretched legs, quaint little
asters, with caps and bells. The inference is
Iain.
The thirteenth century was the age of
athedrals, stained glass windows, illumiated manuscripts and missals, and beautiful
arving in stone. The work of the Romansque architects and sculptors, deriving as
; did, from Roman, Byzantine and Arabic
'aditions, was composite and decorative,
ut otherwise stiff, conventional and unreal,
"he flowering of Gothic Art in the thirBenth century was as spontaneous and
atural as that of ancient Greece. This art
ras essentially realistic, in that it sought a
irect reproduction of nature, as in the
arved flowers and foliage of Reims Catheral; the carved figures of angels, saints,
rophets, Christ and the Virgin, which
dorn the cathedrals; the gisants or reumbent male and female figures on the
)mbs of the nobility; or the painted and
ilded statuettes and bas-reliefs in wood
nd ivory. These figures of the Gothic
nagiers, such as the Amiens’ Christ (le
?au Dieu d’Amiens) or the Prophet of
.eims, are all serene and beautiful. The
ose is gracious and dignified, the skill in
presenting the contours of the human
ody underneath thin drapery is wonderful;
le grotesques of Romanesque art crop out
niy in the gargoyles of Gothic Cathedrals;
ut the prejudices of the age forbade alike
le figuration of the nude and the study of
natomy by dissection. The science of the
nagiers was, therefore, a science of draped
gures. This Gothic naturalism exerted a
nwerful influence upon Italy, in the Apul,n school of sculptors and the Florentine
Tool of painters. The pulpit of the Baptis-
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tery at Pisa, carved by Niccolo Pisano in
1260, reveals the same wonderful skill in
the representation of complex drapery, and
introduces a new motif, the partly draped
Christ upon the cross. Cimabue, the teacher
of Giotto, worked in mosaic, after the B y 
zantine fashion. Giotto followed Niccolo
Pisano and the Gothic glass painters of
France, whose brilliant coloring is sensed in
the paintings of the earlier Italians. Giotto,
as Berenson points out, was the first great
artist to realize the third dimension (depth
and solidity) in painting by giving tactile
values to retinal sensations. Even as the
infant acquires its knowledge of depth and
solidity by the sense of touch, so these
early Florentines strove to get out of the
two-dimensional flat-land of the Byzantine
mosaics into that great field of figure paint
ing in which the semblance of reality and
movement is conveyed by “ functional lines”
and surfaces which are “ life-communicating,
life-confirming and life-enhancing” (Beren
son). Tactile values, that is, the reverse of
inexpressive “ dead lines” and “ dead sur
faces,” were to be translated into move
ment, and this realism was attained, in the
end, by deliberate science, in particular
mathematical and anatomical science. G rad
ually the Florentines underwent a drill in
such disciplines as the chemistry of colors,
the mathematics of composition, the geome
try of perspective, the illusions of chiaro
scuro, the mechanics of motion and the
science of human anatomy. The principles
of human proportion were closely studied
by them. Practically all the early technical
treatises on the science of perspective and
the science of bodily proportion, except
Diirer’s, issued from Florence.
In Giotto are found the seeds of these
several developments, among other things,
the Florentine flair for anatomy— a vast
abortive inquiry into the physical make-up
of man. Once aroused, this interest was
never to lapse or fall from the circle
of living art, although it was seriously
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hindered and crossed at various times by
the Church, as, for example, by Savonarola
and again in the period of the Catholic
reaction. It should be noted that it was not
Giotto’s higher gifts that brought so many
into communion with his artistic aims, but
his compelling naturalism, his projection
of reality into pictorial illusion. Gently
with Giotto came the impulse to measure,
to explore, to exploit the form, to the end
of making more true to nature, more “ ex
press and admirable” the pictured world of
life in movement. In close and incessant
study of human kind, artists searched out
all the experiential modes of expressing the
inmost soul by the outward gesture, for
this was their metier. And although the
Trecentisti turned away the challenge of
fact with rather soft answers, there abode
in them at all times Giotto’s love of veri
similitude. Reorganization of the study of
nature then, was the issue of Giotto’s
teaching. The spirit of inquiry into nature
incited human nature in its deepest essence
to push on to the discovery of man. Artists
felt that incitement in a special sense for
the human form was their supreme decora
tive principle, in the shaping of which they
would convey reality and utter fidelity to
fact. It dawned upon the minor masters
following Giotto, that Nature was the
specific for A rt’s malady, that things of the
mind which have not passed through the
senses, are vain things and injurious. But
this they knew only in part. They lightly
accepted nature-study as inevitable, avoid
ing the duteous observances. The outcome
of Giottesque schooling, however, was the
final abandonment of “ intuitional” draw
ing, the refinement of plastic modelling
by shading and defining the separate sur
face planes and a firmer accentuation of the
supporting skeletal system, in each care
fully observed figure. Giotto’s intimate
assistant, Stefano (130 17-135 0 ), called the
“ ape of nature,” attained to such a pitch of
realism in representing the branching veins

of the arms, that his pictures were studiei
by the barber surgeons about to do blood
letting. Buffalmacco, Daddi, Giottino (soi
of the “ ape of nature” ) Orcagna, Giovann
da Milano, Antonio Veneziano and Ambro
gio di Baldese, mark distinct stages in th
movement toward Renaissance naturalisti
forms. Still greater gains in the struggle fo
the mastery of form are recorded in th
sculpture of this early period. Naturalisti
treatment of the vital plastic problem, th
cause hotly supported by Cennini in theory
and in practice by a majority of th
Florentine workers in the serious figurativ
arts, found ready acceptance in Umbria
Lombardy, the Marches, even inhospitabl
Sienna.
A conscious search for form thencefort.
characterized art on the Arno. The stud;
of the human figure, objectified and sepa
rated from the dross of dogmatic mysteries
held most weighty claims upon artisti
genius. Even as envisaged by artists of th
Trecentist tradition, this study partoo
somewhat of that intensive quality and ir
dependent trend which is the peculiar, ye
typical issue of the union of devouring ey
and portraying hand. Now in Italy, eye an
hand were rigorously trained for the perfec
and final apprehension of form and actior
three quarters of a century before the ap
pearance of any printed work on descrip
tive anatomy or the mechanics of motior
which could be of slightest use to an artis
In the interval, the artists, impatient t
master external myology, the skeleton, th
joints, even “ the risings of the nerves,” di
pioneer work by immediate independer
preparations and dissections. These artfi
prosectors performed so well in the fie]
of external myology, and went so deep]
into studies of function of the skeleto-mu:
cular system, that they aroused the ire <
the professional anatomists. The fact th;
artists were herein forestalling the schoi
anatomists appears, on a superficial view, 1
upset the Pausanian theory of art whic
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literally traces animation, proportion and
detail in painting and sculpture to the pro
gress of geometry, mechanics, arithmetic
and anatomy.
In Florence, the circle of true instruction
ran on to Antonio Veneziano, who taught
Stamina, who in turn taught Masolino.Thus
the last of the Giotteschi touched hands
with the first Quattrocentisti. A rt straight
way became more curious and attentive to
form, more accommodative and explicit
in expression. The unclouded drawing of
the nude figure in Masolino’s “ Baptism of
Christ,” in the Baptistry at Castiglione
d’OIona, and Masaccio’s epochal frescoes
in the Carmine at Florence signalize the
return to the Greek conception of form and,
at the same time, a return to nature. Leo
nardo once remarked that Florentine art
entered a decline after Giotto, “ until M asac
cio showed by his perfect works how those
who take for their standard anyone but
nature—the mistress of all masters— weary
themselves in vain.” Of Masaccio’s frescoes
in the Brancacci Chapel, Berenson says:
“ I never see them without the strongest
stimulation of my tactile consciousness. I
feel that I could touch every figure, that it
would yield a definite resistance to my
touch, that I should have to expend thus
much effort to displace it, that I could walk
around it.” With such an ambition as this,
with the keen desire to realize depth in
space, to convey the illusion of mass under
neath the external configuration of the
body, with the passion to express the mus
cular basis of bodily action by surface indi
cations, the Florentines took up dissection,
as also the mathematics of perspective and
proportion, as a necessary part of their
training.
It should be noted here that the painters
had early been incorporated in the great
“ Guild of Physicians and Apothecaries.”
“ Being beholden for their supplies of pig
ments to the apothecaries and their agents
in foreign lands,” on their own petition they
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had become enrolled members of that guild
in 1303. This guild relationship endured for
more than two and a half centuries, fur
nishing innumerable points of magnetic
contact between Science and Art. The
artist-members (known from 1349 on, as
“ The Company of Saint Luke” ) stood on a
most familiar footing with the apothecaries
“ who buy, sell and deal in colors and other
materials needed by artists” (spetiarii, qui
emunt, vendunt et operant colores et alia ad
membrum pictorum memoratum). M any a
“ discipulus” from the apothecary shops
rose from color-grinding to eminence in the
schools of painting. Masolino was not the
first of these, nor Cosimo Roselli the last.
These dusty back-shop prentices, who
ground colors for the master apothecaries,
were in daily contact with the medical
partners of the shop (medicos in apotheca)
whose consulting rooms adjoined. The
artists, too, who came there perforce for
pigments and other materials, found the
shops alluring places in which to loiter and
renew acquaintance with their fellow-guildsmen, the apothecaries and physicians. Thus
through close guild and trade relationships,
easy intimacies arose between men of the
two callings. The physicians were not only
the sponsors for the artists in the guild’s
multiform functions, but their natural pa
trons, protectors and collaborators. Hence,
when the tide of realism in art rolled over
north Italy, adherents of the two branches
of the house of Saint Luke (painter and
beloved physician) could have collaborated
with brilliant effect upon Tuscan art and
science. On the whole there was but little
concerted action of this kind, and we are
put to some trouble to explain the situation
on the ground of any fundamental lack of
accord. The earlier anatomizing artists,
urged on by the grim requirements of formal
technique, expected little, and derived little
support from physicians, in working out
their peculiar applications of anatomy to
problems of form. Artists concentrated
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their interests upon the skeletal and muscu
lar systems. Professional school anatomists
before Vesalius had failed to elaborate these
systems in any detail whatsoever. Even
Berengar confesses scant interest in matters
of external myology, because of the diffi
culties in the way of prosection: “ Note,
reader, that I have made very little com
ment on the muscles of the body, and that
I have concerned myself very sparingly
with this system; mainly for the reason that,
in the ordinary dissections made before the
scholars in the schools, the majority of the
muscles cannot be demonstrated. To expose
these structures to view properly, extremely
long and painstaking labor is required, as
well as a suitably appointed room” (ita locus
accomodatus). A place arranged just so!
And yet the smallest mortuary-chamber,
cubicle, or side-chapel in the charnel house
sufficed the artist— a cellar or burial pit—
it mattered not, when he went down to
make essay of the “ science of the sepulchre.”
A large share in matters of scientific
moment was taken by Paolo Ucello (139 7 1475), whose zeal for the house of science
had all but eaten him up. He typifies the
adventurous temperament of the time. He
lacked the largeness of intelligence, the
God-like comprehension, the vast variety
of attainments of men of the universal
stamp like Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, Donatel
lo, Orcagna, Luca della Robbia and Leon
Baptista Alberti. His talent was expended
in design, in genre, in geometric develop
ment of the laws governing perspective and
foreshortening. His passion for literal deline
ation of the near and present, his inquisitive
attitude toward exact science, he passed
on to scores of unknown industrial crafts
men in Florence, whose unremembered
labors enabled later painters to proceed
from a basis of exact science to the far
nobler pursuit of ideal beauty. Men of
Ucello’s following hewed close to the line;
the Carrand Master, the artist of the “ ten
nude men” in the Stockholm collection,

the creators of those unattributed gems of
naturalistic representation now gathered in
Uffizi, the Louvre, London, Berlin, Vienna,
Venice, Dresden and in private hands,
flooded the botega of Ucello’s day with a
tide, full and flowing, of chalk and wash
drawings, pen and silverpoint. These studio
sketches and cartoons reveal, to the least
prickings of the paper, the full reach of
Florentine technique in drawing the living
model. They register most patently the
crescent interest in anatomy.
Despite earlier hints of the existence
of this corporum intus curiositas among
workers in the plastic arts, the followers of
Donatello were apparently the first to
undertake the study of human anatomy, in
the modern sense of a sustained systemized
discipline for artists. T hat Donatello (1386—
1466) himself assisted at an actual anatomy,
at least from the spectator’s bench, we need
no better proof than his forceful rendering
of such a scene in his “ Anatomy of the
M iser’s H eart,” one of his Paduan series
of bronze tablets illustrating the miracles
of Saint Anthony. The almost cruel natural
ism and searching myologic detail in Dona
tello’s sainted peasants proved a source of
torment to lesser craftsmen, leading them
along paths of purely objective inquiry to
the dissecting room. His pupil Antonio
Pollajuolo (1429-1498), pupil also of Ucello,
was the virtual beginner of artistic anatomy
in Italy. “ He dissected many bodies to
study the anatomy,” says Vasari, “ and was
the first to investigate the actions of the
muscles in this manner, that he might
afterwards give them their due place and
effect in his works.” His drawings created a
clear space for the new teaching. His en
graving of the “ Battle of the Ten Nude
M en” electrified the town. His paintec
themes, in which Hercules generally takes
the leading role, are anatomies of stressec
movement, bizarre energy, unimaginably
fierce and vengeful power. And the source;
of all this sinewy exuberant phrasing of lift
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spring from immediate and prolonged ma
nipulations of the dead. Pollajuolo had
established altogether novel modes of ap
proach to the intimacies of form, and could
say with Browning: “ The life in me abol
ished the death in things.” This quickening
impulse soon made itself felt in all the
schools, pagan and pietistic, realistic and
conventional, and crossed the Alps north
ward with Diirer on his return home.
Andrea del Castagno (13967-1457) “ lover
of the difficulties of art” (ammatore delle
difficulta dell’ arte) certainly helped to in
corporate the teaching of Masaccio in
respect to figure draughtmanship, and may
have anatomized to attain that incisive
point and apposite modelling which is so
striking a characteristic in his work. A l
though he did not matriculate in the Guild
of Physicians and Apothecaries until he
was fifty-five, he became a lusty exponent
of the new plastic conceptions furnished by
proportional analysis and dissection. He is
a strict uncompromising realist, bound to
his model, in all narrowness, believing that
to embellish, is to falsify. His interest in
character, in ethnic type, is intense. Post
mortems by him would surely be expressed
in terms of some new declension, for he
engaged new appetencies for the task, view
ing the thing thus from the ethnic angle.
Ucello, Castagno, Baldovinetti, whose
great pupil was Verrocchio, together with
Piero della Francesca, whose great pupif
was Signorelli, brought in flowing wells of
refreshment to Umbro-FIorentine art, to
join the racing tumult of waters set free by
Pollajuolo, or to spread abroad in other
directions. The Medici made a special point
of encouraging Tuscan artists with scientific
leanings. Thus, to impart a fillip to Verroc
chio’s more academic interest in human
anatomy, was he commissioned to restore
an antique statue of the flayed M arsyas,
which glorified the gate of the Medici gar
dens—given the mutilated red-marble torso,
by sheer “ tour de force” to reconstruct the
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missing parts. He did this with consummate
skill, utilizing the white veins of stone as
the proper superficial veins of the limbs.
Verrocchio (1435-1488) was the first to make
practical use of casts of the living body and
ecorche posture models for use in schools.
These marvellous flayed figurines, exhibit
ing all the superficial muscles in action,
accurately moulded in wax, terra cotta or
plaster, carved from marble or cast in
bronze, formed a fresh series of essays in
artistic anatomy. Verrocchio’s bronze ecorches certainly were calculated to excite the
admiration, emulation and despair of his
contemporaries, the same contemporaries
who criticized the naturalism of the horse
in his great CoIIeoni statue for its literal
translation of the anatomy of the animal
as seen dissected. In this sculptor, bronze
worker, goldsmith, builder and painter,
the “ true-eye” expressed in his very name,
meant analytical vision, the firm, poised,
robust character of a born teacher. Small
wonder that Leonardo lingered on in ap
prenticeship to this man for years after his
admission to the guild, imbibing sound
methods of science along with ideals of
drawing, of modelling, of formal composi
tion in line and plane.
The progress of naturalism was continu
ous and triumphant; under such champions
of reality it was destined to spread far and
wide over Italy and finally over western
Europe, in the swift seasons of the diaspora
of Florentine science. The new art, grounded
on actuality, pleased the princes, and, at the
same time, commended itself to the honest
and honorable intelligence of the bour
geoisie. In Italy, the people, in wider com
monality, had come to share the artist’s
passion for unadorned truth. There, the
verities reigned, through popular choice.
“ The desire of seeming wise on matters of
form, with which every man of us is born,”
was there recognized as the last treachery
of the artistic hand and soul.
The old “ Ars et Mysterium” in the canons
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of paintings no longer obtained— at least,
there was no longer the mysterious content
in the teaching. “ Beauty is measured and
proportioned by geometrical accuracy.”
This rule, repeated on all hands, doubtless
led to trials of “ presumptuous and paltry
technical skill” (Ruskin’s wrathful charac
terization of this trend), yet it led straight
on to the creation of immortal works, sym 
bols of the highest connotation, most pro
found experiential expression, attained by
man in his glad runs through the amazing
universe.
Among those who ran the whole gamut
of experience, endowed with the universal
mind, mark Piero della Francesca, who
became a great master in the exact sciences
before he became one in the arts. “ He under
stood all the most important properties of
rectilinear bodies better than any other
geometrician.” (Vasari). He wrote a treatise
on perspective, for centuries accredited to
a mythical Peter of Bruges. He trained in
proportioni et proportionalita, the great
Pacioli, companion in studies mathematical
of Leonardo da Vinci. His studies of the un
draped figure are splendidly realized effec
tive and living portraits of the body. His
frescoes at Arezzo set him apart as one of
the foremost masters of figure expression.
His treatment of the Resurrection theme
at Borgo San Sepolcro proved for all time
that “ Nature could not invest herself in
such shadowing passion of line without
some instruction” (to adapt Iago’s vivid
phrase). On the whole, considering Piero’s
extant works and his known preoccupation
with matters of pure science, the presump
tion of fact is that he anatomized. He was,
in spirit, more scientific, and in his art, more
narrowed and bound to nature, than any of
the great Florentines with the exception of
Leonardo. His Umbrian follower and spirit
ual heir, Luca Signorelli (14 4 1-15 2 3 ) ex
ploited the nude in art with astonishing
verve and abandon. Luca’s severe and
sculptural design and modelling, as seen in

his “ Education of Pan” (circa 1475), now in
Berlin, changed, in the following thirty
years, by some subtle increase in vehemence
of execution, into an utterly different thing,
or at least a modally different thing. His
frescoes in the cathedral at Orvieto whirl
the beholder into regions of Dantesque im
pressiveness and solemnity. These awful
walls are charged with great, primal, perfervid presences, executed on an heroic plane,
the elder brothers of Michelangelo’s Sistine
conceptions. Signorelli was a restless ex
perimenter; his handling of vital plastic
problems, without diminution of the sense
for pictorial illusion, is instinct with a vigor
and intensity which is almost satiric, sar
donic. Luca even nerved himself to paint
the body of his own dead son. That he
painted for painters is readily seen.
Of Melozzo da Forli (1438-1494), another
pupil of Piero della Francesca, although
much could be said, we will mention only his
“ Pesta-Pepe” or apothecary’s assistant
braying in a mortar with the muscles of a
Hercules— a panel which originally must
have served as a druggist’s shop-sign. It is
done in a vein too dashing to allow of com
parison with that piece of neat quick fash
ioning of the outward form by his master
Piero—the “ Ercole” from Borgo San Sepol
cro, now in Mrs. Gardner’s collection—yet
the derivation is plain.
Other Umbrians, as Fiorenzo di Lorenzo
together with his pupils Perugino and Pintorricchio, never quite succumbed to the
spirit of Florentine science, although admit
ting its prepotency. They drew their Saint
Sebastians with anatomic refinements which
were borrowed, rather than the outcome of
individual research. Raphael, too, misprized
science while in Urbino and under the influ
ence of these men, yet it is well to remember
that his first teacher, Timoteo Viti, who had
quitted the Bolognese studio of Francia in
1495, *n that studio had seen much of the
great anatomist Achillini, the life-long friend
of Francia. Raphael had a genius for assimi-
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Iation and in his Florentine period (15041508) imitated Leonardo and Michelangelo,
drinking deep of the Pierian spring. There
is much to give color to the rumor, current
at his death and credited throughout the
two centuries following, that Raphael had
imitated Leonardo and Michelangelo even
to the point of preparing materials for a
work on artistic anatomy.
Padua possessed much work of unique
merit from the hands of early Florentine
masters and was susceptible to their mould
ing influence. Giotto (1306) under the eye
of exiled Dante, raised the standards of
universal beauty in the frescoes of the
Arena Chapel; Donatello labored at Padua
from 1443 to 1453; Ucello was there also
at some time in the same decade, and Fra
Fillipo Lippi worked there in 1434. Squarcione, head of the native school in which
ancient Roman sculpture and the new
Florentine models received equal attention,
consciously adhered to the naturalistic
mode. He and his scholars lived on terms of
some intimacy with the physician, Michele
Savonarola, in whose brother’s house the
school was maintained. Squarcione’s school
took on a tremendous significance through
the genius of his chief pupil, and adopted
son, Andrea Mantegna (14 31-150 6 ), the
most influential artist in North Italy during
the early Renaissance. M antegna’s earnest
and intense search for reality is seen in the
figures of the Eremitani frescoes. His study
of the “ Dead Christ” in the Brera Gallery
is accepted as the extreme and sovereign
instance of realism, the direct inspiration of
Tintoretto when he painted his “ Finding
the Body of Saint M ark” (likewise in the
Palazzo di Brera) and of Rembrandt’s
“ Deyman Anatomic,” in the Rijks Museum.
Next to Mantegna, Cosimo Tura (1430?1495), founder of the school of Ferrara, and
Vincenzo Foppa, central master of the
Lombard and Brescian region, strove to
disseminate most widely the fruits of Pad
uan discipline.
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In studying the early art of Venice, with
the view of determining anatomical con
tent and direction, one pauses over Vivarini’s long-proportioned figures with exag
gerated articulations, and Carlo Crivelli’s
(1440?- after 1493) scientific interest in
tendons and muscular attachments. There
is excellent matter in the London and
Louvre sketch books of Jacopo Bellini, and
in the work of his sons and their incom
parable school-following; in Giorgione
(14 78 -1519 ) and Titian (1477-1576 ), whose
perennial devotion to the nude was ex
pressed in many a gorgeous Venus, Danse,
Europa, Antiope. When Rubens was exe
cuting his Prado copy of the “ Rape of
Europa” he wrote that this Titian to him
stood forth as the first picture in the world.
To Titian’s mind the Saint Sebastian panel,
of the five-winged altar-piece for the Bishop
of Pola, was preeminently the best delinea
tion of the figure of which he was capable.
The Rhenish follower of Titian, Jan van
Calcar from the Duchy of Cleves, illustrated
the “ Fabrica” of Vesalius, fifty-two years
after the first anatomical book-illustrations
for Ketham ’s “ Fasiculus” had been pre
pared by Mansueti of the school of Gentile
Bellini. The versions of Venus by the
mountaineer Palma Vecchio are rugged and
healthy (Dresden and Cambridge) contrast
ed with the more ideal loveliness and greater
refinement of Giorgione’s (Dresden) and
Cariani’s (Hampton Court). Giorgione’s
most important follower was Sebastian del
Piombo (circa 1485-1547) who became the
loyal slave of Michelangelo in Rome about
1510 . Del Piombo, far outstripped his
fellow Venetians in zeal for anatomy, yet
he was reined in by a certain laziness and
disinclination to dissect.
Beyond the Alps, also, are multiplied
examples in sculpture and painting of acci
dental modes of anatomic illustration; be
ginning with Burgundian and Languedoc
sculpture, and Flemish and Rheinish paint
ing. The “ Adam and E ve” on the Ghent
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altar by Jan Van E yck (circa 13 9 0 -14 4 1);
the “ Thief on the Cross” at Frankfurt, work
of the Master of Flemalle (active, 1420-38);
“ The Descent from the Cross” by Roger
Van der Weyden (1400-1464), now in the
Escorial: these introduce a long series of
masterpieces in the naturalistic Northern
manner, which found expression later in
such works as the “ Neptune and Amphitrite” by Ja n Gossart (1516) and the purely
anatomical pen sketches of Peter Brueghel
(1525-1569 ). In Germany, Albrecht Diirer
painted the figure according to the strict
canons of proportion which he himself laid
down. His “ Adam and E ve” in the Prado
(1507) executed on his return from Italy,
easily transcends the efforts of Lucas Cran
ach and other contemporaries, who repeat
edly tried to parallel the performance. The
school of Diirer deserves special study from
the angle of the cult of science and because
of the very close relations existing between
members of that school and the mathema
ticians and physicians of Nuremberg, Augs
burg and Strassburg. It should be men
tioned too, that Cranach, in addition to his
active school-directorship at Wittenberg,
directed a prosperous drug shop there for
many years. In Germany, as in Italy, art
continually kibed the heels of medicine.
We may not stop to examine the complex
of these relationships, interpenetrating and
important as they are. Burgkmair, ShauffeIein and Grien should be studied, with all
their kin and kind. The “ Hercules and
Antaeus” and the “ Allegory of M usic” by
Hans Baldung Grien give the summation of
Diirer’s mensural method of plotting the
unveiled human figure. Perhaps the most
acute and telling master-stroke of realism
ever set within the limits of a narrow panel
is the “ Dead Christ” by Hans Holbein the
Younger, painted in 15 2 1, now in the
Museum at Bale.
To return to Florence,— it would seem
first and last that the one fixed trystingplace for art and science lay in that region

round about the Arcispedale Santa M aria
Novella, scene of the labors of Domenico
Veneziano, Piero della Francesca, Andrea
del Castagno, Alessio Baldovinetti and
Ghirlandaio. In the “ Lily Pharm acy,” hard
by the hospital, was born Cosimo Roselli
(1439-1507), sound craftsman, founder of a
prolific school, which welcomed the teach
ings of the new anatomy. His ablest pupils
were Piero di Cosimo (14 6 2 -15 2 1) and
Andrea del Sarto (14 8 6 -153 1), keen stu
dents of anatomy, according to Vasari. A
critic might interpolate thus: Vasari in his
“ Lives of the Painters” is prone to over
emphasize these interests, for he was a
kinsman of Signorelli and a pupil of Michel
angelo. But we can generally check his
statements made in this vein by the direct
evidence of drawings and other material
remains left by the artist in question; in
the case of Piero, the Ufffzi drawing of a dead
man’s head is sufficiently convincing. An
drea del Sarto, in turn, taught artistic
anatomy in his own school, beyond cavil of
doubt. It was from him that Pontormo
learned, and Franciabigio, and Rosso Fiorentino, who furnished the bulk of the illus
trations in the anatomy of Charles Estienne.31
Men of the central Italian tradition went
serenely on, subtly recharging themselves
with the primary inspiration of the supreme
masters, Leonardo, Michelangelo and R a 
phael. This triumvirate had hastened the
spread in widest commonality of that domi
nant idea of Leon Baptista Alberti, namely,
that artists should study nature in a truly
scientific spirit. What ardors and endur
ances for science, what trials in the fiery fur
nace, had these three not passed through—
Leonardo in particular! Florentines well
remembered how, in the year 1505, the city
had gone down in entire submission before
Leonardo’s divinely drawn cartoon for “ The
Battle of the Standard” and the competing
cartoon by Michelangelo, “ The Surprise, by
31 Published by Simon. Colindese, Paris: 1545.
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the Pisans, of Florentine Soldiers Bathing
in the Arno.” “ One of these cartoons was
placed in the Medici Palace and one in the
Pope’s Hall; and while they could be seen
there, they were the school of all the world,”
wrote Benvenuto Cellini. So decisive was
the display, by these establishers of dis
section, that there was no room thenceforth
for faulty drawing of the nude figure in
action. M any men in Florence, Milan, and
Rome knew of Leonardo’s favorite project to
publish exhaustive researches in human and
comparative anatomy— a project crushed
under the Tarpeian weight of his materials,
amassed in thirty-three years of intermittent
dissection and gathered in one-hundred-and
twenty volumes of drawings and descriptive
notes. Of his fifty dissections, the first series
was performed in the Arcispedale Santa
M aria Novella at Florence, next at Milan
at the Ospedale Maggiore and CoIIegio dei
Fisici with Della Torre, and finally ( 15 14 15) at the Santo Spirito at Rome. There his
work had been brusquely interrupted by
command of the Pope, on complaint of a
German, and he accepted the invitation of
Francis I to live in France. It was during
his second stay at Milan that he made nota
tion in his M S .: “ This winter of the year
15 10 I hope to complete the whole of this
anatom y.” But we find him still dissecting
four years later in his sixty-second year, in
the winter of 15 14 - 15 , the winter on whose
last December day Andreas Vesalius was
brought into the world. Whether Vesalius
saw or did not see the work of his great
precursor, before the dispersal of these
scientific treasures by Melzi’s unblest son,
remains a vexed question.
Grant that
Vesalius made use of even some small part
of Leonardo’s scheme, then may we say
that the progress of science is not as falter
ing and discontinuous as on the surface it
appears to be at this point in the history of
anatomy; the influence of Leonardo upon
practical anatomy is decisive; he steps into
a place of intolerant central glory.
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Less esoteric and secretive in this matter
than Leonardo, Michelangelo wielded a
tremendously direct influence upon the
practice among artists of preparatory anato
mies. Upon this question the young giant
fell with world-shaking impact, creating a
seismic disturbance over the whole field of
art. He ruined his health in feverish dissec
tions covering a period of sixteen years.
Condivi, his pupil, says of him: “ Desiring
to learn from nature herself he set her up
before him as the true example. There is
no animal whose anatomy he did not desire
to study, much more, that of man, so that
those who have spent all their lives in that
science, and who make a profession of it,
hardly know so much of it as he.” Condivi’s
closing comment is more than the mere
personal puffery of extravagant admiration;
it is true not only of Michelangelo but of
numbers of others in and out of his imme
diate following. Listen to Vesalius. Having
just spoken of an anatomy performed on a
Florentine patrician, there comes this peev
ish outburst: “ As for those painters and
sculptors who flocked around me at my dis
sections, I have never allowed myself to
get worked up about them to the point of
feeling that I was less favored than these
men, for all their superior airs.”
Montorsoli may be regarded as most
adept in the anatomy, in the group of
Michelango’s fellow-workers. In all prob
ability it was he who executed the figures
of the healing Saints Cosimo and Damian,
flanking the Medicean tomb. His statues are
essays in anatomy. A t Genoa, at work on a
great statue of the Admiral Andrea Doria,
we find him consorting with members of
the medical guild in the cloisters of Santa
M aria delie Vigneis, and doing certain dis
sections there. From Rome, Sebastian del
Piombo writes to Michelangelo: “ I pray
you remember to bring along some studies
for me: faces, legs, body or arm, which I
have wanted, as you are aware, for so long
a time.” This appeal illustrates Bode’s
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view: “ Michelangelo’s overpowering and
extraordinary genius began to dominate
plastic art before the sculptors had attained
to full knowledge of the laws of the anatomy
of the human body. Andrea Sansovino,
already, in his later works is wholly depend
ent on Michelangelo, in particular the
frescoes of the Sistine Chapel; and this is
still more the case with Andrea’s pupil,
Jacobo Sansovino, and the rest of the
Florentine sculptors of that period, scarcely
one of whom was able to develop upon his
own individual lines.” Y et one of the neatest
ecorche figures in existence, a gem of con
summate modelling of a dancing male
figure, excoriato a cuti, has very recently
been attributed to Jacobo Sansovino. It
will bear comparison with the crouching
ecorche attributed, with little trace of
reason, to Michelangelo. Another admirer of
the great man, creator of the “ Perseus,”
Benvenuto Cellini, always insisted in his
writings that the essential thing in art was,
“ thoroughly to understand how to paint
the nude.” Cellini’s diary also throws much
light upon the points of contact between
artists and physicians, for at Rome he was
intimate with Berengar da Carpi (in whom
he finds a commendable knowledge of de
sign), and shared his Paris residence for
eight years with the Florentine anatomist
Guido Guidi (Vidius), one of the teachers
of Vesalius, and a son-in-law of Ghirlandaio.
In deliberate rivalry with Michelangelo,
strove Baccio Bandinelli, a pupil of Leonar
do’s friend the sculptor Rustici. When
Sebastian del Piombo painted the huge
portrait of Bandinelli he put in his hand an
expressive symbol of the sculptor’s art— a
cartoon of two nudes of highly developed
musculature done in red wash or chalk.
Under Bandinelli and Jacobo Sansovino,
studied Ammanati whose ineffectual striv
ings only served to show all workers in the
round how vain was their effort to recapture
the Titanic conceptions and execution of
Michelangelo. “ When for their nudity, Ban-

dinelli’s ‘Adam and E ve’ were removed
from the high altar in Florence and when the
aged Ammanati sent his abject apology to
the Academia del Disegno expressing his
acerbissimo delore e pentimento for certain
nude figures on Florentine fountains, and
the custom of adding zinc drapery loin
cloths became wide-spread—then the reac
tion against anatomy and the nude may
be said to have set in.” 32
There remains the flayed figure of Saint
Bartholomew by Marco D ’Agrate in the
cathedral at M ilan,33 marking the summit of
misplaced and tasteless brilliance in this
direction, inspired by that analogous earlier
work by Giovanni Battista da Sesto at the
right hand of the portal of the Certosa
Pavese. There remain, too, the assiduous
labors on anatomic preparations and myoIogic models, of the two artists Alessandro
Allori and II Cigoli, the latter of whom un
hinged his mind from too close application
to dissections. As late as 1660, the French
sculptor Pierre Puget34 (who spent seven
years in Genoa) wrote to his patron Louvois, “ I am also meditating a group of
Apollo flaying M arsyas, in order to repre
sent a kind of anatomy, a thing highly
appreciated among sculptors and painters.”
To turn again to painting: the Venetian
colorists magically indicated the outline of
the figure by varying gradations of tone.
The figures in Giorgione’s “ Fete Champetre” are color surfaces for the play of light.
Tintoretto often lost the graphic pattern of
the figure entirely, in a welter of chiaroscuro
and confusing illumination. These crepus
cular mysteries of light fortunately failed
to sway other minds in the same degree.
Correggio (1494—1534) showed the highest
32 Balcarres: “ The Evolution of Italian Sculp
ture,” London: 1909, chap, iv, Anatomy and the
Nude, et passim.
33 See “ La Scultura nel Duomo di Milano.” M i
lan: 1908, 193.
34 See “ M arsyas” by Puget, Metropolitan Mu
seum, N. Y . Consult Mus. Bull., xiv.
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virtuosity in exquisite modelling of the
human figure. His “ Leda” (Berlin) is outlined
in fluid, air-bathed tones; his “ Io” (Vienna)
and “ Danse” (Borghese) reveal extraordinary
delicacy in melting gradations of form and
color, bathed in sifting light and almost visi
bly flowing air. These creations, beloved of
gods and men, are separated by diameters
of the solar system from the parvenu nudes
of Lucas Cranach.
Following the death of the great master,
Michelangelo (1564), came the Mannerists
who need not detain us, for they studied
nature no longer; they studied, instead, the
wilfulness and arbitrary choice of form in
Michelangelo’s later cartoons. From their
vapid exhibitions of muscular anatomy
misunderstood, pass to the eclectic school
of the Carracci at Bologna, where a sound
system of anatomy was taught by charts,
models and dissections, preparatory to
drawing from the nude. The sombre Ribera
(1588-1656) painted the flayed St. B ar
tholomew many times with horrible truth
and power. Indeed when his first “ M artyr
dom of St. Bartholomew” was exhibited to
the Neapolitan crowd from the balcony of
his father-in-law’s -house a riot ensued.
Ribera handled this congenial theme with
dark ferocious competence, easily excelling
his masters, Ribalta and Agostino Carracci
(Sutherland Gallery, “ St. Bartholomew” ).
We have an etching, from his hand, of the
same gruesome theme. Ribera’s drawings
bear witness to his deep interest in anatomy;
he doubtless knew every line of Michelan
gelo’s St. Bartholomew in the “ Last Ju d g 
ment,” holding forth his skin in one hand,
and grasping the knife, symbol of his
martyrdom, in the other. Velasquez,
the first to work in oil, painted the
nude all too seldom (National Gallery,
“ Venus and Love” ) whereas Rubens (15 7 7 1640) seldom missed an opportunity— his
female nudes are literally legion, rampant
in every collection in Europe.
Like the “ Laocoon,” the sculptures and
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Sistine frescoes of Michelangelo represent
the culmination of a period, the period of
physiological and psychological anatomy,
which was empirically studied and trium
phantly mastered by the Greeks and ac
quired its scientific foundation in the ana
tomical drawings of Leonardo da Vinci. All
that the plastic and graphic arts could con
vey of the sensation of reality, the emotional
realization of volume, weight and movement
by representation of the violently twisted
musculature of the male body and the pur
poseful deformation of its parts, is rendered
in these immortal works, something which
no mere static photograph, say of wrestlers
in violent conflict, could ever simulate.
What is summarized by Michelangelo could
only be sensed in a continuous motion pic
ture of such actions, reeled off at slow
tempo for physiological analysis. In Rubens,
the rhythmic organization of tactile volumes
and the rendering of the sensation of stress
and movement, conveyed by the modifica
tion and deformation of volumes impinging
upon one another, reached its highest
development. In the long intervening period
between Michelangelo and Rodin, between
Rubens and Renoir, accurate representation
of the nude was confined mainly to the soft
rounded contours of the female body, i.e.,
to surface anatomy. This preoccupation
was due in part to the emancipation of art
and artists from the early mediaeval preju
dice against the plastic representation of
the body in naturalibus, so evident in
Gothic art, and latterly to the ever-increas
ing exaltation of the fair sex in the successive
periods. “ The nude human figure,” says
Berenson, “ is the only object which in per
fection conveys to us values of touch and
particularly of movement. Hence the paint
ing of the nude is the supreme endeavour of
the very greatest artists; and when success
fully treated, the most life-communicating
and life-enhancing in existence.” 35 But the
35
Berenson: “ The Central Italian Painters of the
Renaissance.” New York: 1897, 77-78.
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true vehicle for the surface representation
of muscular anatomy and its underlying
bony structures is the male body. In the
female body, which is physically and phys
iologically an “ adiabatic system” or store
house of energy, not specially intended for
violent motor activity, the musculature is
usually flabby and little developed, except
in athletics or strenuous occupations. Artis
tic representation of its suave contours is
usually effected by accounting for the depo
sitions of subcutaneous fat, which set in at
puberty and usually go on increasing up
to the change of life. Countless variations
have been played upon this theme, the
recital of which is part of the story of mod
ern painting.
The history of modern painting, one of the
greater glories of modern France, is briefly
as follows: In the early part of the nineteenth
century, a definite and determined reac
tion against the erotic pictures of Boucher,
Fragonard and Greuze was ushered in by
Vien and apotheosized by David. Austere,
prudish, insipid themes from Greek and
Roman history became the fashion. The
classical tradition of the methode David was
continued by Ingres, a superlative draughts
man, whose pencil sketches make him, in
Huneker’s phrase, “ the greatest master of
pure line who ever lived.” With the advent
of Gericault and Delacroix, French art
broke away from the stiff formal tradition,
with its historical or literary subject matter.
Gericault was almost the only artist in the
nineteenth century who dissected, and he
dissected even the viscera. With Gericault
and Delacroix came two of the fundamental
postulates of modern painting, viz., un
restricted freedom in the choice of subjects
and the feeling that color rather than line
is its true means of expressing form, volume,
depth, fight, air and motion. Emancipation
from formal or literary subject matter was
largely due to the Spanish artist Goya, who
boldly took his themes from the varied life
about him, painting almost every conceiv

able subject, and, in his diabolical etchings,
revived the intensely dark backgrounds of
Rembrandt and Flals. From Goya stemmed
Gustave Courbet, who was reviled all his life
for his daring choice of unconventional sub
jects and who was one of the earliest of the
great landscape painters of France. From
the Spanish tendency came also the carica
turist Honore Daumier, whose gloomy back
grounds again suggest Rembrandt and
Goya, and whose nude studies of bathing
and wrestling figures introduced a tendency
of colossal importance in recent painting,
namely, the rendering of mass in motion,
of the sensations of tactile volume, contour,
weight and muscular exertion by the sheer
and rugged blocking out of dark tones
against the light. It is the physiological
anatomy of Michelangelo rendered in a new
medium. Another product of the Goya tra
dition was Edouard Manet, who exhausted
all the possibilities of unconventional
subject matter (“ after Manet, there was
nothing new to paint” ), who eliminated
non-essentials to the point of elliptical por
traiture of the face, but who, with all his
feeling for surfaces, never achieved form,
depth and volume in three dimensions.
With Manet, came the great landscape
painters of the Barbizon school and, inspired
by the English Turner, the Impressionists,
better termed the Luminists, who sought to
represent sunlight, heat, wind and flowing
water by means of color alone. The Impres
sionist movement culminated in Paul Ce
zanne, who strove to represent form, sub
jective solidity and movement itself by
the juxtaposition of planes of color. As
Berenson says, Cezanne gave tactile values
even to the sky.36 These new devices were,
most of them, utilized in triumphant syn
thesis in the last paintings of the aged Paul
Renoir, defined by a competent critic as
“ among the greatest paintings of all tim e.”
The summit having been attained, de36
Berenson: “ The Central Italian Painters of the
Renaissance.” New York: 1897, 101.
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cadence at once set in. Cezanne and Whist
ler had been influenced by the Japanese.
M atisse reverted to the flat two-dimensional
art of Persia. Out of African negro sculpture
and its angularities came Picasso and the
Cubists, who discarded color in favor of
block representation in two tones and vol
ume in favor of multilateral vision, or the
simultaneous presentation of many aspects
of the same object (“ Nude Descending a
Staircase” ). The Futurists, meanwhile, as
pired to “ empathy” or the identification of
the spectator with a series of successive or
simultaneous actions supposed to be rep
resented in the picture (“ Dynamism of an
Auto” ). This was the “ cosmic tarantella,”
the chaotic Walt Whitman view of nature,
which Berenson derides as the logical oppo
site of true art, the essence of which, from
the time of the Greeks, has been selection.
Finally, in the work of the Synchromists, all
subject matter in the shape of recognizable
objects was eliminated in favor of experi
ments in juxtaposition of primary colors,
and the sterilizing process was complete.
Viewed historically, Cubism and Synchromism are technical experiments toward the
purification of painting as the art of con
veying sensations of form, volume and
movement by means of color alone.37 In
sculpture, Falguiere followed the traditions
of Canova and Houdon; Rodin revived the
muscular anatomy of Michelangelo.
The effect of the purifying process upon
anatomical representation in painting and
sculpture was characteristic.
To a surprising science of anatomy, ac
quired by dissecting, the great Florentine
artists added their own intuitions about the
dynamics of painting. The success of Giotto,
Masaccio, Michelangelo in conveying the
physical sensation of solidity and of vio-
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Iently opposing forces was inherent in their
genius, a matter of intuition alone. Their
knowledge of anatomy was great, but only
Leonardo had any physiological knowledge
of the interplay of antagonistic muscles. To
purify painting by the scientific study of
color, to render the sensations of light,
volume, solidity, weight and movement by
the orchestration of color alone, was the
ambition of all truly modern painters, from
Daumier to Cezanne; and Cezanne, as
Wright says, “ halted at the gateway of
great composition,” because, like Gauguin,
he took up painting too late in life. Under
these conditions, representation of the nude
became less a matter of anatomic knowledge
and study than of color instrumentation and
dynamics. The nudes of Daumier have
actual mass, weight and solidity; like his
caricatures they were “ great pieces of
rugged flesh which had all the appearance
of having been chiselled out of a solid
medium with a dull tool. . / . The drawing
came afterward as a direct result of the
tonal volumes.” (Wright.) M anet’s “ De
jeuner sur I’Herbe,” on the other hand, is
only a two-dimensional affair of brilliant
surfaces. One of the few modern female
nudes in which musculature is apparent,
it is none the less as flat as a pancake. In
the nudes of Renoir, tangibility, bulging
volume, the sensation of mass and weight,
as in a living body, are achieved by means
of color alone. Cezanne’s rough croquis of
nudes in motion look, many of them, like
the drawings of a madman— an artist’s
experiments in the dynamics of vision. The
sketches of Bakst are a wild carnival of
le mouvement in two dimensions. And all
these men had their forbears. Renoir derives
from Correggio, Rubens, Boucher, and the
rock-sculptures in the Indian grottoes;
Daumier from Rembrandt and G oya; R o
37 This argument has been derived, in the main
din, in tendency and remarkable knowledge
from Willard Huntington Wright’s “ Modern Paint
of anatomy, from Michelangelo; the blocking” (New York, 1915), which does for modern
representations of the Cubists from the
French painters what Berenson’s volumes do for
figurines of the Cro-Magnon artists, from
the Italian painters of the Renaissance.
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negro sculpture, from Diirer’s anthropo
metric diagrams. The study of the muscula
ture of the back in Courbet’s Femme de
Munich is singularly like certain canvasses
of Rubens. The reclining and semi-recum
bent figures of Michelangelo, Correggio,
Titian, Tintoretto and other Italians, a
pose which for three centuries was a motif
in books of anatomic illustration from Ber-
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engario da Carpi to Gautier d’Agoty, were
repeated by Velasquez and resumed by
Boucher, Fragonard, Goya (M aja nuda),
Courbet and Renoir. Meanwhile, alongside
of the conscious effort to purify painting by
making it a matter of color dynamics alone,
other tendencies sprang up. Gauguin, Degas,
Rops, Toulouse-Lautrec studied the nude
from curious angles, ethnic, social, latterly
pathological; and here Fletcher’s dictum
that the true content of “ artistic anatomy”
is physiology and external pathology be
comes singularly apposite. Gauguin’s studies
of Tahitian men and women are genuine
contributions to ethnology, like Greek stat
uary, Holbein’s English faces, Lucas Cra
nach’s slant-eyed Wittenberg maidens, R u 
bens’ negro, Raeburn’s Scots, G oya’s Span
iards, Defregger’s Tyrolese, Zorn’s Swedes,
Alfred Stevens’ Belgians, Reinhold Begas’
Prussian girls, Sargent’s Nilotic woman,

Sichel’s Miss Fai, or Zuloaga’s Marcelle
Souty. The predilection of Correggio, A n
drea della Robbia, Andrea del Sarto and
Rubens for naked bambini has afforded
solace to scores of modern German artists,
notably in Moritz von Schwindt’s cartoons
for frescoes in the Royal Palace at Munich.
Rodin’s “ La Belle Heaulmiere” reproduces
all the horrors of Villon’s ballade, and the
jaded ugliness of prostitutes has been
vulgarized by Rops, Forain, Louis Legrand
and Toulouse-Lautrec. Diirer’s “ Four N ak
ed Women” and Rembrandt’s nude en
gendered, in fact, a whole school of modern
pictures, in which the female body is seen
as deformed and ruined by advancing age,
maternity, change of life, grinding toil,
vice or prostitution. Degas, who shut him
self up all his life to paint ballet girls, race
horses and milliners, achieved the culmina
tion of this tendency in his pictures of ugly
women bathing in tubs. Personally in his
“ benevolent malice” and reconcilement to
the boredom of life, he was the artistic
counterpart of the novelist Huysmans, of
the catlike temperament, described by A r
thur Symons as “ courteous, perfectly polite,
almost amiable, but all nerves, ready to
shoot out his claws at the least word.”
“ Perhaps it is only a stupid book that
some one has mentioned, or a stupid
woman; as he speaks, the book looms up
before one, becomes almost monstrous in
its dullness, a masterpiece and a miracle
of imbecility; the unimportant little wom
an grows into a slow horror before your
eyes. It is always the unpleasant aspect of
things that he seizes, but the intensity of
his revolt from that unpleasantness brings
a touch of the sublime into the very ex
pression of his disgust. . . . He speaks
with an accent as of pained surprise, an
amused look of contempt, so profound,
that it becomes almost pity, for human
imbecility.”
Such have been the tendencies of recent
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painting of the nude, the apotheosis of the
ugly and the disagreeable, running strangely
parallel with the substitution of the photo
graph and the dissected cadaver in place oi
hand-drawings for the teaching of anatomy.
Our thesis, however, is to the effect that
genuine anatomic illustration arose not in
didactic hand-drawings made by physicians,
but without didactic intention, in the
sculptures and figure paintings of the great
Florentines, in immortal beauty comparable
only with the statuary of the Greeks and
the Gothic imagiers.
In the words of Berenson:38
“ What brought about this change? In
the first place, the Serpent, that restless
energy which never allows man to abide
long in any Eden, the awakening of the
scientific spirit. Then the fact that, by a
blessed accident, much, if not most, of
this awakened energy was at first turned
not to science but to art. The result there
of was Naturalism, which I have defined
elsewhere as science using art as the ob
ject of its studies, and as its vehicle of
expression. Now science, devoting itself,
as it earnestly did at the beginning of the
fifteenth century, to the study of the
shapes of things, did not take long to
discover that objective reality was not
38
Berenson: “ The Central Italian Painters of the
Renaissance.” New York: 1907.
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on the side of the art then practised. And,
thanks to the existence at that moment
of a man not less endowed with force to
react against tradition, than with power
to see— a power, I believe, unparalleled
before or since—thanks to this one man,
Donatello, art in an instant wrenched
itself free from its immediate past, threw
to the winds its whole mediaeval stock of
images, and turned with ardour and zeal
to the reproduction of things as research
was discovering them to be. . . .
“ Created by Donatello and Masaccio,
and sanctioned by the Humanists, the
new canon of the human figure, the new
cast of features, expressing, because the
figure arts, properly used, could not
express anything else, power, manliness,
and stateliness, presented to the ruling
classes of that time the type of human
being most likely to win the day in the
combat of human forces. It needed no
more than this to assure the triumph of
the new over the old way of seeing and
depicting. And as the ideals of effective
ness have not changed since the fifteenth
century, the types presented by Renais
sance art, despite the ephemeral veerings
of mere fashion and sentiment, still embody
our choice, and will continue to do so, at
least as long as European civilisation
keeps the essentially Hellenic character it
has had ever since the Renaissance.”

TH E Q U IN TESSEN C E IN R A B E L A IS
B y D O U G LASS W. M O N T G O M E R Y , M .D .
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quintessential, meaning the alchemists,
extracted from their urine the finest salt
peter in the world.2
Later in the fifth book, Pantagruel
and his companion skirt along on the
edge of the whirlwind, and finally land
in the kingdom of Quintessence or
Entelechy, and enjoy an entertaining visit
with the queen of that country, who has
a wonderful organ.3 B y playing a tune
upon it all sorts of diseases were cured,
and even the dead brought back to life.
The pipes of the organ were of cassia, the
sounding board of guaicum, the stops of
rhubarb, the pedals of turbith and the key
board of scammony. Scammony itself is
a most entertaining drug, and it is only
right and proper, seeing what its root can
do, that its flower should be a morningglory. Those who were diseased received a
great deal of attention in this august court;
and were introduced with much ceremony
by a corps of officials, chief among whom
were abstractors and spodisators. Abstrac
tors we are already acquainted with, spodi
sators were also a kind of alchemists;
they were those who calcined or reduced to
ashes metallic substances. For them Rabe
lais seems to have had a special contempt,
as he called Quaresmeprenant a calineur de
cendres, a calciner of ashes,4 a useless doer
of things. This reminds us that chemistry
in the olden times was not what it is to-day.
Chemical substances were then divided
into three classes:
1. The mercuries were those substances
which on being heated deposited themselves
again, and could therefore be recovered.
2. The sulphurs were those which burnt,

I

N Rabelais’ day, and for long before,
and, also, for a very considerable time
after, all terrestrial matter was held
to be composed of four elements,
earth, air, fire and water. As regards the
universe, a fifth element, spiritual in its
nature, was assumed, which was called the
quinte or fifth essence. This quintessence
was supposed to be the ethereal substance
of which the stars were composed. The
domain of this quinta essencia was gradually
extended so that it was thought to permeate
all things, and, therefore, it bore a remote
resemblance to the luminiferous ether of
the modern physicists. This essence, or
essential part or soul of things became an
object for investigation by the alchemists,
who imagined that by clearing away the
gross body of the elements they could
arrive at the spiritual core or substance.
With its original meaning either neglected
or forgotten, and the word now only em
ployed to indicate either extreme or ridicu
lous refinement, it is difficult for us to
appreciate the preponderating influence the
idea it once represented had in science and
philosophy. The subject is mentioned sev
eral times by Rabelais, and always in his
mocking manner.
Quintessence is mentioned at the very
beginning of the first book, as, instead of
giving his own name, Rabelais styles him
self M aster Alcofribas Nasier, Abstractor
of the Quintessence, and he again alludes
to himself as M . Abstractor, on whom
Panurge calls for aid in the great storm at
sea.1 Again, in the exquisite bargaining
between Panurge and Dindenault in the
matter of sheep, Dindenault in enumerating
the excellencies of his sheep, says that the

2 Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Book IV, Chap. V II.
3 Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Book V, Chap. X IX .
4 Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Book IV, Chap. X X I X .

1 Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Book IV, Chap. X X ,
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leaving no residue or recoverable substance
whatever.
3.
The third class consisted of substances
which were reduced to an ash or were cal
cined. Any white powder left after calcining
was called a chalk, or, in French, un chaux.
As before mentioned, these substances,
together with everything else terrestrial,
were supposed to be composed of the four
elements, earth, air, fire and water, but,
as before mentioned, the fifth element, the
quintessence, was beginning to seriously agi
tate the mind of philosophers and chemists.
The invention of the alembic, and the
production with it of alcohol, which was
supposed to be a spirit, gave a reasonably
good ground both for speculation and inves
tigation along this line.
T H E A L E M B IC

The alembic, or still, was introduced into
Spain by the Arabian physicians, and into
France by Arnaud de Villeneuve (12401 3 1 1 ) , a Catalonian who was said to have
cured Pope Innocent V (1223-1276) of the
plague (peste). This instrument is one of
those epoch-making inventions, so selfevidently beneficent, and so universally
applicable, as to excite no more wonder or
admiration than the rising sun, or the
action of any of the other great phenomena
of nature. Previous to the introduction of
the alembic many of the volatile oils and
essences had been gathered from plants by
an ingenious but wasteful process. The
plants were heated under a net-work of
linen threads. The volatile oils ascending
were caught as droplets on the threads,
and so secured.5 The alembic changed all
this, and enabled many volatile substances
to be obtained which up to then had en
tirely escaped. Chief among them was
alcohol, that essence or spirits of wine, the
holy fluid, so like the blood, wherein was
thought to reside the soul of man and which,
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it was assumed, was daily transmuted before
one’s very eyes into the blood of Christ.
Rabelais mentions the alembic in a
humorous way, showing, what is well
known, that it was a commonly employed
instrument in his day. Fie compares Doc
tor Piedebois’ big red nose to the beak of
an alembic, and the comparison fits, both
in shape and color. The good doctor’s nose
was bulbous below, expanding out in this
direction like the body or cucurbite of a
still, while the dorsum of the nose, ascend
ing from this, became more slender and
curved gracefully upwards toward the gla
bella like the beak or worm of the limbec.
Furthermore the ambergris on the copper
of a still, giving tints running from coppery
red through green and iridescent blue,
would correspond charmingly with the high
colors of a nose lovingly tinted by long
continued vinous indulgence, as that of the
amiable physician of Angers above men
tioned.6
According to Professor John Maxson
Stillman, who has written an interesting
paper touching on this subject, the alchem
ists had achieved a sort of fractional
distillation by, in some instances, employ
ing the direct heat of a fire, or the indirect
heat of a water bath, or the gentler heat
of the sun, or the mild heat generated by
a fermenting dung hill.7
On the discovery of the retort or still,
it was in the natural course of events that
the alchemists would, by its means, begin
to fabricate new medicines, and Professor
Stillman has given an account of the pro
found effect this began to have on medical
practice in the beginning of the sixteenth
century.
The profession was then dominated by
the men of the schools, who were wedded
to tradition, and to the works of Hippoc-

6 Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Book II, Chap. I.
7 John Maxson Stillman: “ Chemistry in Medicine
5
Rabelais: “ Pantagruel,” Entretiens Dermato- in the Fifteenth Century,” Scient. Month., February
1918, p. 167.
Iogiques par R. Saboureaud, 1913, p. 431.
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rates and Galen, which constituted their
Bible. The works of these two men were
thought to contain everything necessary
for the cure or care of the body, as the Bible
and the works of the Holy Fathers con
tained everything necessary for the cure
or care of the soul. These physicians,
proud of their position and proud of their
learning, would not soil their hands either
with operations, dissections, or chemical
investigations. All operations were per
formed by surgeons under the supervision of
a physician; all dissections were made on
the lower animals by servants under the
direction of the professor; and as for the
alchemists, they were people with dirty
hands, of common dress, with vulgar
manners, and devoid of learning. Rabelais
in one situation classes them among trades.8
Moreover, as the alchemists did not
belong to any great institution, such as
the Church or the medical schools, to give
them prestige, they constituted people of
no consideration, and any remedies intro
duced by them must necessarily be flippant,
trivial and quackish. But the men who do
things get a masterful command of events,
which the men who only learn things can
never obtain. Paracelsus, the chemist-phys
ician, won a name for himself in his own
day, and later Ambroise Pare, the surgeon,
achieved a similar distinction in his class.
It was a long time, however, before the
scholastic physician was displaced. He
finally was laughed out of an untenable
position by the dramatist, Moliere.
The employment of the alembic in prac
tical pharmacy may be regarded as initiat
ing modern scientific medicine, and as Pro
fessor Stillman has shown, one of the first
books, possibly the first, on the subject,
was “ The Book of the Art of Distilling
Simples,” by Hieronymus Brunschwyck, a
native and surgeon of the imperial free
C ity of Strassburg, printed in the year
fifteen hundred.
8 Rabelais: “ Gargantua,” Chap. X X IV .

Affairs did not move so rapidly in those
days as they do at present, but twenty-six
years after the appearance of Brunschwyck’s
book, that very energetic and eccentric
chemist-physician, Paracelsus, began his
attack upon the conventional medicine of
the faculties at the University of Berne.
And eight years after the beginning of
Paracelsus’ iconoclastic career we find Rabe
lais, a doctor of medicine, entitling himself
an Abstractor of the Quintessence, and
therefore adhering, although jokingly, to
the chemist-physicians. It is true that he
did this jokingly, but it was a sign of the
times and an indication of the drift of
circumstances.
Another question arises in relation to
the pseudonym of Rabelais, and one directly
in line with the present discussion. Had the
syllables alco in the word Alcofribas any
reference to the word alcohol, which in the
sixteenth century was coming into use
throughout Western Europe as a name for
the quintessence or spirit of wine?
This word alcohol had had an adventur
ous course. In Arabic it meant A l koh'l,
the powder, and referred more particularly
to the very fine black powders employed
to blacken the edges of the eyelids of women.
One can get some appreciation of how fine
these powders should be in order not to
act very disagreeably, when one considers
what care is exercised at the present time
in grinding up the powders incorporated in
salves to be used in the eye— for instance,
in the preparation of the yellow oxide of
mercury salve so much employed by ocu
lists. In the Middle Ages, when the means
of obtaining a finely divided substance,
either by trituration or by precipitation,
were not so good as at present, it is no
wonder that the word A l koh’ l came to
mean— extreme and subtile fineness.
But, in describing the spirits— and there
were supposed to be an infinite variety
of them— the philosophers of the period,
as, for instance, Scaliger (1484-1558) and
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Fernelius (1497-1558), heaped up the epi
thets, saying that they were bodies most
subtile, most fine, most mobile, most swift,
most ethereal, and that they shared in the
quintessence.9 It therefore transpired that
this new word, A l koh’l, meaning in its
native land a fine powder, suffered a change
in transference so as to be applied to what
was considered one of the finest of the
quintessences, the spirit of wine.

Could it have been that Rabelais, th
abstractor of the “ Quintessence,” who had
such an affection for words, took the oppor
tunity afforded by his anagram to incor
porate in it the first two syllables of the
new word alcohol?
After many an adventure both together
and apart we find that in this year of our
Lord, 1918, the science of chemistry and
the art of medicine are more tightly linked
9
John G. Curtis: “ Harvey’s Views on the Use of together than ever Brunschwyck, Paracel
sus or Rabelais could have imagined.
the Circulation of the Blood,” 1915, page 117.
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R E S P IR A T IO N
P h i l i s c u s , who lived by the Wall, took
to bed on the first day of acute fever; he
sweated; towards night was uneasy. On the
second day all the symptoms were exacer
bated; late in the evening had a proper
stool from a small clyster; the night quiet.
On the third day, early in the morning and
until noon, he appeared to be free from
fever; towards evening, acute fever, with
sweating, thirst, tongue parched; passed
black urine; night uncomfortable, no sleep;
he was delirious on all subjects. On the
fourth, all the symptoms exacerbated, urine
black; night more comfortable, urine of a
better color. On the fifth, about mid-day
had a slight trickling of pure blood from the
nose; urine varied in character, having

floating in it round bodies, resembling
semen, and scattered, but which did not fall
to the bottom; a suppository having been
applied, some scanty flatulent matters were
passed; night uncomfortable; little sleep,
talking incoherently; extremities altogether
cold, and could not be warmed; urine black;
slept a little towards day; loss of speech,
cold sweats; extremities livid; about the
middle of the sixth day he dies. The respira
tion throughout, like that of a person
recollecting himself, was rare, and large, and
spleen was swelled upon in a round tumor,
the sweats cold throughout, the paroxysms
on the even days.
H i p p o c r a t e s : “ Epidemics,” Book I, 13,
Case 1.

THOMAS PHAER
B y JO H N R U H R A H , M . D.
B A L T IM O R E , MD.
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H E R E are probably but few wide
ly read physicians who are not
familiar with the name of Thomas
Phaer, the father of English pedi
atrics and the author of “ The Book of
Chyldren.” But here one imagines the fa
miliarity ceases. There are a few, doubtless,
who have seen the old, fat black-letter vol
ume in the Library of the Office of the Sur
geon General, where it lies in a stately glass
case bound up with “ The Regiment of
L ife,” “ A Goodly Bryefe Treatise of the
Pestylence with the Causes, Signs and Cure
of Same,” and “ Declaration of the Veynes
of M an’s Body, and to what Dyseases and
Infirmities the Opening of Every One of
Them Doe Serve.” Or perchance, in some
other fortunate library the treasure may
have passed under the eye. Surely the au
thor of the first English book on pediatrics,
whatever its merits, deserves some recogni
tion by the profession, but a casual search
does not reveal a single biography of him
in the usual medical sources. Not that he is
not in the medical biographies, he is, but
there are no worthy accounts of him or his
works. With curiosity aroused, the Boston
Public Library at hand on a vacation day,
and remembering Oscar Wilde’s dictum
that the only way to get rid of a tempta
tion is to yield to it, the rest was easy. In
passing, one must say a word in praise of
the Boston Public Library, a wonderful
store of books, a scholarly atmosphere, and
helpful librarians who do not resent having
the books used.
What are the sources of our information?
First of all, perhaps, a monograph by a
German doctor of philosophy, Eduard J .
W. Brenner, one of the “ Wurzbiirger Beitrage zur Englischen Litteratur Geschichte”
entitled “ Thomas Phaer, mit besonderer

Beriicksichtigung seiner Aeneis iibersetzung (1558),” Heidelberg, 1913. With T eu 
ton thoroughness he has collected a five
page bibliography containing all the refer
ences to Phaer in literature and certain
books that throw a light on the time in
which he lived. Then there is a note in the
“ Dictionary of National Biography,” by
Sir Sydney Lee and a somewhat fuller ac
count in Sir Anthony Wood’s “ Athenae
Oxoniensis,” in Fuller’s “ Worthies” and in
Hazlitt’s “ Bibliographical Collections.”
Reference is also made to him in Phillip’s
“ History of Cilgeran” (pages 98-102),
George Owen’s “ History of Pembroke
shire” and Fenton’s “ Tour in Pembroke
shire.” Phaer is noticed in some of the other
studies such as John Aiken’s “ General B i
ography” and John Friend’s “ The His
tory of Physic.”
Phaer came into the world in an inter
esting period. The year before he was born
Henry the Eighth had ascended the Eng
lish throne and had appointed Richard
Pynson the first royal printer; in this year
Calvin was born and Erasmus published
his “ Encomium Moriae.” The date of
Phaer’s birth is somewhat doubtfully given
as 1510, the son of Thomas Phaer of Nor
wich and Clara Godier, his wife. Sir Syd
ney Lee states that Phaer’s family was
Flemish in origin, but on what ground is
not clear. His mother belonged to an in
fluential family of Herfordshire and her
father was a knight of the C ity of London.
Certain incidents happened during his early
years, things which must have influenced
his life considerably. Learning was con
fined to the schools and the learned; Latin
was the scholar’s tongue; the bonds that
held the books had not been broken. Luther
translated the Bible into German in 1 521;
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a few years later, 1525, Tyndale’s new
Testament was printed in English; 1535
saw O livetan’s Bible in French and
Coverdale’s first complete English transla
tion of the Bible; Matthew’s English Bible
was printed in 1537, and the “ Great” Bi
ble in 1539. The scholastic shackles were
being broken and it was Phaer’s great work,
if such an adjective can be applied to so
small a performance, to help in the break
ing. He is better known as a translator, a
man of letters, than as either lawyer or
physician.
Phaer was sent to Oxford and then to
Lincoln’s Inn. Wood says “ that as a law
yer he attained to a considerable knowledge
in the municipal laws.” In any event, he
wrote two law books, the first of which,
“ Natura Brevium, newly corrected in
Englishe with diuers addicions of statutes,
book cases, plees . . . ,” was published by
Robert Redman in 1535 and was followed
by a book issued by Edward Whitchurch,
in 1543, “ New Boke of the Presidentes in
maner of a Register wherein is compre
hended the very trades of makyng all man
er euidence and instruments of Practyse,
right commodyous and necessary for every
man to knowe.” These endeavours to pop
ularize legal methods led to his appoint
ment as a solicitor in the court of the Welsh
marches and he settled at a house in Kilgerran Forest in Pembrokeshire. He gives
his title as “ Solicitor to Queen Mary, jus
tice of the peace and custos rotulorum for
the county of Pembroke.1
He began the jstudy of medicine before
1539 for on February 6, 1558 -155 9 , when
he was made M . B. and given leave to
practice at Oxford, he stated that he had
practiced twenty years and experimented
about poisons and their antidotes. On
March 21 of the same year he received his
doctor’s degree. In 1544, he wrote a com
mendatory poem for Peter Betham’s “ Pre
cepts of Warre.”
1 (See also his will below.)
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Chyfest is peace, but y f b y extremetye
Thou be enforced to fyght for thyne owne,
Learne here the science and actes of Chyvaldrye,
PoIIicies, and privities to many men unknowen;
Whereby thyne enemye may be over thro wen;
In such a necessitie shalt thou never finde
Such an other treasure: kepe it wel in minde.

In this same year, Whitchurch published
“ The Regiment of Life,” alluded to above.
The earliest edition in the Bodleian has the
date of 1546. This was a translation from
the French of the “ Regimen Sanitatis SaIerni.” This had already been translated
into English by an Austin friar, Thomas
Paynell, in 1528, who stated, “ This boke
techyng al people to governe them in helthe
is translated out of the Latyne tonge in to
Englyshe.” This book went through a num
ber of editions and Phaer must have been
familiar with it. Phaer’s translation went
through many editions, the second in 1553
was put out by John Kingston and Henry
Sutton in some copies and by William How
and Abraham Veale in others. Other edi
tions are dated 1560, 1565 (?), 1567, 1570
(?), and 1596. In 1772 the “ Treatise of the
Plague” was reprinted by a physician (W.
T.) and some extracts from it were used by
Henry Holland in an appendix to “ Spirit
ual preservatives against the Pestilence,”
1603, and in Salomon’s “ Pesthouse,” by J.
D., 1630. This Henry Holland was a son
of a physician, Philemon Holland, and was
as an assiduous translator as ever existed,
who also did the “ Regimen Sanitatis Salerni” into English.
Phaer contributed to the Mirror for Mag
istrates, a publication of the verse much in
vogue in those days. The part containing
Phaer’s poem was edited by Baldwin, and
in the introduction to the reprint in 1815,
edited by John Haslewood, Warton is
quoted as follows:
“ Baldwyne and Farrer perhaps de
terred by the greatness of the attempt
did not attend to the series prescribed by
Sackville, but inviting some other to
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their assistance, among which are Church
yard and Phayer, chose such lives from
the newly published Chronicles of Fabyan and Hall, as seemed to display the
most offending catastrophies, and which
very probably were pointed out by Sackville.”
The Farrer mentioned was his friend
George, whom he instructed in his will to
write his epitaph, good evidence, were any
needed, of his scholarly associates.
The 1610 edition by Richard NicoIIs
boasts of a striking motto on the title page,
“ B y peace plenty, by wisdom peace,”
which might well serve us in the present
day. Anent the Mirror, it may not be out
of place to state that there is in the Barton
Library in the Boston Public Library, a
copy of the Haslewood edition that be
longed to Robert Southey. On the flyleaf is
the following note in his own handwriting:
“ A gentleman in the commission of
the peace (not far from London) saw the
book advertised & taking it for granted
that the M irror for Magistrates must be
something like Burn’s ‘Justice,’ sent for it
accordingly, paying the full price at which
it was published, which was ten guineas.
When he discovered his mistake he wished
to return it, but the bookseller refused to
take it back; the unfortunate purchaser
therefore thought it better to part with
the book for anything he could get, than
keep what was to him altogether worth
less & was moreover a provoking remem
brance whenever he set eyes upon it.
This is the copy. I bought it at Bohne’s
for 3/3 in boards & Bohne told me its
history which is as curious as anything in
Mr. Haslewood’s prolegomena. R. S.”
Phaer, as we shall see presently, ranked
high as a poet and man of letters in his day.
A few stanzas of his poem on Owen Glendower will suffice to show his style, which was
that of his period.

58. How Owen Glendouer seduced by
false prophecies took upon him to be
Prince of Wales, and was by Henry Prince
of England chased to the Mountaynes,
where hee miserably died for lack of food.
A. D. 1401.2
T hom as P h a er .

1
I pray thee, Baldwine, sith thou doest entende
T o shewe the fall of such as climbe to hie,
Remember mee, whose miserable end
M ay teach a man his visious life to flye,
Oh fortune, fortune, out on thee, I crye:
M y lively corpse thou hast made Ieane and slender,
For lack of foode, whose name was Owen Glendour.

2
A Welshman borne, and of the Troyan bloud,
But ill brought up, whereby full well I fmde,
T h at neyther byrth nor linage make us good,
Though it be true a cat will after kinde:
Flesh gendreth fleshe, but not the soul or minde,
They gender not, but fouly do degender,
When men to vice from vertue them surrender.
3

Each thing by nature tendeth to the same
Whereof it came, and is disposed like:
Downe sinkes the moulde, up mounts the flame,
With home the hart, with hoofe the horse does strike,
The wolf doth spoile, the suttle foxe doth pike,
And to conclude, no fishe, fleshe, foule or plant,
Of their true dame the property doth want.

4
But as for men, sith severally they haue
A minde, whose manners are b y learning made,
Good bringing up all only doth them saue
In honest actes, which with their parents fade:
So that true gentry standeth in the trade
Of vertuous life, not in the fleshely line:
For bloud is brute, but gentry is devine.

3i
And so Prince Henry chased mee, that Ioe,
I found no place wherein I might abide:
For as the dogges pursue the seely doe,
The brache behinde, the hounds on every side,
So traste they me among the mountaynes wide:
Whereby I found I was the hartles hare,
But not the beast Colprophet did declare.
2 From the Mirror for Magistrates, vol. ii, part iii.
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And at the last: like as the little roach,
M ust eyther be eate, or Ieape vpon the shore
When as the hungry pickerell doth approach,
And there finde death which it escapt before:
So double death assaulted me so sore,
T h at eyther I must vnto mine enmy yeelde,
Or starue for hunger in the barrayn feelde.

33

Here shame and payne a while were at a strife,
Payne bade mee yeelde, shame bade me rather fa st:
The one bad spare, the other bid spend my life,
But shame (shame haue it) overcame at last:
Then hunger gnew, that doth the stone wall brast,
And made me eat both grauel, durt and mud,
And last of all my dung, my flesh, and bloud.
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book in about twenty days. The first seven
books were put out by John Kingston, in
1558 in quarto form. When he finished the
fifth book, M ay 4, 1556, he made a note that
he had escaped some accident, “ post periculum eius karmerdini.” B y April 3, 1560,
he had finished the ninth book. Then he
injured his right hand in some way and had
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This was mine end too horrible to heare,
Y e t good enough for a life that was so ill,
Whereby O Baldwine, warne all men to heare
Theyr youth such Ioue, to bring them up in skill,
Bid princes fly colprophets lying byll,
And not presume to climb aboue theyr states:
For they bee faultes that foyle men not their fates.

Warton, who is not looked upon as par
ticularly reliable, stated that he had seen
an old ballad called “ Gads-hill by Faire.”
In the registers of the Stationers Company
in 1558 -59 there is an entry of a ballad
entitled “ On the Robbery at Gaddes-hill”
After Phaer’s death Thomas Purford, in
1566 was licensed to publish “ Certen
Verses of Cupydo, by M. Fayre.” This is
not known to be in existence. The spelling
of the name varies. In his will it is Phaer,
but it also appears as Phayer, Phayre,
Phaier, Fayre, Faire, Ffaer, and Ffer.
Phaer’s chief idea seems to have been the
popularization of learning and having in
mind, the thought later expressed by Sir
Philip Sidney in his “ Apology for Poetry,”
“ that no philosophers precepts can sooner
make you an honest man than the reading
of Virgill,” he applied himself earnestly to
the task of translating into English verse
the Amid. This he began in the month of
M ay, 1555, and the first book was com
pleted on the twenty-fifth of the same
month. He worked rapidly and averaged a

The firiltwelue beeinge the

Tvoorke ofthediuine Toet
Virgil Maro.anbtfjetfjttfenffr
thefupplcment o/Maphxus Vcgiui.

Tr(inflatedInto Englijh terfe to
tije fpzft tbirDpartoftbe tenth Soofce,
t? Thomas Phaer (Bfqafre: aiu>l|e refioue
finished, andnowthe fetond time newly

fetfotfhfie; thebeltteoffuefca* are flfo*
<Uotttin vottrie: By Thomas Twync,
Doctor in Phyflcke.

f Imprinted at London by
W illiam H crto jo r Abraham
Vcaic, btoellingini&
attieti<£fmtcb
yeard at the figne of the Lambe.

1584

Title page of Phaer’s translation of the yEneid published
in 1584. The work also contained three books
translated by Thomas Twine

to use his left. This accident is referred to
in the beginning of Chaloner’s Epitaph:
Phaeyrus erat Iongis noster dignissimus annis
Indignia periit noster at ille nece.
Nam domini culter, quis vitet fata? Cruorum
Houserat, hace lapsus culpa proterva fuit.

Warton says that the day before his death
he translated verse 467 and those following
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the tenth book and full of dark forebodings
sent it to Wightman:
Stat sua cuique dies, breve et inreparabile tempus
Omnibus est vitae: sed famam extendere factis, hoc
virtutes opus.8
Nec potuit supplere moriens.
Hoc fuit insomnuum eius novissimum.
Thomas Phaer olim tuus nunc dei.

He died at Kilgerran in August, 1560. In
1562, Rowland Hall printed for Nicholas Eng
land the quarto edition of “ The Nyne fyrst
bookes of the Eneidos of Virgil converted
into English vearse by Tho. Phaer, doctour
of physike, with so muche of tenthe booke
as since his death (1560) coulde be founde in
unperfit papers at his house in Kigaran
Forest in Pembrokeshire.” Thomas Twine
finished the work and it appeared in 1584.
Twine was also a doctor, a Canterbury man,
who practiced at Lewes.
Sir Sidney Lee says “ Phaer’s translation
is in fourteen-syllable rhyming ballad metre,
is often spirited and fairly faithful.” Phaer
was the first Englishman to attempt a com
plete translation of Virgil and it is in this
that his fame rests. Gawin Douglas (1553)
was the earliest translator and the Earl of
Surrey did two books which appeared in
1557. Phaer’s own estimate of his transla
tion is modest enough and as the writer in
the Retrospective Review says: “ If he was
sincere, it must be concluded, that he pos
sessed more poetical taste than genius.”
In his concluding address to his readers,
P h aersays:
“ You may therefore accept these trans
lations as things roughly begun, rather
than polished, and where you shall under
stand a fault, I desire you, with silence,
patiently pass it, and, upon knowledge
given to me, I shall in the next setting
forth endeavour to reform it.”
3 Ech mans day stands prefixt, time short and swift
with ceaseless bretch
Is lotted all mankind, but b y their deeds their fame
to stretch,
T h at privilege vertue gives.

Before reading some of the opinions of
others try a sample of the translation. One
needs a sixteenth-century mind to properly
enjoy the long metre which has a halting
effect. The following appears in the sixth
book of the yEneid, line 228:
Nor nothing Iesse this whyle, the Troians al in
solempne gyse
Did w ayte Misenus corps, and gave to him their
last out cries.
Furst, cut in culpons great and fat of sappe with
pytche among
A stately pile they bylde, with tymber trees, and
cipers strong
(That dead mens treasour is) his gorgeous arms also
they set,
Some brought water warme, and caudrons boyling
out they set.
The body colde they washe, and preciose ointments
on they powre.
Lamenting Ioude is made, than close his Iynmes in
bed on floore
The couch with weeping teares, and purple weedes
on him they throw:
His robes, his harness bright, and enseignes al that
men may know.
In mourning sort, some heave on shulders hie the
mighty beere,
(A doleful service sad) as children do their father
deere,
Behind them holding brondes, than flame vprising,
broad doth spreede
And oyles and dainties cast, and frankynsens the
tier doth feede.
When falne his cynders were, and longer blase did
not endure;
His reliques and remain of dust with wynes they
washyd pure.
Then Chorney his bones in brasen coffyn bright did
close.
And sprincling water pure, about his mates thre
tymes he goes,
And dropps of sacryd dewe with Olyue palmes on
them did shake
And Compas blest them all, and sentence last he
sadly spake.

His translation of the shooting of the
dove is better.
Then Mnestus, his bow to draw, forth with strength
stood out;
And stretching hand aloft, his heart and eye did
level right;
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Y e t could not he, (good man), for all his art, the
culver smite
But hit the hempen cord; and of the knot the
bounds he brast,
Whereby the bird was bound, and by her foot did
hang at the mast;
She took the wind forthwith, and to the clouds full,
fast she flew.
And even at that time, as he his bow and dart di
recting drew,
Eurition, and for his brothers help, in heaven, he
cried:
The bird he saw was loose; and sporting her in skies
he spied:
Y e t marking well with eyes and stedfast hand, in
clouds above,
He quickly brake her play with sudden stroke, and
slew the dove,
T h at trembling down she fell, and in the stars her
life she left,
And dead she came to the ground, and in her body
brought the shaft.

The following in his rendition of the de
scription of the bay, into which yEneas and
his companions were driven, on the coast of
Africa:
Far in the shore there Iieth an isle, and there beside
a bay,
Where, from the channels deep, the haven goeth in
and out alw ay:
On either side, the reaches righ, to heaven up climb
to grow,
And under them the still sea Iieth, for there no
breath can blow;
But green wood like a garland grows, and hides
them all with shade,
And in the midst a pleasant cave there stands, of
nature made,
Where sit the nymphs, among the springs, in seats
of moss and stone
When ships are in no cables need, nor anchors need
they none.

The critics living in any age rarely appre
ciate it at its own worth. Names like
Thomas Moore and Nash meant little to
the sixteenth-century reviewers, while Ascham, Puttenham and others long since for
gotten, came in for their meed of praise.
Phaer won much applause for his transla
tion. Brenner has collected a great many
examples; a few of the more interesting will
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serve. In 1566, Studley (1545-1590) in a
preface to a translation of Seneca’s “ Aga
memnon” wrote:
M ay Heywood this alone get prayse
And Phaer be cleane forgott
Whose verse and style doth far surmount
And gotten hath the lot.

Thomas Churchyard (1520-1604) in a
preface to Skelton’s works, 1568, wrote:
And Phaer did hit the pricke
In things he did translate.

Thomas Chaloner, in 1579, in his epitaph
uses the following words:
Ansus erat carmen vertere Virgilii
Caetera quis nescit? Nunc Anglum se maro factum
Miratur, ciues plaudite, Phayre vale.

Arthur Hall lamented that his efforts
were inferior to Phaer’s “ Virgilian English”
when he dedicated his (Hall’s) translation
of Homer to Lord Cecil (1581). Nash
derided Stanihurst’s translation in compar
ing it to Phaer’s. In his preface to Greene’s
“ Menaphon” (1589) he says “ Mr. Phaer
likewise is not to be forgot, in regard of his
famous Virgil, whose heavenly verse, had it
not been blemished by his hautie thoghts,
England might have long insulted in his
wit and corrigat qui potest have been sub
scribed to his works.” Puttenham, in his
“ English Poesie” commends Phaer highly,
“ learned and well corrected.”
AN
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The hawtie verse that Maro wrote,
made Rome to wonder muche,
And mervayle none; for w hy? The style
and waightynes was suche,
T h at all men judged Parnassus mount
had cleft himself in tawyne.
And brought forth one that seemd to drop
from out Minervae’s brayne.
But wonder more may Bryttayne great,
when Phayre dyd florysh late,
And barrayne tong with swete accord
reduced to such estate,
That Virgil’s verse had greater grace,
in forrayne foote obtaynde,
Than in his own, who, whilst he Iyved,
eche other poet staynde.
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The noble H. Hawarde once,
that raught eternal fame,
W ith mighty style did bryng apece
of Virgils worke in frame.
And Grimaold gave the Iyke attempt,
and Douglas won the ball,
For famous w yt in Scottysh ryme,
had made an end of all.
But all these same did Phayre excell,
I dare presume to wryte,
As much as doth ApoIIoe’s beames
the dymmest starre in Iyght.
The envious fates (O pytie great!)
had great dysdayne to see,
T h at us amongst there should remayne
so fine a w yt as he:
And in the mydst of all his toyle,
dyd force hym hence to wende,
And leave a Worke unperfyt so,
that never more shall ende.

The preceding extraordinary expression
of praise is found in “ Eglogs, Epytaphes
and Sonnettes. Newly written by Barnabe
Googe 1563, 15 Marche. Imprynted at Lon
don by Thomas Colwell, for Raffe Newbery,
dweling in Flete Strete, a little above the
Conduit, in the late shop of Thomas Bartlet.” Googe’s book is exceedingly rare, but
the epitaph is reprinted in the Retrospective
Review 4 and also by Brenner.
In 1605 Sylvester’s translation of du
Bartas appeared and the following sonnet
by R. N., who evidently was Richard
NicoIIs, an editor of the M irror for Magisstrates:
Had golden Homer and great Maro kept
In envious silence their admired measures,
A thousand worthies’ worthy deeds had slept,
T hey reft of praise, and we of learned pleasures.
But O! what with incomparable treasures
Had the world wanted, had this modern glory,
Divine Du Bartas, hid his heavenly ceasures,
Singing the mighty world’s immortal story?
O then how deeply is our isle beholding
T o Chapman, and to Phaer, but yet much more
To thee Sylvester, for thus unfolding
These holy wonders, hid from us before.
Those works profound are yet profane; but thine
Grave, learned, deep, delightful and divine.
4 Retrosp. Rev., 1822, v, p. 345.

In the seventeenth century, the critics
were not so kind. Thomas Fuller, in his
“ History of the Worthies of England,” 5
had the temerity to use the word dulness in
reference to Phaer’s translation. Atwood, in
1674, complained of the metre. Aikin, in his
“ Biographical Memoirs of Medicine in
Great Britain from the Revival of Literature
to the Time of H arvey,” 6 cited Pitz, who
praised him and Fuller, just mentioned.
Brenner devotes eighty-three pages to
Phaer, mostly critical notes on the Atneid
and he reprints the sixth book as an example
of his style. He is a ruthless critic, but he
admits that Phaer did give an understand
able version which he says “ succeeded
quantitively and may we not say that it did
not succeed qualitatively. (Es ist ihm
quantitativ gelungen, und qualitativ diirfen
wir nicht sagen, es sei ihm misslungen.) He
made possible for those of his time one of
the great epics of world literature. No
genius, not original, scarcely with talent, the
stream of living literature has rightly
flowed away from him as with other types
and average manifestations (typen und
durchschnitt Erscheinungen) without carry
ing along anything lasting. After all what he
wrote made him a great place. Literary
history accords him a safe place in the
translations of the 16th century.”
In George Owen’s “ Description of Pem
brokeshire,” 7 we find the record that
“ Thomas Phaer doctor of phisicke a man
honored for his Iearneinge, commended for
his government (self control) and beloved
for his pleasant naturall conceptes, he
chose Pembrokeshire for his earthlye
place,
where
he
lived
worshipfully,
and ended his daies to the grieffe of all
5 Fuller, Thom as: “ History of the Worthies of
England,” London: 1662.
6 Aikin: “ Biographical Memoirs of Medicine in
Great Britain from the Revival of Literature to the
Time of H arvey,” London: 1870, p. 77.
7 “ Description of Pembrokeshire,” 1603. Edited
by Henry Owen, 1892, 239.
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good men, at the fforest of Kilgurran
was buried in London, about the year
being his chosen seate, he translated the .
of our Lord, 1550.”
Eneidos of Virgill, a worke of now worthelye
Another little bit of biographic import
commended, though commended of most,
ance is found in Richard Fenton’s “ His
sheweinge the author his great skill, Iearntorical Tour through Pembrokeshire.” 9 In
einge and aptnes of nature.”
his ninth journey under the caption “ Iter
Thomas Fuller, D.D ., wrote the “ His
I X , ” among the other notable things that
tory of the Worthies of England” which was
head the chapter is the name “ Doctor
published in 1662. A reprint by P. Austin
Phaer.”
Nuttall, London, 1870,8 contains the fol
“ I have already remarked that physi
lowing reference to Phaer:
cians from other countries, from a very
early period, were in the habit of making
“ Thomas Phaier in Wales; and bred (I
their
debut in this, where being successful,
believe) first in Oxford, then in London; a
they generally formed connections which
general scholar, and well versed in com
naturalized them, as it were, to their new
mon law, wherein he wrote a book ‘ De
residence, as was the case with Doctor
Natura BreviunT (of the Nature of
Phaer, who came young into Pembroke
Writs). Strange that he would come after
shire, became enamoured of, and ended
justice FitzHerbert, who formerly had
his days at, Forest adjourning Cilgerran,
written on the same subject. But probably
on the banks of the Teivy; a place still
Phaier’s book (having never seen any who
well wooded with thriving young timber,
have seen it) treateth of writs in the
the remote descendants of growth in
Courts of Marches (where to Wales was
Phaer’s time, well meriting the name it
then subjected, and) where legal pro
bore.
In this favourite retirement, by
ceedings may be somewhat different
way of relaxing from the labours of his
from ours in England. But the study of
profession
he courted the Muses, and
the law did not fadge well with him,
translated several books of Virgil’s Eneid,
which caused him to change his copy, and
which, in conjunction with Twyne, he
proceed doctor in physic. Now (though he
gave to the public. He was the son of
made none) he, out of French did translate
Thomas Phaer, of Norwich, Esq. by
many useful books. 1. ‘ Of the Pestilence,
Clara, daughter of Sir William Goodyear,
and the Cure thereof,’ 2. ‘ Of the Grief of
Knight, of the C ity of London; and
Children.’ 3. ‘ Of the Nature of Simples.’
married Anne, daughter of Thomas W al
4. ‘ The Regiment of Naturall Life.’ He
ter,
Alderman of Carmarthen, by whom
had also his diversion, some excursion into
he left two daughters, coheiresses, the
poetry, and translated Virgil’s /Eneid,
one
married to the above Rhys Vaughan,
magna gravitate (saith my author; Pits,
the other to an Advena like himself, of the
aetat, decima sexta, anno 1550) which our
name of Revell, to whose share Forest
modern wits will render, with great dulfell, for in 1579 he occurs as Sheriff of
ness, and avouch, that he, instead of a
Pembrokeshire by that designation.”
Latin Virgil, has presented us with an
“ George Owen, in his enumeration ‘of
English Ennius— such the rudeness of the
divers
famous and learned men that have
verse. But who knoweth not that English
lived or been born in the countie of Pem
poetry is improved fifty in the hundred in
broke in former tymes, whos workes are
this last century of years? He died and
8 Vol. iii, 496.

9 Fenton, Richard: “ Historical Tour Through
Pembrokeshire,” London: 1 8 1 1 , 505.
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left and be extant to posterities thus
sums up the character of this disciple of
Galen and of the nine, being his con
temporary, his intimate friend, and his
neighbor.” (The quotation from Owen is
given above.)
The Reverend James Phillips in his
“ History of Pembrokeshire,” London, 1909,
certainly did not think Phaer worthy of
mention, so as he is passing it is high time
that he again be brought to mind.
Curiously enough, a copy of Phaer’s will
has come down to us and is to be found in
“ The Shakespeare Society’s papers,” Lon
don, 1849, where it was reprinted by Peter
Cunningham, Esq., under the title of “ The
Will of Thomas Phaer, the poet and trans
lator from Virgil.” 10
“ In the name of Code amen, The
* X llth daye of the moneth of August, the
yere of Or Lorde God, a thousand five
hundred and syxtee, and the yere of
the reigne of Or sou’raigne lady Elizabeth,
by the grace of God Quene of Eynglond,
Fraunce and Eyrland, defender of the
faith, etc., the seconde, I, Thomas Phaer,
of Kilgerran, in the Dioc of Sainte
Dauids, being of whole mynd and good
and prfecte remembraunce, Iawde and
praise be vnto allmightie Code, make and
ordeiyne this my presente testament
concernyng herein my Iaste Will, in
man’r and forme followinge, that is to
say: First, I commande my soul vnto All
mightie God, my maker and redemer;
and my body to be buried in the p’ishe
Churche of Kilgerran, wth a stone vpon
my grave, in the man’ of a marble stone,
with suche Scripture thereupon, graven
in brasse, as shall be devised by my
frynd Mr. George fferers: Item, I doe
give and bequeth vnto Graffyth af Ey10 Extracted from the Registry of the Prerogative
Court of Canterbury. The original is not extant.
There is a contemporary copy on foolscap and the
copy in the registry.

non, my sonne in Iawe, the somme of
twentie pounds, vpon condicion that he
do make vnto my doughter EIynor, his
wiffe, a good, sure, and sufficient estate
in the Iawe of an in all that his two tene
ments and lands, wth the appurtenances,
called place ygoedtree, sett and Iiyinge
in the parrish of Ilanvi Langhell penbedow, and place trebberveth, sett and
Iiying in the parrish of Maynordevie, to
have to and holde to her for and during
the terme of her naturall life, this condi
cion of my saide sonne in Iawe truly
p’rformed, than I wolle that the said
X X h be paied vnto hym within one yere
nexte after my decesse by my executrix’
hereafter named: Item, I give and be
queth vnto my syrunte, Rees Tucker,
V h; Item, I wolle that my wiffe doe paye
V h where she doth know, by appointmente betwene her and me: Item, I doe
giue and bequeath unto Anne, my wiffe,
my whole lease vpon the demeasne of
Kilgerran, to haue and to holde to her
during her life naturrall; and y f yt shall
happen my saide wiffe to deceasse before
the yeres of my saide lease be expired, as
God yt forbid, then I will that my saide
lease, of an vppon the premisses, doe
wholy remaine unto Mary, my doughter;
and y f yt shall happen my saide doughter,
Mary, to deceas, as God y t defend,
befor the yeres comprised in the saide
lease be expired, then I wolle that the
saide lease, of an vppon the prmisses in
man’ aforesaide, shall wholly revert vnto
Elizabeth, my doughter, to have and to
holde to her, to her executes and assignes, untell the yeres thereof be fully
past, expired and gonne. And further, y f
my wiffe at any time after my decesse be
disposed to marie, that then I wolle, and
my veary hernest desyre and to request is
to my wiffe, that she doe procure hym
whome she doth dispose to marie to gyve
sufficient bands to vse of my saide
children; that he shall not alienat nor
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surrender the saide lease, nor shall not
doe any faete or acte that may be an
occasion of forfeture thereof; and finally,
that he shall not doe, nor suffer to be
donne, any thing or things that maye or
shalbe preiudiciall or hurtfull to my saide
children in the hauinge, enjoyenge, and
possessing of the saide lease, of and
vppon the premises in the manner as is
before expressed in this my presente
testament: all the rest of my goods and
cattells, leases and farmes, moveables
and unmoveables, I doe wholly giue and
bequeth vnto Anne, my wiffe, whome I
do make my sole and full executrix by
this my present testamente.
Witnesses:
John Bradshaw, the younger, Esquire
Rees Gyn, gent.
Morgan ap Re, gent,
etc. etc.
Cunningham goes on to state that Anna
married again a certain John Ryvel and
both the daughters were married.
Of his medical works the most important
in his day was “ The Regiment of L y fe ” in
ours, the “ Booke of Children.” The former
as has already been stated, is a translation
of the “ Regimen Sanitatis Salerni,” which
is too well known to need any comment here.
Phaer’s translation made this work avail
able for English reading people.
The book on plague begins:
“ Here beginneth a godly briefe treatise
of the Pestilence, with the Causes, Signes
and Cures of the same, composed and
newly recognized by Thomas Phayer,
studious in philosophy and physike to the
ayde, comforte, and utilitie of the poore.”
Then follows: “ To the good Reader a
Preface of the Authour.” This is too long
to quote in full, but the opening statement
is good reading.
“ After that God almighty father and
creatour of all things, had by his vn-
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searchable prouidece ordayned mankinde,
to eternall felicitie, and ioy at the begin
ning, hee thought it not inough to have
created him of nothing, a body most ex
cellent perfect and pure both in members
and sences, aboue all other his creatures
here in earth: but also of his inestimable
goodnesse, endewed him with diuers and
sundry giftes of grace, as Wit, vnderstanding, minde and reason wherby he
might not onely (as neere as is possible
approche vnto him in the knowledge of
his heavenly maiesty) as concerning soule,
but as well imagyne, searche and finde
out, by all manner wayes, aydes, comfortes and remedies, wherby also the
body might bee saued and defensed,
againste all assautes of any thinge that
should anoy it: so bounteous and plenti
ful are his giftes implanted in our na
ture, that of all creatures wee might
haue beene the happieste. But after that
sin had entred into the world and by
sinne death (as Saynt Paule sayth) our
corrupt Iyuinges haue made vs more cor
rupt, so that now the life which wee Ieade
here, is not onely very pleasaunt vnto the
most of men, and if it bee to some, yet
it is vncertaine, mutable, and short, but
to many other, it is exceedinge greeuous,
sorowfull, and tedious, subject to dis
eases, infortunes, and calamityes innum
erable, which for the moste part do en
crease daily, euer the iust vengeaunce of
god falling vpon vs for our great abhominacions, and without doubte will euermore endure, vnles we do repent and Iiue
in his commaundements. And to pass
ouer all the whole swarmes of so many,
both olde and new diseases, wherwith
the body of man (alas for our sinnes) is
continually tormented and vexed, to
speake bothing of these common and fa
miliar infirmities, as Iepries, agues, can
kers, pockes, goutes, palseies, dropsies,
rumes, pthisikes, and other out of num
ber, which as if they had conspired to
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fight against phisitions, canne scantlye
be appeased with any cure of medicine,
what payne or punnishmente canne there
be imagined to put vs in remembraunce
of our owne wickednes, cause vs to de
test our abhominable Iyuinges, and to
call for mercy with lamentable heartes
more then this onely plage and scourge
of god commonly called the pestilence?
He proceeds to give an account of the
pestilence and “ the four rootes or causes.”
He is a pious fellow and “ the first roote
and superior cause” is the will of God.
This old idea of disease being the will of
God has been and ever will be the stum
bling block of medical progress. As long as
we sit idly by and blame God in place of
living in the open, draining the swamps,
killing mosquitoes and the like we shall
have with us disease in plenty.
“ The second roote of the pestilence doth
depende of the heavenly constellations.”
So he blames Saturn and Mars, the evil
planets, and gives no less an authority than
Marsilius Ficinus, “ a man of excllant knowl
edge an no less learning.” Saturn being cold
causes “ reumes, of the Iepry called Elephancia and diseases comming of his heat, bringeth forth fevers, pestilencial spitting of
blood, water under the midriff and the
pleuresy.” . .
“ A provident physicion among many
other things ought to consider the entring
of the sun into Aires . . . [which] passeth all the entrings of the sunne into any
other sign.
“ The thirde roote or cause beeinge inferiuor, is the stinche and filthy savors
that corrupt the air.
“ The fourth roote is, the abuse of
things not natural, that is to wit, of
meate, and drinke, of slepe and watching,
of labour and ease, of fulness and emptynes, of the passions, of the minde, and of
the immoderate use of Iichery, for the ex
cess of all these things be almost the

chiefe occasion of all sutch diseases as
raygne among us now adays.”
After considering all these things he goes
on to divide his treatise into two parts: “ The
first is of the manner to preserve a man
from pestilence onely by dyet, in sutch
things without the which, one cannot long
be alive in health. The second treateth of
ye cure of the said disease by the way of
holsome medicine.” Phaer was a believer in
the digestion - wait- on- appetite-and-health
on-both theory. “ But good wine savoury
and clere and good meates taken, with an
appetite are cause of health and preserva
tion from pestilence.”
“ To mutch slepe engendereth many
humours in the body specially if it bee in
the day time, and it dulleth the memory,
and maketh a man unlusty and apt to
receive the pestilence. Therefore created
Almighty God the night, wherein we
should rest, and the day for to kepe us
waking, that we fall not in to sinne and
sloth. Surely to slepe on the day time is
exceeding hurtfull, for when the sunne
ryseth, he openeth the poores of the
body and spirites from within, to the
outward parties, which provoketh a man
to watching and exercise of workes. And
contrarywise when the sunne goeth
downe, all thinges are closed and coreted,
which naturally produce a man to rest.
“ Moderate exercise of labour is very
necessary to the preservation of health,
according to every mans age, custome,
complexion, strength and sutch other, so
it be done in the morning and at even,
and in a place of good aire, and not in
fected with corruption.”
Phaer gives wise counsel on the bodily
habits and was evidently familiar with the
effect of emotion upon resistance.
“ Ye must beware of all thinges that
should make you pensive, heavy,thoughtfull, angry or melancholyke, for all sutch
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thinges are inoghe to infecte a man
alone.”
Prescriptions are given for pills against
the pestilence, “ drinkes,” “ a very good pre
servative, for the common people ready at
all times and of small cost,” and “ another
singular remedy preservative for riche men
and delycate of complexion.” The sixteenthcentury recipes need not be given; one
laughs at them, perhaps, but the present
day medical writings contain as much that
will be regarded as very strange a hundred
years hence.
The chapter on how to know when a
man is infected is full of interest. He gives
as the first sign the swelling under the arm
or under the neck, or green, black or evil
colored sores on other parts.
“ The second sign is, if yee feele a great
pricking and shooting in your body, spe
cially in any of the three cleansinge
places, that is to say, the necke, the arme
holes, and the flankes.
“ The third signe is when you fele an
outragious heat within you.
“ The fourth signe is great vapours and
fumes arise out of the body, when a man
is in a Bath, and would fain sweat, but
cannot.
“ The fifth signe is if the pacient can
not drawe his breath easily.”
The other signs are the pain in the head,
drowsiness, disturbance of vision, pain in
the mouth or bitter taste, vomiting, heavi
ness and weakness of the body and limbs.
Taken all in all, a good clinical picture.
He has many remedies and advises bleed
ing twice and various other things common
at the time. He gives the sound advice:
“ wherein if you are doubtful, take ye coun
sel of some good experte physicion.”
Various external applications are advised;
a curious one is as follows:
“ Or take a cocke and pull the fethers of,
about his fundament, and put a little salt
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in it, and set the fundament upon ye said
botch, keeping him on a good whyle stop
ping many times his byll, that his breth
may be retayned and let him blow again.
And if the cocke dye it shal be good to
take another yong cocke, and splitte it
quick asunder, and lay it on the botch.”
He closes his little tract with a chapter
on the care of carbuncles and the pestilence
called anthrax, winding up:
“ I could declare many othere remedies
but I set them that have been often
proved, and that be most easy, for to get
at neede, desiring all them that shall use
these my simple labours, to accept my
good wil unto the best, and to pray to
God almighty for his grace, unto whom
onely be all Iaude, glory, and honor,
world without end. Amen.”
The next treatise is “ A declaration of
the Veyns in mans body, and to what dis
eases and infirmytyes the opening of every
one of them do serve.”
“ It is not unknowen to any which have
seen anathomies, howe there be in a mans
body two kyndes of Veines, general and
special.” There follows a short account of
the veins of the arms, the technique of
bleeding and the uses of opening the special
veins. The extreme special action of opening
some of these as given by Phaer suggests
the selective action of bacteria. A recent
account tells of a streptococcus which would
always cause an inflammation of the left
facial nerve. Bearing this in mind, read the
following and only quotation:
“ The two veines in the middle Toe, are
good against the Scrophules, and diseases
of the face, spots, rednes, and pimples,
watring of the eyes, cankeres and
knobbes, & against the stopping of the
floures. The veine on the left ioynt in the
great Toe, is good against Ophthalmia
of the eies, spottes of the face and the
Iegges, ytch, and vlcers of the euyll com
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plexion, and purgeth superfluityes of the
matryce. Thus much I haue declared of
the vtilitie of veines.”
Phaer’s most important contribution from
a medical standpoint is his little book on the
diseases of children. He recognized the im
portance of pediatrics, not as a speciality,
as that was to come centuries later, but as
an especialty, as it were, as a branch of
medical learning almost, if not altogether,
neglected. The knowledge that it was pos
sible to prevent and cure disease in early
life, and the authorship of the first book in
English on the subject, whatever its merits,
are sufficient to win him the title of the
father of English pediatrics.
Among other things he considers the
subject of milk; one or two lines may be
quoted:
“ And Phauorinus the Phylosopher (as
written Aulus Gelyus) affirmethe that if
the Iambes be nourished with the milke of
goates, they shall have course wolle, like
the heare of goates; and if kyddes in Iyke
manner sucke upon the shepe, the heare
of them shal be soft like wolle.”
This old idea concerning the food carried
over in the German proverb: Mann ist was
er isst (Man is what he eats) runs through
all the early writings and some later ones as
well. An interesting quotation on this sub
ject is from Thomas Muffet’s (1553-160 4)
book on “ Health Improvement” (1584).
“ N ay (which is more) no man can jus
tify dout, that a child’s mind is answerable to his nurses milk and manners; for
what made Jupiter and Aegystus so
lecherous, but that they were chiefly fed
with goats milk? What made Romulus
and Polyphemus so cruel but that they
were nursed by she-wolves? What made
Pelius (Tyrus and Neptunes son) so
brutish but that he was nursed by an un
happy mare. Is it any marvel also, that
Giles, the Abbot (as the Saint-Register

writeth) continued so long the love of a
solitary life in woods and deserts, when
three years together he suckt a doe? What
made Dr. Cajus in his last sickness so
peevish and so full of frets at Cambridge,
when he suckt one woman (Whom I
spare the name) froward of conditions and
of bad diet; and contrariwise so quiet and
well when he suckt another of a contrary
disposition.
The importance of maternal nursing and
the choice of a wet nurse are two important
things which Phaer treats in a most com
mendable manner. The nail test for milk
is that of Soranus of Ephesus and it may be
that Soranus got it from some one else.
“ Which if it may be done, it shalbee
most commendable and holsome, if not
ye must be wel advysed in taking of a
nource, not of ill complexion & of worse
manners: but sutch as shall be sober,
honest and chaste, well fourmed, amyable and chearefull, so that shee may
accustome the infante unto mirthe, no
dronkard, vicious nor sluttishe, for sutch
corrupteth the nature of the childe.
“ But an honest woma, (sutch as had a
ma child Iaste afore) is beste not within
two moneths after her deliverance, nor
aprochyng nere unto her time agayne.
These things ought to bee considered of
every wise person, y wil set their children
out to nurce. Moreover, it is good to Ioke
upo the milke, and to see whether it be
thicke and grosse, or to muche thinne &
watrie, blackishe or blewe, or enclinyng to
rednesse or yelowe, for all such are un
natural & evil. Likewise when ye taste
it in your mouthe, if it be eyther bitter,
salt, or soure, ye may well perceive it is
unholesome.
“ That milk is good, that is white and
swete, and when ye droppe it on your
nail, and do move your finger, neyther
felteth abrode at every stering, nor will
hang fast upon your nayle, when ye
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turne it downwarde, but that which is
between both is best.”
His work includes a large number of
different conditions and he refers to a num
ber of authorities. Forty diseases are noted,
together with the remedies to be used. The
last includes “ apostume of the brayne,
Terrible dreams, the falling evil, palsy,
canker of the mouth, streightnesse of winde,
colike and rumbling in the guttes, stopping
of the belly” and concludes with some re
marks about oogle eyes. It will not be neces
sary here to give many illustrations of his
style. Here is one of his therapeutic sugges
tions.
R E M E D Y E S FO R SC A L L E S

“ If ye see the scalles like the shelles of
oyster, black and drie, cleaving upon the
skinne, one within an other, ye may make
a fomentacion of hot and moyste herbs,
as Fenugreke, Holy hocke, Beares breech,
Lineseed, and such other, sodden all or
some of them in the broth of Netes feete,
and so to bathe the sores, and after that
applye a soft plaister of the same herbs,
with Goose grease or butter, usinge this
stil, till ye see the scab remooved, and
then wash it with thy juyce of Horehound, Smallach, and Bekonie, sodden
together in Wynne, and after the washing
put upon it pouder of Myrre, Aloes, and
Frankencense, or hold his head over a chafyng disshe of coles, wherin ye shall put
Frankencense and Saunders in pouder.”
The soundness of this is apparent. First
the scales were softened by poultices and
ointment, then they were washed with
wynne, (Oh saints and sinners of Wester
ville!) with astringents; the antiseptic ac
tion of the dilute alcohol was, of course, ef
fective just as today, or rather yesterday,
we used a twenty-five per cent to fifty per
cent alcohol lotion, no longer available for
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tender skinned infants, as the worthies re
ferred to in the above parenthesis have in
sisted on the addition of noxious and ofttimes irritating agents. Local applications
of aloes and frankincense have passed and
myrrh has almost passed with them, and
when it does an effective, pleasant remedy
for the condition in question leaves us. The
use of fumigations with frankincense and
saunders is a thing of the past, but it was
only yesterday that calomel was used in
this manner.
One other quotation may be given:
O F C O N SU M PT IO N O R L E A N E S

“ When a childe consumeth or waxeth
Ieane wout any cause apparent, ther is a
bath commeded of authoures, to wash
the childe many times, and is made thus.
Take y head and fete of a wether, seth the
y bones fal a suder, use to bath y
childe in this Iicour, and after anoint him
with this ointment folowing. Take but
ter without salt, oile of roses and of Vio
lets, of ech an ounce, the fat of raw
porke, half an ounce, waxe a quartern of
an ouce make an ointmet, wher the child
must be rubbed every day twise, this
with good feding shal encrease his
strength by the grace of God.”
Phaer cannot be rated as a great physi
cian. He apparently did no original work
himself; what he did chiefly was to make
available the work of others. He sought to
get rid of some of the mystery and secrecy
of medicine and in a measure he succeeded.
That he wrote the first book on children in
the English language will always be remem
bered, doubtless long after his literary
achievements have been entirely forgotten.
Certainly those interested in medical his
tory will see that his name is kept in the
list of the notables of English medicine.

STATEMENTS OF MEDICAL INTEREST FROM THE
LIFE OF BENVENUTO C E L L IN I1
B y JA C O B R O SEN B LO O M , M .D ., P h .D.
N EW

YO RK,

H A T Benvenuto Cellini was a
paranoiac is agreed upon by all
who have read his autobiography
with some understanding of men
tal conditions. This life contains, besides
the details that show him to be a paranoiac,
many statements of medical interest.
Cellini was born in 1500 and died in 15 7 1.
His autobiography ended with the year
1564, so he lived for seven years after its
termination. During this time he suffered
from many illnesses, especially the gout.
It will be recalled that the years covered
in Cellini’s autobiography, compose the
period of the renaissance, the revival of
learning and the reformation.
Medical
practice was hand in hand with supersti
tion, quakery and herb doctoring.2 This
aspect of medicine can be readily noted from
Cellini’s memoirs. His statements of medi
cal interest we will now consider.

T

N.

Y.

unknown to me, not to insist on taking
me back again to Pisa. I was ill about
two months, during which time my
father had me kindly treated and cured
always repeating that it seemed to him
a thousand years till I got well again, in
order that he might hear me play a little.
But when he talked to me of music, with
his fingers on my pulse, seeing he had
some acquaintance with medicine and
Latin learning, he felt it change so much
if he approached that topic that he was
often dismayed and left my side in tears.” 3
This is a very nice description of the effect
of emotion on the pulse and the presence
of a long continued fever, thought to be due
to the bad air. It is quite possible that the
fever was typhoid on account of the bad
sanitation of Pisa (bad air).

“ Inasmuch as the bad air of Pisa had
given me a touch of fever, I went with the
fever hanging still about me, in my mas
ter’s company, back to Florence.
There my father received him most
affectionately, and lovingly prayed him,

Talking thus and walking onwards, we
found ourselves at the gate of San Piero
Gattolini without noticing that we had
got there; whereupon I said: “ Friend
Tasso, this is God’s doing that we have
reached this gate without noticing that
we were there; and now that I am here,
it seems to me that I have finished half

1 All statements in this paper are taken from the
“ Life of Benvenuto Cellini,” newly translated into
English b y John Addington Symonds, New York,
Charles Scribner Sons, 19 18. Cellini’s autobiography,
which circulated in manuscript, was first printed in
1730. There are six old editions of the book as follows:
(1) Antonio Cocchi’s edition was printed at N a 
ples in 1730, with the imprint Colonia; (2) G. Palamede Carpani’s was printed in three volumes at M i
lan, Societa Tipografica de Classici Italiani, in 1806;
(3) Francesco Tassi’s appeared at Florence, Guglielmo Piatti, in three volumes in 1829; (4) Guiseppe
Molini’s appeared at Florence, Tipografica all’ Insegna di Dante, in two volumes, in 1832. This edi-

tion was preceded by a duodecimo text published by
Molini on December 30, 1830, simultaneously with
Tassi’s; [When Molini compared Tassi’s text with
the Laurentian M S, he saw that there was room for
a third edition (that of 1832), more exact than
either]. (5) B. Bianchi’s appeared at Florence, Le
Monnier, one volume, in 18 52 ; (6) that of Eugeniio
Camerini, Milian, Sonzogno, in 1886, is a popular
reprint, with an introduction and some additional
notes.
2 For a very interesting discussion of this period
see Garrison’s “ History of Medicine,” 2nd edition.
Philadelphia: 19 17 , pp. 178, 2 3 1.
3 Loc. cit., p. 18.
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the journey/’ And so, being of one accord,
we pursued our way together, saying,“ Oh
what will our old folks say this evening?” 4

There is also reason to believe that he was
not free from the darker lusts which de
formed Florentine society in that epoch as
has been stated by Symonds. To this charge
of course he loudly protests his innocence.
But his precipitate flight after the affair
of Cencio6 is suspicious. So is the language
used by Bandinelli in his altercation with
Cellini.7 It must also be added that he was
imprisoned in 1556 on a charge of unnatural
vice.8

This statement which occurs following a
discussion of Cellini’s desire to go to Rome
with a friend shows very nicely the subcon
scious Freudian mechanism that guided
Cellini and his friend to the gate to under
take the trip which they did and he then
continues to describe the journey to Rome.
“ While I was pushing forward on
Salamanaca’s vase, I had only one little
boy as help, whom I had taken on the
entreaty of friends, and half against my
own will, to be my workman. He was
about fourteen years of age, bore the
name of Paulino, and was the son to a
Roman burgess, who lived upon the in
come of his property. Paulino was the
best-mannered, the most honest, and
the most beautiful boy I have ever seen
in my whole life. His modest ways and
actions, together with his superlative
beauty and his devotion to myself, bred
in me as great an affection for him as a
man’s breast can hold. This passionate
love led me ofttimes to delight the lad
with music; for I observed that his mar
vellous features, which by complexion
wore a tone of modest melancholy, bright
ened up, when I took my cornet, broke
into a smile so lovely and so sweet, that
I do not marvel at the silly stories which
the Greeks have written about the deities
of heaven. Indeed, if my boy had lived in
those times, he would probably have
turned their heads still more.” 6
One can see from the above that Cellini
had a marked homosexual component to his
nature. Possibly here is the key to his
development of paranoia, since Freud has
pointed out that the paranoiac develops on
the basis of a marked homosexual complex.
4 Loc. cit., p. 2 1.
5 Loc. cit., p. 36.
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“ As I have said above, the plague had
broken out in Rome; but though I must
return a little way upon my steps, I shall
not therefore abandon the main path of
my history. There arrived in Rome a
surgeon of the renown, who was called
Maestro Giacomo da Carpi.9 This able
man, in the course of his practice, under
took the most desperate cases of the socalled French disease. In Rome this kind
of illness is very partial to priests, and
especially to the richest of them. When
therefore, Maestro Giacomo had made
his talents known, he professed to work
miracles in the treatment of such cases by
means of certain fumigations; but he only
undertook a cure after stipulating his
fees, which he reckoned not by tens, but
by hundreds of crowns. He was a great
connoisseur in the arts of design. Chanc
ing to pass one day before my shop, he
saw a lot of drawings which I had laid
upon the counter, and among them were
several designs for little vases in a capricous style, which I had sketched for my

6 Lib. ii, chap. Ixi.
7 Lib. ii, chap. Ixx.
8 See Mabellini (Delle Rime di B . C ., pp. 106,
129) on this point.
9 Giacomo Berengario da Carpi was, in fact, a
great physician, surgeon, and student of anatomy.
He is said to have been the first to use mercury in
the cure of syphilis, a disease which was devastating
Italy after the year 1495. He amassed a large for
tune, which, when he died at Ferrara about 1530, he
bequeathed to the duke there.
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amusement. These vases were in quite
a different fashion from any which had
been seen up to that date. He was anxious
that I should finish one or two of them
for him in silver, and this I did with the
fullest satisfaction, seeing they exactly
suited my own fancy. The clever surgeon
paid me very well, and yet the honour
which the vases brought me was worth a
hundred times as much; for the best
craftsmen in the goldsmith’s trade de
clared they had never seen anything more
beautiful or better executed.10
“ No sooner had I finished them than
he showed them to the Pope; and the
next day 'following he betook himself
away from Rome. He was a man of much
learning, who used to discourse wonder
fully about medicine. The Pope would
fain have had him in his service, but he
replied that he would not take service
with anybody in the world and whoso
had need of him might come and seek
him out. He was a person of great sagac
ity, and did wisely to get out of Rome;
for not many months afterwards, all the
patients he had treated grew so ill that
they were a hundred times worse off than
before he came. He certainly would have
been murdered if he had stopped. He
showed my little vases to several persons
of quality; and amongst others, to the
most excellent Duke of Ferrara, and
pretended he got them from a great lord
in Rome, by telling this nobleman that if
he wanted to be cured he must give him
those two vases; and, the lord, had an
swered that they were antique, and be
sought him to ask for anything which
might be convenient for him to give,
provided only he would leave him those;
but, according to his own account, Maest
ro Giacomo made as though he would not
undertake the cure, and so he got them.
“ The plague went dragging on for many
months, but I had as yet managed to

keep it at bay; for though several of my
comrades were dead, I survived in health
and freedom. Now it chanced that an
intimate comrade of mine brought home
to supper a Bolognese prostitute named
Faustina. She was a very fine woman, but
about thirty years of age; and she had
with her a little serving girl of thirteen or
fourteen. Faustina belonging to my friend,
I would not have touched her for all the
gold in the world; and though she de
clared she was madly in love with me, I
remained steadfast to my loyalty. But
after they had gone to bed I stole away
the little serving-girl, who was quite a
fresh maid, and woe unto her if her mis
tress had known it The result was that I
enjoyed a very pleasant night, far more
to my satisfaction than if I had passed it
with Faustina. I rose upon the hour of
breaking fast, and felt tired, for I had
traveled many miles that night, and was
wanting to take food, when a crushing
headache seized me; several boils ap
peared on my left arm together with a
carbuncle which showed itself just be
yond the palm of the left hand where it
joins the wrist. Everybody in the house
was in a panic; and my friend, the cow
and the calf, all fled. Left alone there
with my poor little prentice, who refused
to abandon me, I felt stifled at the heart,
and made up mind for certain that I was
a dead man.11
“ Just then the father of the lad went
by, who was a physician to the Cardinal
Iacoacci, and lived as a member of that
prelate’s household. The boy called out:
‘come, father, and see Benvenuto: he is
in bed with some trifling indisposition.’
Without thinking what my complaint
might be, the doctor came up at once,
and when he had felt my pulse, he saw
and felt what was contrary to his own
wishes. Turning around to his son, he
said: ‘O traitor of a child, you ruined me;

10 Loc. cit., p. 47.

II Loc. cit.y p. 49.
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how can I venture now into the Cardinal’s
presence?’ His son made answer: ‘why,
father, this man my master is worth far
more than all the cardinals in Rome.’
Then the doctor turned to me and said:
‘Since I am here, I will consent to treat
you. But of one thing only I warn you,
that if you have enjoyed a woman you
are doomed.’ To this I replied: ‘I did so
this very night.’ He answered: ‘With
whom, and to what extent?’ I said: ‘Last
night, and with a girl in her earliest
maturity.’ Upon perceiving that he had
spoken foolishly, he made haste to add:
‘Well considering the sores are so new,
and have not yet begun to stink, and that
the remedies will be taken in time, you
need not be too much afraid, for I have
good hopes of curing you.’ When he had
prescribed for me and gone away, a very
dear friend of mine called Giovanno
Rigogli came in, who fell to commiserat
ing my great suffering and also my de
sertion by my comrade, and said: ‘Be of
good cheer, my Benvenuto, for I will never
leave your side until I see you restored to
health.’ I told him not to come too close,
since it was all over with me. Only I be
sought him to be so kind as to take a con
siderable quantity of crowns which were
lying in a little box near my bed, and when
God had thought fit to remove me from this
world, to send them to my poor father,
writing pleasantly to him, in the way I
too had done, so far as that appalling
season of the plague had permitted. M y
beloved friend declared that he had no in
tentions of leaving me, and that come
what might, in life or death, he knew very
well what was his duty toward a friend.
“ And so we went on by the help of G od:
and the admirable remedies which I had
used began to work a great improvement,
and I soon came well out of that dreadful
sickness.
“ The sore was still open, with a plug
of lint inside it and a plaster above.”
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Between the years 1500-1568 the ravages
of the plague were severe in Germany,
Italy, and France. Cellini gives a very good
description of the fear the people had in
regard to the plague and details some of
the symptoms present.
“ Thus acquaintance sprang up between
me and Luigi Pulci; and so, after the
lapse of many years, he came, in the
miserable plight which I have men
tioned,12 to make himself known to me in
Rome, beseeching me for God’s sake to
help him. Moved to compassion by his
great talents, by the love of my fatherland, and by my own natural tenderness
of heart, I took him into my house, and
had him medically treated in such a wise
that, being but a youth, he soon regained
his health.” 13
“ Messer Giovanni showed signs too
evident of loving him in a dishonourable
way; for we had begun to notice that
Luigi had new suits of silk and velvet
every morning, and it was known that
he had abandoned himself altogether to
bad courses.” 14
The above quotations show the recogni
tion of syphilis in a very severe form and
also the presence of homosexual practises
among some of the artists.
“ Attracted by this dispute, a neighbor
put her head out, from whom I learned
that my father and all the people in the
house had died of the plague.” 16
That this epidemic was very fatal, is
shown by the fact that between M ay and
November, 1527, about 40,000 persons died
of the plague in Florence.
12 Loc. cit., p. 59.
13 “ W as thoroughly tainted with a very foul dis
ease. ”
14 Loc. cit., p. 61.
15 Loc. cit., p. 8 1.
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“ Amongst them was an eminent philo
sopher, who spoke in my favour: ‘From
the fine physiognomy and bodily symme
try which I observe in this young man, I
predict that he will accomplish what he
says, and think that he will even go be
yond it.” 16
This shows that even at the time of
Cellini’s memoirs some so-called philoso
phers considered the relation of the features
and body symmetry as indications of
ability or lack of ability in certain lines of
initiative.
“ I was still working in the shop of
Raffaelo del Moro. This worthy man had
a very beautiful young daughter, with
regards to whom he had designs on me
and I, partly becoming aware of his in
tentions, was very willing; but, while
indulging in such desires, I made no show
of them, on the contrary I was so discreet
in my behaviour that I made him wonder.
It so happened that the poor girl was
attacked by a disorder in her right hand,
which ate into two bones belonging to the
little finger and the next. Owing to her
father’s carelessness she had been treated
by an ignorant quack-doctor, who had
predicted that the poor child would be
crippled in the whole of her right arm,
even if nothing worse should happen.
“ When I noticed the dismay of her
father, I begged him not to believe all
that this ignorant doctor had said. He
replied that he had no acquaintance with
physicians or with surgeons, and en
treated me if I knew of any one, to bring
him to the house. I sent at once for a
certain Maestro Giacomo of Perugia,17 a
man of great skill in surgery, who ex
amined the poor girl. She was dreadfully
frightened, though, having gained some
16 Loc. cit., p. 90.
17 Giacomo Rastelli was a native of Rimini, but
was popularly known as of Perugia, since he resided
for a long while in that city. He was a famous sur-

inkling of the quack’s predictions; where
as, my intelligent doctor declared that
she would suffer nothing of consequence,
and would be very well able to use her
right hand; also that though the two last
fingers must remain somewhat weaker
than the others, this would be of no in
convenience at all to her. So he began his
treatment; and after a few days, when he
was going to extract a portion of the
diseased bones, her father called for me,
and begged me to be present at the opera
tion. Maestro Giacomo was using some
coarse steel instrument; and when I ob
served that he was making little way and
at the same time was inflicting severe
pain on the patient, I begged him to stop
and wait a quarter of an hour for me. I
ran into the shop, and made a little scalp
ing-iron of steel, extremely thin and
curved; it cut like a razor. On my return,
the surgeon used it, and began to work
with so gentle a hand that she felt no
pain, and in a short while the operation
was over. In consequence of this service,
and for other reasons, the worthy man
conceived for me as much love, or more,
as he had for two male children; and in
the meanwhile he attended to the cure of
his beautiful daughter.” 18
This no doubt refers to a case of osteo
myelitis or a fracture with sequestra.
The lack of knowledge displayed by the
quack is very apparent from this description
of his prognosis.
“ According, we turned and went back
to my brother, whom I had at once con
veyed into the house. The doctors who
were called in consultation, treated him
with medicaments, but could not decide
to amputate the leg, which might perhaps
have saved him.” 19
geon under several popes until the year 1556, when
he died at Rome aged seventy-five.
18 Loc. cit., p. 93.
19 Loc. cit., p. 99.
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This refers to a bullet wound received
above the knee of the right leg, by Ben
venuto’s brother, and the lack of the doctors
to decide upon an amputation which, as
Benvenuto rightly says, may have saved his
brother.

intolerable a heat attacked my eyes that
I could not find my way home. Two days
afterward, cataracts fell on both my eyes;
I quite lost my sight, and after your
Holiness’s departure I have been unable
to work at all.” 21

“ It happened, as was natural at the
age of twenty-nine, that I had taken into
my service a girl of great beauty and
grace, whom I used as a model in my art,
and who was also complaisant of her per
sonal favors to me. Such being the case, I
occupied an apartment far away from
my workmen’s rooms, as well as from the
shop; and this communicated by a little
dark passage with the maid’s bedroom.
I used frequently to pass the night with
her; and though I sleep lightly as ever yet
did man upon this earth, yet, after in
dulgence in sexual pleasures, my slumber
is sometimes very deep and heavy.” 20

The Pope then tells Benvenuto to treat
himself in the following way.

A very nice illustration of an old saying
that often sexual intercourse is a very effi
cient sleep producer.
“ Now, while the Pope was staying at
Bologna, I had suffered from an attack of
inflammation in the eyes, so painful that
I scarce could go on living for the tor
ment; and this was the chief reason why
I had not carried out my work. The
trouble was so serious that I expected for
certain to be left without my eyesight;
and I had reckoned up the sum on which
I could subsist, if I were blind for life.
“ I am convinced that the only cause
of this great trouble which has happened
to me is the Cardinal Salviati; for he
sent to me immediately after your Holi
ness’s departure and I presented myself;
he called my work a stew of onions, and
told me that he would send me to com
plete it in a galley; and such was the effect
upon me of his knavish words, that in my
passion I felt my face inflame, and so
20 L oc. c it ., p. 104.

“ Take Flower-de-luces, stalk, blossom,
root, together; then decoct them over a
slack fire; and with the liquid bathe your
eyes several times a day; you will most
certainly be cured of that weakness; but
see that you purge first, and then go for
ward with the lotion.”
It would seem that this blindness was
hysterical and the Pope’s treatment by
washing the eyes and purging sounds like
the treatment that might be recommended
by some today.
“ It was true indeed that I had got the
sickness; but I believed I caught it from
that fine young servant girl whom I was
keeping when my house was robbed.
The French disease, for it was that, re
mained in me more than four months
dormant before it showed itself, and then
it broke out over my whole body at one
instant. It was not like what one com
monly observes, but covered my flesh
with certain blisters, of the size of a six
pences, and rose-coloured. The doctors
would not call it the French disease,
albeit I told them why I thought it was
that. I went on treating myself according
to their methods, but derived no benefit.
A t last, then, I resolved on taking the
wood,22 against the advice of the first
physicians in Rome: and I took it with
the most scrupulous discipline and the
rules of abstinence that could be thought
of; and after a few days, I perceived in
me a great amendment. The result was
21 Loc. cit., p. 114 .

22 Guiacum.
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that at the end of fifty days I was cured
and as sound as a fish in the water.
“ Some time afterwards I sought to mend
my shattered health, and with this view
I took myself to shooting when the
winter came in. That amusement, how
ever, led me to expose myself to the
wind and the water, and to staying out
in marshlands; so that after a few days
I felt a hundred times more ill than I had
been before. I put myself once more
under the doctors’ orders, and attended
to their directions, but grew always
worse. When the fever fell upon me, I
resolved on having recourse again to the
wood; but the doctors forbade it, saying
that if I took it with the fever on me, I
should not have a week to live. However,
I made up my mind to disobey their
orders, observed the same diet as I had
formerly adopted, and after drinking the
decoction four days, was wholly rid of
the fever. M y health improved enor
mously; and while I was following this
cure, I went on working at the models of
the chalice. I may add that, during the
time of that strict abstinence, I pro
duced finer things and of more exquisite
invention than at any other period of my
life. After fifty days my health was re
established, and I continued with the
utmost care to keep it and confirm it.
When at last I ventured to relax my
rigid diet I found myself as wholly free
from those infirmities as though I had
been born again.” 23
Another epidemic of the sixteenth century
was syphilis. It was less malignant than in
the former century and this was due to the
introduction of new remedies that were an
improvement upon the mild vegetable con
coctions of the previous centuries. Mercury
by fumigation or inunction and guiacum
administered internally were the most popu
lar. The discovery of America brought in
28 L o c. c it., p. 116.

guiacum (introduced in 15 0 8 -15 17 ) and
Cellini here gives a description of the value
of it in the treatment of his case of syphilis
and also shows that the Roman physicians
did not approve of this new treatment.
“ The necromancer appealed for my
support, entreating me to stand firm by
him, and to have assafetida flung upon
the coals; so I turned to Vencenzio Romoli and told him to make the fumigation
at once. While uttering these words I
looked at Agnolino Caddi, whose eyes
were starting from their sockets in his
terror and who was more than half dead,
and said to him; ‘ Agnolo, in time and
place like this we must not yield to
fright, but do the utmost to bestir our
selves ; therefore, up at once, and fling a
handful of that assafetida upon the fire/
Agnolo, at the moment when he was
moved to do this, let fly such a volley
from his breech, that it was far more
effectual than the assafetida.” 24
This gives an idea of the superstition of
the time in describing this experience with a
necromancer who was calling on the denizens
of hell and Cellini describes the terrible
effect this had upon the audience. The
plight of Agnolo shows nicely the effect of
the emotions on the sphincter.
“ When I returned to bed, I felt so agi
tated that I could not sleep again. M y
mind was made up to let blood as soon as
day broke. However, I asked advice of
Messer Gaddi, and he referred me to a
wretched doctor fellow he employed, who
asked me if I had been frightened. Now
just consider what a judicious doctor this
was, after I had narrated an occurrence
of that gravity, to ask me such a ques
tion ! He was an empty fribbler, who kept
perpetually laughing about nothing at
all. Simpering and sniggering, then, he
bade me drink a good cup of Greek wine,
24 L o c. c it., p. 128.
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keep my spirits up, and not be fright
ened. Messer Giovanni, however, said:
4Master, a man of bronze or marble
might be frightened in such circum
stances. How much more one of flesh and
blood!’ The quack responded: ‘ Monsig
nor, xye are not all made after the same
pattern; this fellow is no man of bronze or
marble, but of pure iron/ Then he gave
one of his meaningless laughs, and putting
his fingers on my wrist, said: ‘ Feel here;
this is not a man’s pulse, but a lion’s or a
dragon’s.’ A t this, I, whose blood was
thumping in my veins probably far be
yond anything which that fool of a
doctor had learned from his Hippocrates
or Galen, knew at once how serious was
my situation; yet, wishing not to add to
my uneasiness and to the harm I had
already taken, I made show of being in
good spirits.25
“ Four days had passed when I was at
tacked with a violent fever attended by
extreme cold; and taking to my bed, I
made up my mind that I was sure to die.
I had the first doctors of Rome called in,
among whom was Francesco da Norcia,26
a physician of great age, and of the best
repute in Rome. I told them what I be
lieved to be the cause of my illness, and
said that I had wished to let blood, but
that I had been advised against it; and if
it was not too late, I begged them to
bleed me now. Maestro Francesco answer
ed that it would not be well for me to let
blood then, but if I had done so before, I
should have escaped without mischief;
at present they would have to treat the
case with other remedies. So they began
to doctor me as energetically as they were
able, while I grew daily worse and worse
so rapidly that after eight days the physi
cians despaired of my life, and said that I
might be indulged in any whim I had to
25 Loc. cit., p. 16 1.
26 Francesco Fusconi, physician to the Popes
Adrian V I, Clements V II, and Paul III.
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make me comfortable. Maestro Francesco
added: ‘As long as there is breath in him,
call me at all hours; for no one can divine
what Nature is able to work in a young
man of this kind; moreover, if he should
lose consciousness, administer these five
remedies one after the other, and send
for me, for I will come at any hour of the
night: I would rather save him than any
of the cardinals in Rome.’27
“ More than three long hours passed,
and yet I did not regain consciousness.
Felice having used all the remedies pre
scribed by Maestro Francesco, and seeing
that I did not come to, ran posthaste to
the physician’s door, and knocked so
loudly that he woke him up, and made
him rise, and begged him with tears to
come to the house, for he thought that I
was dead. Whereto Maestro Francesco,
who was a very choleric man, replied:
‘M y son, of what use do you think I
should be if I came? If he is dead, I am
more sorry than you are. Do you imagine
that if I were to come with my medicines
I could blow breath up through his guts
and bring him back to life for you?’ But
when he saw that the poor young fellow
was going away weeping, he called him
back and gave him an oil with which to
anoint my pulses and my heart, telling
him to pinch my little fingers and toes
very tightly, and to send at once to call
him if I should revive. Felice took his
way, and did as Maestro Francesco had
ordered. It was almost bright day when,
thinking they would have to abandon
hope, they gave orders to have my shroud
made and to wash me. Suddenly I re
gained consciousness, and called out to
Felice to drive away the old man on the
moment who kept tormenting me. He
wanted to send for Maestro Francesco,
but I told him not to do so, but to come
close up to me because the old man was
afraid of him and went away at once. So
27 Loc. cit., p. 163.
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Felice drew near to the bed; I touched
him and it seemed to me that the infur
iated old man withdrew; so I prayed him
not to leave me for a second.
“ When Maestro Francesco appeared,
he said it was his dearest wish to save my
life, and that he had never in all his days
seen greater force in a young man than I
had.
“ Then he sat down to write, and pre
scribed for me perfumes, lotions, unctions,
plasters, and a heap of other precious
things. Meanwhile, I came to life again
by means of more than twenty leeches
applied to my buttocks, but with my body
bored through, bound, and ground to a
powder. Many of my friends crowded in
to behold the miracle of the resuscitated
dead man, and among them people of
the first importance.28
“ M y sickness had been of such a very
serious nature that it seemed impossible
for me to fling it off. That worthy man,
Maestro Francesco da Norcia, redoubled
his efforts and brought me every day
fresh remedies, trying to restore strength
to my miserable unstrung frame. Y et all
these endeavors were apparently insuffi
cient to overcome the obstinacy of my
malady, so that the physicians were in
despair and at their wits’ end what to do.
I was tormented by thirst, but had ab
stained from drinking for many days ac
cording to the doctors’ orders. Felice, who
thought he had done wonders in restoring
me, never left my side. The old man
ceased to give so much annoyance, yet
sometimes he appeared to me in dreams.29
“ When Maestro Francesco appeared and
saw my great improvement, and the servant
girl in tears, and the prentice running to
and fro, and Felice laughing, all this dis
turbance made him think that something
extraordinary must have happened, which
had been the cause of my amendment.
28 Loc. cit., p. 165.
29 Loc. cit., p. 168.

Just then the other doctor, Bernardino,
put in his appearance, who at the begin
ning of my illness had refused to bleed
me. Maestro Francesco, that most able
man, exclaimed, ‘Oh, power of Nature! She
knows what she requires, and the physi
cians know nothing.’ That simpleton,
Maestro Bernardino, made answer saying:
‘If he had drunk another bottle he would
have been cured upon the spot.’ Maestro
Francesco de Norcia, a man of age and
authority, said: ‘That would have been a
terrible misfortune, and would to God
that it may fall on you!’ Afterwards he
turned to me and asked if I could have
drunk more water. I answered: ‘No, be
cause I had entirely quenched my thirst.’
Then he turned to Maestro Bernardino,
and said, ‘Look you how Nature has
taken precisely what she wanted, neither
more nor less. In like manner she was ask
ing for what she wanted when the poor
young man asked you to bleed him. If
you knew his recovery depended upon his
drinking two flasks of water, why did you
not say so before? You might then have
boasted of his cure.’ A t these words the
wretched quack sulkily departed, and
never showed his face again.30
“ Maestro Francesco then gave orders
that I should be removed from my room
and carried to one of the hills there are in
Rome. Cardinal Cornaro, when he heard
of my improvement, had me transported
to a place of his on Monte Cavallo. That
very evening I was taken with great pre
cautions in a chair, well wrapped up and
protected from the cold. No sooner had I
reached the place than I began to vomit,
during which there came from my stomach
a hairy worm about a quarter of a cubit
in length: the hairs were long, and the
worm was very ugly, speckled of divers
colours, green, black, and red. They kept
it and showed it to the doctor, who said he
had never seen anything of the sort before,
30 Loc. cit., p. 169.
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and afterwards remarked to Felice: ‘ Now
take care of your Benvenuto, for he is
cured. Do not permit him any irregulari
ties; for though he has escaped this time,
another disorder now would be the death
of him. You see his malady has been so
grave, that if we brought him the extreme
unction, we might not have been in time.
Now I know that with a little patience
and time he will live to execute more of his
fine works.’ Then he turned to me and
said: ‘ M y Benvenuto, be prudent, com
mit no excesses, and when you are quite
recovered, I beg you to make me a
madonna with your own hand, and I will
always pay devotion to it for your sake.’
This I promised to do, and then asked
him whether it would be safe for me to
travel as far as Florence. He advised me
to wait until I was stronger, and till
we could observe how Nature worked in
me.” 31
This description of a fever with delirium
and the methods of treatment are of in
interest. Cellini against the orders of his
physicians drank a great deal of water,
after which he began to sweat and fell into a
deep sleep and started from that time to
improve. This experience prompted the
doctors to engage in the argument de
scribed. The exact nature of the worm
vomited by Cellini is difficult to under
stand. It is possible that he did vomit one
of the intestinal parasites that often get
up into the stomach.
“ This bad turn had been done me by
Giorgetto Vassellario of Arezzo, the
painter; perchance in recompense for many
benefits conferred on him. I had har
boured him in Rome and provided for his
costs, while he had turned my whole
house upside down; for the man was
subject to a species of dry scab, which he
was always in the habit of scratching
with his hands. It happened, then, that
31 Loc. ext., p. 170.
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sleeping in the same bed as an excellent
workman, named Manno, who was in my
service, when he meant to scratch him
self, he tore the skin from one of Manno’s
legs with his filthy claws, the nails of
which he never used to cut. The said
Manno left my service, and was reso
lutely bent on killing him. I made the
quarrel up, and afterwards got Giorgio
into Cardinal de Medici’s household, and
continually helped him.” 32
This no doubt refers to an eczema or to a
form of chronic scabies.
“ Trusting to my boots, which came
high up the leg, I put one foot forward;
it sank into the oozy ground; and so
although I got the goose, the boot of my
right leg was full of water. I lifted my foot
and let the water run out; then, when I
had mounted, we made haste for Rome.
The cold, however, was very great, and I
felt my leg freeze, so that I said to Felice:
‘ We must do something to help this leg,
for I don’t know how to bear it longer.’
The good Felice, without a word, leapt
from his horse, and gathering some thistles
and bits of stick began to build a fire. I
meanwhile was waiting, and put my
hands among the breast-feathers of the
geese, and felt them very warm. So I told
him not to make the fire, but filled my
boot with the feathers of the goose, and
was immediately so much comforted that
I regained vitality.” 33
A nice example of the application of heat
to relieve pain.
“ When we reached Lyons I was already
ill, and my lad Ascanio had taken a
quartan fever. Ascanio was troubled by
his quartan, and I by a slow fever which
I found it was quite impossible to throw
off. I had, moreover, got my stomach out
of order to such an extent, that for the
32 Loc. cit., p. 17 1 .
83 Loc. cit., p. 175.
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space of four months, as I verily believe,
I hardly ate one whole loaf of bread in the
week; and great was my longing to reach
Italy, being desirous to die there rather
than in France.” 34
It is possible that this fever of Ascanio is
one of the malarial fevers and that Ben
venuto’s is syphilitic.
“ The castellan was subject to a certain
sickness, which came upon him every
year and deprived him of his wits. The
sign of its approach was that he kept con
tinually talking or rather jabbering, to no
purpose. These humors took a different
shape every year, one time he thought he
was an oil-jar, another time he thought
he was a frog, and hopped about as frogs
do; another he thought he was dead and
then they had to bury him; not a year
passed but he got some hypochondriac
notions into his head. A t this season he
imagined he was a bat, and when he went
abroad to take the air, he used to scream
like the bats in a high thin tone; and then
he would flap his hands and body as
though he were about to fly. The doctors
when they saw the fit was coming on
him, and his old servants gave him all the
distraction they could think of; and since
they had noticed that he derived much
pleasure from my conversation, they were
always fetching me to keep him company.
“ A t times the poor man detained me
for four or five stricken hours without
ever letting me cease talking. He used to
keep me at his table, eating opposite to
him and never stopped chatting and
making me chat; but during those dis
courses I contrived to make a good meal.
He, poor man, could neither eat nor
sleep; so that at last he wore me out. I
was at the end of my strength; and some
times when I looked at him I noticed
that his eye-balls were rolling in a fright34 L oc. c it.f p. 198.

ful manner, one looking one way and the
other in another.
“ He took it into his head to ask me
whether I had'ever had a fancy to fly. I
answered that it had always been my
ambition to do those things which offer
the greatest difficulties to men, and that
I had done them; as to flying, the God of
Nature had gifted me with a body well
suited for running and leaping far beyond
the common average, and that with the
talents I possessed for manual art I felt
sure I had the courage to try flying. He
then inquired what methods I should
use; to which I answered that taking into
consideration all flying creatures, and
wishing to imitate by art what they
derived from nature, none was so apt a
model as the bat. No sooner had the poor
man heard the name bat, which recalled
the humour he was suffering under, than
he cried out at the top of his voice: ‘ He
says true— he says true; the bat’s the
thing— the bat’s the thing!’ Then he
turned to me and said: ‘ Benvenuto, if one
gave you the opportunity, should you
have the heart to fly?’ I said that if he
would set me at liberty, I felt quite up to
flying down to Prati; after making my
self a pair of wings out of waxed linen.
Thereupon he replied: ‘ I too should be
prepared to take the flight; but since the
Pope has bidden me guard you as though
you were his own eyes, and I know you a
clever devil who would certainly escape,
I shall now have you locked up with a
hundred keys, in order to prevent you
slipping through my fingers.’ I then
began to implore him, and remind him
that I might have fled, but that on ac
count of the word which I had given him
I would never have betrayed his trust:
therefore I begged him for the love of
God and by the kindness he had always
shown me, not to add greater evils to the
misery of my present situation. While I
was pouring out these entreaties; he gave
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strict orders to have me bound and taken
and locked up in prison. On seeing that it
could not be helped, I told him before all
his servants: ‘ Lock me well up and keep
good watch on me; for I shall certainly
contrive to escape.’ So they took and
confined me with the utmost care.” 35
No doubt the castellan was the subject of
circular insanity. The discussion of aviation
is of some interest since it happened almost
four centuries ago.
“ I was quite exhausted, and had, more
over, flayed the inside of my hands, which
bled freely. This compelled me to rest
awhile, and I bathed my hands in my
own urine.” 36
In those times it was not uncommon to
use urine and feces as medicants.
“ I was aware of the wound in my head
before I knew my leg was broken; for I
put my hands up, and withdrew them
covered with blood. Then I searched the
spot well, and judged and ascertained
that I had sustained no injury of conse
quence there; but when I wanted to stand
up, I discovered that my right leg was
broken three inches above the heel. Not
even this dismayed me: I drew forth my
poniard with its scabbard; the latter had
a metal point ending in a large ball, which
had caused the fracture of my leg; for the
bone, coming into violent contact with
the ball, and not being able to bend, had
snapped at that point. I threw the sheath
away, and with the poinard cut a piece
of the linen which I had left. Then I
bound my leg up as well as I could, and
crawled on all fours with the poniard in
my hand toward the city gate.” 37
A nice description of a fracture with the
method of production.
35 Loc. cit., p. 2 15 .
36 Loc. cit., p. 220.
37 Loc. cit., p. 2 2 1.
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“ ‘Most reverend Monsignor,your friend
Benvenuto is down there; he has escaped
from the castle, and is crawling on all
fours, streaming with blood: to all appear
ances he has broken his leg, and we don’t
know whither he is going.’ The cardinal
exclaimed at once: ‘Run and carry him
upon your back into my room here.’ When
I arrived, he told me to be under no appre
hension, and sent for the first physicians
of Rome to take my case in hand. Among
them was Maestro Jacomo of Perugia, a
most excellent and able surgeon. He set
the bones with dexterity, then bound the
limb up, and bled me with his own hand.
It happened that my veins were swollen
far beyond their usual size, and he, too,
wished to make a pretty wide incision;
accordingly, the blood sprang forth so
copiously, and spurted with such force
into his face, that he had to abandon the
operation. He regarded this as a very bad
omen, and could hardly be prevailed upon
to undertake my cure. Indeed he often
expressed a wish to leave me, remember
ing that he ran no little risk of punish
ment for having treated my case, or
rather for having proceeded to the end
with it.” 38
The superstition of the surgeon is well
shown here, and the common procedure of
bleeding.
“ I was greatly troubled, however, by
one particular annoyance: my nails had
grown so long that I could not touch my
body without wounding it; I could not
dress myself but what they turned inside
or out, to my great torment. Moreover,
my teeth began to perish in my mouth.
I became aware of this because the dead
teeth being pushed out by the living ones,
my gums were gradually perforated, and
the points of the roots pierced through
the tops of their cases. When I was aware
of this, I used to pull one out, as though
38 Loc. cit., p. 223.
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it were a weapon from a scabbard, with
out any pain or loss of blood. Very many
of them did I lose in this w a y /’39
These troubles developed at the time that
Cellini was imprisoned and suffering great
hardships. A t his age the description of the
dead teeth being pushed out by the living
ones seems improbable.
“ Messer Durante of Brescia, whom I
have previously mentioned, engaged the
soldier (formerly druggist of Prato) to ad
minister some deadly liquor in my food; the
poison was to work slowly, producing its
effects at the end of four or five months.
They resolved on mixing pounded
diamond with my victuals. Now the dia
mond is not a poison in any true sense of
the word, but its incomparable hardness
enables it, unlike the ordinary stones, to
retain very acute angles. When every
other stone is pounded, that acute sharp
ness of the edge is lost; the fragments
becoming blunt, and rounded. The dia
mond alone preserves it trenchant quali
ties; wherefore, if it chances to enter the
stomach together with the food, the
stomach motion needful to digestion
brings it into contact with the coats of
the stomach and bowels, where it sticks,
and by the action of fresh food forcing it
farther inwards, after some time perfor
ates the organs. This eventually causes
death. Any other sort of stone or glass
mingled with the food had not the power
to attach itself, but passes onward with
the victuals/’40
This describes a very common procedure
of the time for producing death criminally.
“ Then turning to Messer Alberto, who
was man of great gravity and talent, I
began: ‘This is a copy from a little silver
39 Loc. cit., p. 239.
40 Loc. cit., p. 248.

goblet of such and such a weight, which
I made at such and such a time for that
charlatan Maestro Jacopo, the surgeon
from Carpi. He came to Rome and spent
six months there, during which he had
bedaubed some scores of noblemen and
unfortunate gentlefolk with his dirty
salves, extracting many thousands o
ducats from their pockets.
“ A t that time I made for him this vase
and one of a different pattern. He paid
me very badly; and at the present mo
ment in Rome all the miserable people who
used his ointment are crippled and in a
deplorable state of health. It is indeed
great glory for me that my works are
held in such high repute among you
wealthy lords; but I can assure you that
during these many years past, I have
been progressing in my art with all my
might, and I think that this vase I am
taking with me into France is far more
worthy of cardinals and kings than that
piece belonging to your little quack
doctor.” 41
Another fling at the quack doctor who
treated him for syphilis.
“ M y workpeople at this time, who were
pretty numerous, included both sculptors
and goldsmiths. They belonged to several
nations, Italian, French and German; For I
took the best I could find, and changed
them often, retaining only those who knew
their business well. These select craftsmen
I worked to the bone with perpetual labor.
They wanted to rival me; but I had a
better constitution. Consequently, in
their inability to bear up against such a
continuous strain, they took to eating
and drinking copiously; some of the Ger
mans in particular, who were more skilled
than their comrades, and wanted to
march apace with me, sank under these
excesses, and perished.” 42
41 Loc. cit., p. 276.
42 Loc. cit., p. 292.
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It seems from this that Cellini had a very
strong constitution and also that he recog
nized that an excess of drinking and eating
was apt to shorten one’s life.
“ Far back in my autobiography I
ought to have recorded the friendship
which I won with the most cultivated,
most affectionate, and most companion
able man of worth I ever knew in this
world. He was Messer Guido Guidi, an
able physician and doctor of medicine,
and a nobleman of Florence. The infinite
trouble brought upon me by my evil for
tune caused me to omit the mention of
him at an earlier date; and though my
remembrance may be but a trifle, I
deemed it sufficient to keep him always
in my heart. Yet, finding that the drama
of my life requires his presence, I shall
introduce him here at the moment of my
greatest trials, in order that, as he was
then my comfort and support, I may now
recall to memory the good he did me.
“ Well, then Messer Guido came to
Paris; and not long after making his ac
quaintance, I took him to my castle, and
assigned him his own suite of apartments.
We enjoyed our lives together in that
place for several years. Then the Bishop
of Pavia, that is to say, Monsignore de
Rossi, brother of the Count of San Secondo, also arrived. This gentleman I
removed from his hotel and took him to
my own castle, assigning him in like
manner to his suite of apartments, where
he sojourned many months with serving
men and horses. On another occasion I
lodged Messer Luigi Alamanni and his
sons for some months. It was indeed God’s
grace to me that I should thus, in my
poor station, be able to render services to
men of great position and acquirements.
“ But to return to Messer Guido. We
enjoyed our mutual friendship during all
the years I stayed in Paris, and often did
we exult together on being able to ad
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vance in art and knowledge at the cost of
so great and admirable a prince, our
patron, each in his own branch of indus
try. I can indeed, and with a good con
science, affirm that all I am, whatever of
good and beautiful I have produced, all
this must be ascribed to that extraordi
nary monarch. So, when, I will resume
the thread of my discourse concerning
him and the great things I wrought for
him.43
“ I had a tennis court in my castle, from
which I drew considerable profit. The
building also contained some little dwell
ings inhabited by different sorts of men,
among them was a printer of books of
much excellence in his own trade. Nearly
the whole of his premises lay inside the
castle, and he was the man who printed
Messer Guido’s first book on medicine.” 44
This Guido Guidi was a son of Giiffiano
Guidi and Costanza, a daughter of Domen
ico Ghirlandajo. Francois I, sent for him
some time before 1542, appointed him his
own physician, and professor of medicine
in the Royal College. He returned to Flor
ence in 1548 and died in 1569. He is some
times called Vidius. He organized the
medical faculty of the College of France.
His books were illustrated with some of the
earliest surgical illustrations.45
“ If I did not confess in some of these
episodes I acted wrongly, the world might
think I was not telling the truth about
43 Loc. cit., p. 303.
44 Chirurgia e Graeco in Latinum Conversa, Vido
Vidio Florentine interprets, etc. Excudebat Petrus
Galterius Luteciae Parisiorum, prid. Cal. M ai, 1554.
45 The pictures are to be found, according to G ar
rison, in: Guidi, “ Chiurgia e greco in latinum conversa.” Paris, 15 5 4 ; Guidi, “ Ars Medicinalis,” vol.
iii. Venice, 1 6 1 1 ; Guidi, “ Opera Omnia.” Frank
fort, 1668; Gesner, “ De chirurgia scriptores optimi.”
Zurich, 15 5 5 ; Omout, ‘ Collection de chirurgieus
grecs” (M S. Iatin, 6866). BibliothSque nationale.
Departement des Manuscrits.
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those things in which I say I acted rightly.
Therefore I admit it was a mistake to in
flict so singular a vengeance upon Pagolo
Micceri. In truth, had I believed him to
be so utterly feeble, I should not have
conceived the notion of branding him
with such infamy as I am going to relate.
“ Not satisfied with having made him
take a vicious drab to wife, I completed
my revenge by inviting her to sit to me as
a model, and dealing with her thus.
“ I gave her thirty sous a day, paid in
advance, and a good meal, and obliged
her to pose before me naked. Then I made
her serve my pleasure, out of spite against
her husband, jeering at them both the
while. Furthermore, I kept her for hours
together in a position, greatly to her dis
comfort. This gave her as much annoyanyce as it gave me pleasure; for she was
beautifully made, and brought me much
credit as a model. A t last, noticing that I
did not treat her with the same considera
tion as before her marriage, she began to
grumble and talk big in her French way
about her husband who was now
serving the Prior of Capia, a brother of
Piero Strozzi. On the first occasion when
she did this, the mere mention of the fel
low roused me to intolerable fury; still I
bore it greatly against the grain, as well as
I was able reflecting that I could hardly
find so suitable a subject for my art as
she was. So I reasoned thus in my own
mind: ‘ I am now taking two different
kinds of revenge. In the first place, she is
married; and what I am doing to her
husband is something far more serious
than what he did to me, when she was
only a girl of loose life. If then I wreck my
spite so fully upon him, while upon her I
inflict the discomfort of posing in such a
strange attitude for such a length of time
— which besides the pleasure I derive,
brings me both profit and credit through
my art— what more can I desire?’ While
I was turning over these calculations, the

wretch redoubled her insulting speeches,
always prating big about her husband,
till she goaded me beyond the bounds of
reason. Yielding myself up to a blind
rage, I seized her by the hair and dragged
her up and down my room, beating and
kicking her till I was tired. There was no
one who could come to her assistance.
When I had well pounded her she swore
she would never visit me again. Then for
the first time I perceived that I had
acted very wrongly; for I was losing a
grand model, who brought me honour
through my art. Moreover, when I saw
her body all torn and bruised and swollen,
I reflected that, even if I persuaded her to
return, I should have to put her under
medical treatment for at least a fortnight
before I could make use of her.
“ Well, to return to Caterina. I sent my
old serving woman, named Ruberta, who
had a most kindly disposition, to help her
dress. She brought food and drink to the
miserable baggage; and after rubbing a
a little bacon fat into her worst wounds,
they ate what was left of the meat to
gether. When she had finished dressing,
she went off blaspheming and cursing all
* Italians in the King’s service; and so
returned with tears and murmurs to her
W home.
p i “ Assuredly, upon the first occasion, I
& felt I had done very wrong, and Ruberta
W rebuked me after this fashion: ‘You are a
W cruel monster to maltreat such a handI1" some girl so brutally.’ When I excused
& my conduct by narrating all the tricks
which she and her mother had played off
S upon me under my own roof, Ruberta
|| scoldingly replied that that was nothing—
p that was only French manners, and she
W was sure there was not a husband in
H France without his horns. When I heard
§£ this argument, I laughed aloud, and then
U told Ruberta to go and see how Caterina
B was, since I should like to employ her
§£_again while finishing the work that I had
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on hand. The old woman took me sharply
up, saying that I had no savoir vivre:
‘Only wait until the daybreak and she
will come herself: whereas, if you send to
ask after her or visit her, she will give
herself airs and keep aw ay/
“ On the following morning Caterina
came to our door, and knocked so vio
lently, that, being below, I ran to see
whether it was a madman or some mem
ber of the household. When I opened, the
creature laughed and fell upon my neck,
embracing and kissing me, and asked me
if I was still angry with her. I said, ‘N o!’
Then she added: ‘Let me have something
good to break my fast on/ So I supplied
her well with food and partook of it at
the same table in a sign of reconciliation.
Afterwards I began to model from her
during which occurred some amorous
diversions and at last, just at the same
hour as on the previous day, she irritated
me to such a pitch that I gave her the
same drubbing. So we went several days,
repeating the old round like clockwork.
There was little or no variation in the
incidents/’46
It would seem that Cellini had a very
marked sadistic component in his nature.
The masochism of Caterina is well described.
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“ Now this girl was a clean maid, and I
got her with child. She gave birth to a
daughter on the seventh of June, at
thirteen hours of the day, and in 1554,
when I had exactly reached the age of
forty-four. I named the infant ‘Costanza/
and M. Guido Guidi, the King’s physi
cian, and my most intimate friend, as I
have previously related, held her at the
font. He was the only godfather; for it is
customary in France to have one god
father and two godmothers. One of the
latter was Madame Maddalena, wife to
M . Luigi Alamanni, a gentleman of
Florence, an accomplished poet. The
other was the wife of M . Ricciardo del
Bene, our Florentine burger, and a great
merchant in Paris; she was herself a
French lady of distinguished family.
This was the first child I have ever had,
so far as I remember. I settled money
enough upon the girl for dowry to satisfy
an aunt of hers, under whose tutelage I
placed her, and from that time forwards I
had nothing more to do with her.” 47
Another example of Cellini’s sex life— no
desire for the mother after the birth of a
child.

“ Wanting then to finish off my Fon
tainebleau, which was already cast in
bronze, as well as to execute the two
victories which were going to fill the an
gles above the lunette of the door, I en
gaged a poor girl of the age of about
fifteen. She was beautiful and of a
brunette complexion. Being somewhat
savage in her ways and spare of speech,
quick in movement, with a look of sullen
ness about her eyes; I named her ‘Scorzone’ ; her real name was Jeanne. With
her for a model, I gave perfect finish to
the two Victories.

“ It so happened on one of those morn
ings, while I was getting some little
chisels into trim to work on Narcissus,
that a very fine splinter of steel flew into
my right eye, and embedded itself so
deeply in the pupil that it could not be
extracted. I thought for certain I must
lose the sight of that eye. After some days
I sent for Maestro Raffaello de Pilli, the
surgeon, who obtained a couple of live
pigeons and placing me upon my back
across a table, took the birds and opened
a large vein they have beneath the wing,
so that the blood gushed out into my
eye. I felt immediately relieved and in the
space of two days the splinter came away,

46 L o c. c it., p.319.

47 L oc. cit.y p. 324.
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and I remained with eyesight greatly im
proved. Against the feast of S. Lucia,48
which came round in three days, I made
a golden eye out of a French crown, and
had it presented at her shrine by one of
my six nieces, daughters of my sister
Liperata; the girl was ten years of age,
and in her company I returned thanks*
to God and S. Lucia.” 4950
A very unusual method to take a foreign
body out of the eye! This incident shows the
extreme superstition of Cellini.
“ But so it happened that the Duke fell
ill of a serious malady, remaining fortyeight hours without passing water. Find
ing that the remedies of his physicians
availed nothing, it is probable that he be
took himself to God, and therefore de
creed the discharge of all debts to his
servants. I too was paid on this occasion,
yet I never obtained what still stood out
upon my Perseus.” 60
No doubt a case of uremia or retention of
urine due to organic obstruction.
“ During my promenade through the
market, I met Giovan Battista Santini,
and he and I were taken back to supper by
the priest. As I have already related
above, we supped at the early hour of
twenty, because I made it known that I
meant to return to Trespiano. Accord
ingly they made all ready; the wife of
Sbietta went bustling about in the com
pany of one Cecchino Buti, their knave
of all work. After the salads had been
mixed and we were preparing to sit down
to the table, the evil priest, with a certain
nasty sort of grin, exclaimed: ‘ I must beg
you to excuse me, for I cannot sup with
48 Saint Lu cy is the patroness of the eyes. In
Italian art she is generally represented holding her
own eyes upon a plate.
49 Loc. cit., p. 379.
50 Loc. cit., p. 4 17 .

you; the reason is that some business of
importance has occurred which I must
transact for my brother Sbietta/ In his
absence I am obliged to act for him. We
all begged him to stay, but could not alter
his determination; so he departed and we
began our supper. After we had eaten the
salads on some common platters, and
they were preparing to serve the boiled
meat, each guest received a porringer for
himself. Santini, who was seated opposite
me at the table, exclaimed: *Do you
notice that the crockery they give you is
different from the rest? Did you ever see
anything handsomer?’ I answered that I
had not noticed it. He also prayed me to
invite Sbietta’s wife to sit down with us;
for she and that Cecchino Buti kept run
ning hither and thither in the most
extraordinary fuss and hurry. A t last I
induced the woman to join us; when she
began to remonstrate: ‘ You do not like
my victuals, since you can eat so little.’
I answered by praising the supper over
and over again, saying that I had never
eaten better or with heartier appetite.
Finally, I told her that I had eaten quite
enough. I could not imagine why she
urged me so persistently to eat. After
supper was over, and it was past the hour
of twenty-one, I became anxious to
return to Trespiano, in order that I
might recommence my work next morn
ing in the Loggia. Accordingly I bade
farewell to all the company, and having
thanked our hostess, took my leave.
“ I had not gone three miles before I
felt as though my stomach was on fire,
and suffered such pain that it seemed a
thousand years till I arrived at Trespiano.
However, it pleased God that I reached
it after nightfall with great toil and
immediately proceeded to my farm, where
I went to bed. During the night I got no
sleep, and was constantly disturbed by
motions of my bowels. When the day
broke feeling an intense heat in the
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rectum, I looked eagerly to see what this
might mean, and found the cloth covered
with blood. Then in a moment I con
ceived that I had eaten something poison
ous, and racked my brains to think what
it could possibly have been. It came back
to my memory how Sbietta’s wife had set
before me plates and porringers, and
saucers different from the others, and
how that evil priest, Sbietta’s brother
after giving himself pains to do me
honour, had refused to sup with us.
Furthermore, I remembered what the
priest had said about Sbietta’s doing such
a fine stroke of business by the sale of his
farm to an old man for life who could
not be expected to survive a year.
“ Giovanni Sardella had reported these
words to me. All things considered, I
made my mind up that they must have
administered a dose of sublimate in the
sauce, which was very well made and
pleasant to taste, inasmuch as sublimate
produces all the symptoms I was suffering
from. Now it was my custom to take but
little sauce or seasoning with my meat,
excepting salt; and yet I had eaten two
moderate mouthfuls of that sauce because
it was so tasteful. On further thinking, I
recollected how often that wife of Sbietta
had teased me in a hundred ways to par
take more freely of that sauce. On these
accounts I felt absolutely certain that
they had given me sublimate in that very
dish’51
“ All this while I stayed with sorry
cheer in bed, and was attended by that
most excellent man and physician, M ae
stro Francesco da Montevarchi. To
gether with him Maestro Raffaelo de
Pilli undertook the surgical part of my
case forasmuch as the sublimate had so
corroded the intestines that I was unable
to retain my motions. When Maestro
Francesco saw that the poison had exerted
61 L o c. c it., p. 433.
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all its strength, being indeed insufficient
in quantity to overcome my vigorous
constitution, he said one d ay: ‘ Benvenuto,
return thanks to God, for you have won
the battle. Have no anxiety, since I mean
to cure you in spite of the rogues who
sought to work your ruin.’ Maestro
Raffaelo then put in: ‘ This will be one of
the finest and most difficult cures which
was ever heard of; for I can tell you
Benvenuto, that you swallowed a good
mouthful of sublimate.’ Thereupon Mae
stro Francesco took him up and said: ‘ It
may possibly have been some sort of a
venomous caterpillar.’ I replied: ‘ I know
for certain what sort of poison it was and
who gave it to me’ ; upon which we were
all silent. They attended me more than
six full months, and I remained more
than a whole year before I could enjoy
my life and vigor.62
“ Now when I came to the poison, I
remarked that if I had ever proved an
acceptable servant in the sight of his
most illustrious Excellency, he ought not
to punish Sbietta or those who adminis
tered the poison, but rather to confer
upon them some great benefit, inasmuch
as the poison was not enough to kill
me, but exactly sufficed to cleanse me of
a mortal viscosity from which I suffered in
my stomach and intestines. ‘ The poison,’
quoth I, ‘ worked so well that whereas,
before I took it, I had but perhaps three
or four years to live, I verily now believe
that it has helped me more than twenty
years by bettering my constitution. For
this mercy I return thanks to God with
greater heartiness than ever; and this
proves a proverb I have sometimes heard
spoken is true, which runs as follows:
God send us evil that m ay work us good.’ ” 53

This

citation

62 Loc. cit., p. 4 35.
53 Loc. cit. p. 438.
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description of an attempted criminal poison
ing with mercury or arsenic, it is possible
that the poison did have a good effect on
Cellini’s case of syphilis.54

The following sonnet gives the artist’s
philosophy of living. In it the paranoiac
tendencies, indicated in previous excerpts,
are traceable:

This tale of m y sore-troubled life I write,
T o thank the God of nature, who conveyed
M y soul to me, and with such care hath stayed
T h at divers noble deeds I’ve brought to light.
’Tw as He subdued m y cruel fortune’s spite.
Life, glory, virtue, measureless, hath made
Such grace, worth, beauty be through me displayed
T h at few can rival, none surpass me quite.
Only it grieves me when I understand
W hat precious time in vanity I’ve spent—
The wind it beareth man’s frail thoughts away.
Y et, since remorse avails not, I ’m content,
A s erst I came, W E L C O M E to go one day,
Here in the flower of this fair Tuscan land.
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DANIEL TURNER AND THE FIRST DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF
MEDICINE CONFERRED IN THE ENGLISH COLONIES OF
NORTH AMERICA BY YALE COLLEGE IN 1723
B y JO H N E. L A N E , M .D .
N E W H A V E N , CO N N .

“ De Morbis Cutaneis, a Treatise of Diseases
Incident to the Skin.” But his chief title to
present fame is the cerate which he invented
and designated as “ that excellent medica
ment which I call my Ceratum de Lapide
Caliminari.” Turner’s cerate was included
in the United States Pharmacopoeia as
recently as 1830 and is still retained in the
National Formulary.
I had for some time been acquainted with
the facts just stated. A few months ago my
curiosity being aroused by the statement
of an old biographer that he had been un
able to discover where Turner obtained his
medical degree, I began to wonder why he
had become interested in Y ale College and
why he was so desirous of a medical degree
from a young and obscure institution, which
had no medical school connected with it—
for Y ale at that time had just reached the
not very mature age of twenty-one. This
paper is a result of the search for answers
to these questions.
Turner was born in London in 1667 and
there he started his medical career as a
member of the Barber-Surgeon Company.
In 1695 he published his first work, the
“ Apologia Chyrurgica.” A t this time, al
though the condition of the surgeons was
improving, they still occupied a much lower
1
Toner says that perhaps the claim may be
and less respected position than did the
made that Capt. John Cranston received the first
physicians,
and were still closely connected
medical degree conferred in the United States. In
with the barbers, though much against their
1663 he was licensed by the General Court of Rhode
Island “ to administer physicke and practice chirurwill and in spite of many attempts to break
gery . . . and is by this Court styled doctor of
the bonds which joined them.
physick and chirurgery by the authority of the
In 1462, in the reign of Edward IV, the
General Assembly of this Colony.”
2
Toner, quoted by Handerson, gives the date large Guild of Barbers became the Company
of Barbers and later, in 1492, under Henry
of Turner’s degree of M .D. from Yale as 1720. This
V II, they obtained a special charter. In
is incorrect as the Yale records show it to be 1723.

F

OR a century the name of Daniel
Turner has hardly been mentioned,
and the two or three writers who
in that time have concerned them
selves with him and his career are agreed
in briefly dismissing him with the state
ments that he “ had some celebrity in his
day,” that “ his medical attainments were
small” and that the many volumes which
he published were soon forgotten. One bi
ographer adds that “ his cases were not
stated in the most delicate terms; nor was
politeness amongst his excellencies.”
To the few who, by reason of their inter
est in the early history of Y ale College, of
medicine in the United States, or of derma
tology and syphilology, are still acquainted
with him, Turner is known as the recipient
of the first degree1 of doctor of medicine
given in the English Colonies of North
America. This degree, an honorary one,
was bestowed upon him by Y ale College in
1 723,2 following a request for it accompanied
by a gift of books, which he sent to the col
lege authorities at the end of the preceding
year. Turner is also known as the author of
several medical works of which the most
important are: “ Syphilis, a Practical Dis
sertation on the Venereal Disease,” and
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1540, under Henry V III, the small and
exclusive Guild of Surgeons was united to
the large Company of Barbers forming the
United Barber-Surgeon Company. From the
very time of this incorporation the surgeons
seem to have been greatly incensed at being
so closely identified with the barbers, and
for over two hundred years kept making
Unsuccessful attempts to rid themselves of
them. The surgeons finally threw off the
yoke which bound them to the barbers in
1745, under George II, this having been
accomplished largely through the influence
of M r. Ranby, then sergeant surgeon to the
king. From this time the surgeons were
known as the Masters, Governors and Com
monalty of the Art and the Science of
Surgery of London until they were finally
rechartered by George III in 1800 as the
present Royal College of Surgeons of Lon
don.
The separation of the barbers and sur
geons took place five years after Turner’s
death. During his medical life, with an in
creasing practice and reputation he was
undoubtedly greatly irritated by the fact
of his forced attachment to the barbers and
by the failure of the attempts of the sur
geons to free themselves. He must have at
last made up his mind that even if it were
impossible for the surgeons to separate
themselves as a body from the BarberSurgeon Company, he would at least see if
he could not detach himself from the Com
pany and improve his position by becoming
a physician. It is easy to imagine that he had
many long and serious meditations on the
subject and probably also conversations
and conferences with influential friends
among the physicians. It is quite likely, too,
that he finally received some sort of assur
ance that, if he were to disassociate himself
from the Company, he might have the op
portunity given him to realize his ambitions.
A t any rate he decided to leave his asso
ciates, and on August 16, 1 7 1 1 , was disfran
chised by the Barber-Surgeon Company on

the payment of a fine of fifty pounds. His
withdrawal was nicely timed, for he had to
wait only three months before he was al
lowed to appear before the Royal College of
Physicians of London for examination for a
license as a physician.3 On December 22,
1 7 1 1 , he was admitted to this body as a
licentiate, and a year later, December 12,
1712 , was given an imprimatur by them for
his “ De Morbis Cutaneis.” That he was
duly grateful for the honor is evidenced by
his dedication of that book, which follows:
The Epistle Dedicatory to
The Most Hond. Dr. William Dawes
Dr. John Bateman
Dr. Thomas Gill
The much Hond. Dr. William Gould
Dr. George Colebrook
President and Censors, for the Time being, of the
Royal College of Physicians in London.
Most and much honoured,
When after the customary
examination at the Censor’s Board, You were pleased
to think me qualify’d for that weighty Province of
Medicinal Prescription, and honour’d me with the
College Diploma for a Licentiate’s Privilege; having
lately quitted the Hurry of Business in a Branch of
the same profession, I had Time to look over some
scattered Memoirs which I had taken of certain re
markable Occurrences, and to reduce them into
some little Order, which when I had digested and
fitted the best I could for the Press, I had no need
to deliberate where I should present them, since by
Duty, as well as Interest, they were entirely Yours.
It was my Duty to offer (I cannot say my first
Fruits from the Press, having been often there be
fore, but) the first I publish’d since I came among
You, by which I might convince You (whatever
may be the Fate of the Performance) that You have
given that Privilege to no idle, and I hope, no use
less Person.
It was my Interest to sue for Your Protection,
which being granted, and the said Performance
honour’d with your Imprimatur, its Access may be
the easier to the Men of Art, who will find, as the
3
Dexter’s statement that Turner was a Fellow
of the Royal College of Physicians, and Oviatt’s
that he was a Fellow of the Royal Society are, I
think, incorrect. He was a Licentiate of the College
of Physicians, but had no connection with the
Royal Society, as far as I can ascertain.
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Author has not been ashamed to venture it abroad,
so neither have you the learned President, nor Ye
the learned Censors of our renowned College, dis
dain’d to countenance its passage; Be that however
as it will, yet is He still the same, I mean
(Most honour’d President,
and much honour’d Censors)
Your very much obliged
And very humble Servant
D a n ie l T u r n e r

Although this is a customary ending of
letters of that day, Turner had good cause
for being “ very much obliged” in more than
the formal sense, for his admission as licen
tiate of the college had not been quite regu
lar.
In the eighteenth century the Royal Col
lege of Physicians of London was a rather
“ close and contentious” corporation. With
almost no exceptions the fellows were grad
uates of Oxford or of Cambridge and mem
bers of the Church of England, as dissenters
were not admitted to those universities.
For this reason a large number of physicians
took their medical training and medical
degrees (perhaps it would be more nearly
correct to say or their medical degrees)
elsewhere, in Scotland or on the continent,
where the universities were less particular
about the religious opinions of their stu
dents. These physicians with foreign de
grees were examined by the fellows of the
Royal College of Physicians, and after giv
ing evidence of their qualifications for
practice, were admitted as licentiates of
the college, without which license they
could not legally practice in London.
But Turner had no medical degree from
any university at home or abroad, and I
suspect that his admission to the College
without it had been the cause of many un
pleasant comments aimed at him and at the
College. Personal and pointed remarks were
not infrequent among physicians of that
day, and Turner in his controversies did
not escape them, in spite of his public and
printed advice to a brother surgeon who had
censured him, that “ it behooves us, at all
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times and in all places, to be very tender of
each other’s reputation.”
Turner had numerous controversies with
his colleagues into the details of which it is
impossible to enter here. The most cele
brated one is, however, so well described by
Hamilton that I will quote it;
“ Early in the eighteenth century a
treatise on diseases of the skin had been
published by Doctor Daniel Turner, the
twelfth chapter of which contained a
long and laboured dissertation on those
congenital marks impressed upon the
human body, as was believed, by the
force of maternal imagination acting,
during the period of gestation, upon the
unborn foetus. In order to expose the
fallacy of Turner’s doctrine, and shew
the popular notion respecting these moles
and blemishes to be founded in error,
and repungent to reason, Doctor Jam es
Augustus Blondel anonymously published
a work in which he demonstrated the
absurdity of the doctrine, and its un
tenableness upon anything like scientific
principles. Notwithstanding Blondel’s
withholding his name, Turner discovered
him to be the author, and, regarding the
publication as a direct attack upon him
self and the doctrine contained in his
book, felt called upon to defend what he
had advanced, which he did in an appen
dix to his treatise on gleets in 1728, in
which he brought forward additional
facts. To this Blondel replied in 1729, in a
work in which he humourously exposed
anew the fallacy of Doctor Turner’s
and the popular opinion. This occasioned
the publication of a more serious reply
from Turner, who still maintained his
original opinion, and supported it by
farther cases adduced from Schenkius,
Horstius and other retailers of prodigies:
notwithstanding which, the good sense
and sound reasoning of his antagonist
prevailed, and the absurd doctrine of the
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mysterious power of the maternal mind
became at length confined to superannu
ated practitioners, and su p e rstitio u s
nurses: although the fourth edition of
Turner’s work, with a fierce looking por
trait of the author, appearing in 17 3 1,
still retained the twelfth chapter without
alteration.”
I cannot refrain from quoting a little of
the evidence upon which Turner supported
his theory, from the chapter entitled: “ Of
Spots and Marks of a diverse Resemblance
imprest upon the Skin of the Foetus, by
the Force of the Mother’s Fancy: With
Some Things premis’d of the Strange and
almost incredible Power of Imagination,
more especially in Pregnant Women.”
“ And St. Jerome in his Lectures upon
Gen. takes notice that the same Hippoc
rates did once deliver a Noble Woman,
like to suffer as an Adulteress; for that
the Husband and she being white, her
child was born of the Ethiopian Com
plexion, which the sage old M an imputed
readily to a Picture he had observed
hanging in her Chamber, exactly resem
bling the Infant, and which he found she
had been often very intently viewing.”
“ Ccelius Rhod. related how Fabius
Quintil. freed a Woman after like Manner
from Suspicion, who had brought forth a
little Negro, only from her often taking
Delight in viewing the Picture of an
Ethiop in her apartment.”
Blondel’s answer to these stories is,
“ Those judges were Charitable Peace
makers; yet I hope, when they had a fit
opportunity they said to the Women, Go,
and sin no more.”
“ Schenkius tells of a Woman very big,
who among other Discourse with her
Neighbors, mention being made of her
great Belly, she told them that she
reckoned about the time of the Epiphany
or Festival of the three Kings; upon which

the good Women wishing she might bring
forth three Kings, she merrily answer’d,
with all her H eart; and accordingly at
the Time she bore three Sons, one of them
an Ethiopian, or of a black Colour, as
usually one of those Kings are painted.”
To this Blondel replies, “ This Story is
very proper to be added to the Voyages of
Captain Lemuel Gulliver, a Gentleman
reported to be of such a Sincerity, that he
was never catched in a lie.”
The knowledge that Turner had been
made a licentiate without a medical degree
spread beyond England to France, and even
there the College was taunted with the fact.
In a note on Turner in his celebrated work
on syphilis, Jean Astruc, the syphilographer,
and physician to Louis X V , made the fol
lowing statement. (The italics are mine.)
“ 17 17 . Daniel Turner, an Englishman,
applied himself to surgery in his youth,
and practiced in London in 1695, when he
published his Chirurgical Apology. Bu t
afterwards he thought proper to apply
himself to physic, and therefore he offered
himself a Candidate to the College of
Physicians at London in 17 12 , who after
examining him with regard to his qualifi
cations, made him a licentiate. For there
are two ranks of physicians belonging
to the College at London, some being
called Fellows, and others Licentiates.
No physician can be a Fellow who has
not had a doctor’s degree in the English
Universities of Oxford or Cambridge. A ll
the rest who had their degrees in the
universities of Scotland or Ireland, are
only admitted as Licentiates by the
College, if they find them qualified upon
examination. N ay, which I am more
surprised at, it is suspected that they have
admitted some as Licentiates, who have not
had any Doctor s degree at all. He published
the following treatise in 17 17 , Syphilis. A
practical dissertation on the venereal
disease, etc.”
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Perhaps raillery of this sort led Turner to
decide that a medical degree might be an
advantageous addition to his medical equip
ment. A t any rate he decided that he could
use one in his business and looked around
for the means of procuring it. But why did
he not secure one nearer home? A t that time
medical degrees were easily purchased at
very moderate rates from some of the
Scotch universities. In 17 18 Turner had
published a book, entitled “ The Modern
Quack,” in which he showed up quacks
and quackery of various sorts. The dedica
tion to Dr. John Bateman, president of the
Royal College of Physicians contains the
following statement:
“ There are two others of the same
metalPd Fronts, who have, I have been
informed, by some Means or other (I
must leave your honourable board to
enquire what) procured a University
• Seal, I think from Scotland, with which,
the better to cloak their Knavery, they
Vaunt and Strut, as if the M .D . would
screen them from your Displeasure, and
justify their pretensions, which are so
trivally founded, that whenever it shall
please you to send forth your Citation, or
convene them, you will find them entirely
ignorant of the Fundamenta Medicinse.”
He then requests the board to “ vacate
their surreptitious Diplomas, inflicting
condign Punishment upon the several
Offenders.”
It is easy to realize that, after having
made this rather plain protest, Turner felt
that a degree from a Scotch university might
be a rather undesirable acquisition; this
circumstance sufficiently explains why he
did not want one. His reason for desiring a
Yale degree are, however, not yet evident.
Y ale College was founded in 1701. Turner
became a licentiate of the Royal College of
Physicians in 1 7 1 1 . The year after, during
the session of 17 1 2 - 1 7 1 3 , the General Court
of Connecticut appointed Jeremiah Dum-
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mer agent for Connecticut in London.
Dummer had served Massachusetts in the
same capacity for some years and was well
known in London. He had previously been
interested in the development of the young
college, and by this appointment “ his zeal
for the prosperity of our Collegiate School
was quickened and letters from him to
John Pierpont in the following winter and
spring give evidence that he was exerting
himself vigorously to obtain gifts, especially
books, for the institution.”
Ju st how or when Turner and Dummer
met we do not know. Turner may have
heard that Dummer and Yale were in a
receptive mood for gifts, or Dummer may
have learned that Turner was in a receptive
mood for a medical degree and each may
have felt that this mood might be advan
tageous to the other. A t all events they met,
and very likely had many pleasant con
ferences together discussing the various
needs of struggling colleges and problems
of education. It is even possible that they
touched on the shameful practice of selling
medical diplomas that was carried on by
some of the Scotch universities and dwelt on
the advantages of medical degrees from
institutions whose reputation had not been
thus sullied. Dummer may have pointed
out that an honorary degree conferred in a
dignified manner would carry more distinc
tion than the usual degree acquired in the
usual way.
After settling these details they may
have protracted their discussions over the
problems of reorganization and reconstruc
tion, which even at that early date claimed
the attention of friends of the college as they
have in more recent times. For just then
all were concerned with the question of the
validity of Presbyterian ordination and the
claims of apostolic succession, which were
disturbing the conscience of the then presi
dent, the Reverend Mr. Cutler, with the
result that on October 17, 1722, it was
“ voted, that the Trustees, in faithfulness to
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the trust reposed in them, do excuse the
Rev. Mr. Cutler from all further service as
Rector of Y ale College” ; and it was pro
vided that all future rectors should before
their appointment was complete, declare
to the Trustees “ their assent to the Con
fession of Faith owned and consented to
. . . at Saybrook, September 9, 1708, and
shall particularly give satisfaction to them
of the soundness of their faith in opposition
to Arminian and prelatical corruptions or
any other of dangerous consequence to the
purity and peace of our churches.”
This weighty problem, combined with the
difficulty of selecting a president to succeed
the Reverend M r. Cutler who should com
bine the other necessary qualifications with
the proper religious views, may well have
given them much anxiety as to the future
of the college.
But whatever the topics of conversation
may have been, the conferences bore fruit
in the following letter, which was found in
the Yale University Library and which has
not been previously published.
Viris vere Iiteratis, Prsesidi ac CoIIegio Academiae
Yalensis, de Colonia Connecticut!, in Provincia
Novae Angliae, Prosperitatem atque Salutem Dat
Dicatque Daniel Turner, e CoIIegio Regali Medicorum Londinensium Permissus, sive Licentiatus.
Domini Eruditissimi
Accepi nuper Iiteras ab Amico vestro, et a vobis certe optime merenti, Domini Ieremia Dummer,
in quibus dedit mihi narrationem Academiae vestrae, Annis non multum ab hinc praeteritis, a Domi
no Yale fundatae. Gaudeo sane audire bonas Iiteras
ac liberates Artes et Scientias florescere inter vos,
ubi saeculo fere praeterlapso Iatuere, vel potius
Eorundem loco Scabebant Inertia rudis et Ignorantia. Sed conquestus est mihi vir Bonus de Infantili
adhuc Statu Iibrarii vestri, et cum Aliquibus aliis,
tam medicinae, quam Philosophiae naturalis, Professoribus, ut opera nostra eodem Contribueremus,
blande rogabat: qua causa ut Rempublicam Iiterariam, ubi-ubi stabilitam, quantum in me est, illustrarem, Mitto Vobis, viri perplurimum colendi, Fi
bres aliquos a me jamdudum editos, una cum Systemate Artis Chirurgicae, in duobus voluminibus,
jam jam a Praelo tradito: praeter Quos Musaeolum
orbavi meum Libri prae caeteris pretiosissimi, et

nullibi ut scio nunc habendi, Cowperi nempe Nostri Magnam Anatomiam, ut vestrum illo adornarem:
Accipite quaeso ut Testimonium meae erga universitatem vestram Amicitiae, et credite Donatorem
semper esse ad potestatem suam, viri praeclarissimi,
Sincerum vobis Amicum,
D. T u r n e r
Postscriptum.
Si Dominationes vestrae me dignum judicatis
Doctoratus Gradus Academiae Yalensis, et Diplo
ma mihi transmitti curatis, accipiam non tantum
ut signum Gratitudinis Vestrae, sed existimam honorem, aeque ac si ab alia Universitate, tametsi Majoris Notae, fuerit elargitum.
valete Viri Doctissimi vigeatque
Academia vestra
Londini, Sept. 24, 1722.
E x Musaeo in Quadra
Davoniensi extra Portam
Episcopalem vico vulgo dicto
Bishopsgate without.
('Translation of the Letter given above.)

To the truly cultured gentlemen, the President
and College of the Academy of Yale in the colony
of Connecticut in the province of New England,
Daniel Turner, licentiate of the Royal College of
Physicians of London, gives greeting.
Most learned Sirs:
I have recently received a letter from your
friend, who deserves exceeding well of you, Mr.
Jeremiah Dummer, in which he gave me an account
of your academy, founded not many years ago by
Mr. Yale. I am indeed glad to hear that good lit
erature and the liberal arts and sciences are flour
ishing amongst you where for almost the lapse of a
century they have Iain hidden, or rather in their
place have reigned crude indifference and igno
rance. But the good gentleman complained to me of
the still infantile state of your library and along
with some other professors of medicine and also of
natural philosophy, persuasively urged me to con
tribute my help to this object: therefore in order,
as far as in me lies, to adorn the Republic of Let
ters wherever established, I am sending to you,
most honoured sirs, some books long since pub
lished by myself, along with the System of the Art
of Surgery in two volumes, just off the press: in ad
dition to these I have robbed my own library of a
book very valuable beyond all others and now, as
I know, not procurable elsewhere, the Great Anat
omy of our Cowper, that with it I might adorn
yours. Receive them I beg of you as a testimony of
my friendship for your university and believe the
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Turner’s letter which accompanied his gift of books to Yale College.

(From the original in the Yale University Library.)
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donor to be ever, as far as lies in his power, most
illustrious sirs,
Your sincere friend,
D. T u r n e r
Postscript.
If your worships consider me worthy of the
doctoral degree of Yale Academy and have the
diploma sent to me, I shall receive it not only as a
sign of your gratitude, but I shall consider it an
honour as much as though it had been conferred by
another university, though of greater note.
Farewell most learned sirs and
may your academy flourish.
London, Sept. 24, 1722.
A t the Museum in
Devonshire Square outside the
Episcopal gate in the district
commonly called
Bishopsgate without.

Gentleman a Diploma for a Doctorate, you will do
yourselves great honour.

The authorities of Y ale College received
the letter, the portrait and the books, and
were evidently favorably impressed by
them, for they granted Turner’s request
and at the following commencement, on

This letter was transmitted by Dummer
together with a portrait of Turner and the
information that the books were to follow.
Dummer wrote again on September 10,
1723, seconding Turner’s request for a
degree, not having heard that the decision
to grant it had been made.
Your last letter of Ju ly 1* I have now before me.
The Gentleman whose picture you received from
me 4 with a Latin Letter is Doctor Turner, a very
Learned Physician and worthy Gentleman, who
has made a handsome benefaction of books to your
CoIIedge which I gave a particular account of to
CoI° Saltonstall; I can have ten guineas of a Book
seller for one of the books, and the rest are his own
Learned Works. You shall have them all as soon as
I can make up a parcel, having many more in view
which I Soon hope to gather in: If you send this
4 The portrait of Turner reproduced in this arti
cle is probably the one which Dummer refers to as
“ the picture you received from me.” It was found in
the Yale University Library pasted into Turner’s
book, “ A Remarkable Case in Surgery.” Bromley
gives the following list of portraits of Turner:
Description

Designer

Engraver

Aet 67, 1 7 3 4 .... mez
Oval frame....... a proof
Oval frame........fol
Prefixed to his
“ S y p h ilis ”
17 3 2 ................Bvo
Different............8vo

ad vivum
...............
J. Richardson

Faber
Faber
G. Vertue

G. Vertue
G. Vertue

ftifficuMj L ownpm
itMim m num m
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M.D.

(H o n o r a r y ), Y a le , 1 7 2 3 .

(From a copperplate engraving in the
Yale University Library.)

September 1 1 , 1723, the honorary degree
of doctor of medicine was conferred upon
him by the Reverend M r. Tim othy Woodbridge, of Hartford (Harvard, 1675), rector,
pro tempore.
The bestowal of this degree evidently
caused some amusement in America among
those who scoffed at institutions of the
higher learning, for, according to Toner,
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the circumstance that the degree was
prefaced by a donation led some wag
to interpret the M . D. as multum donavit.
Scoffers of our time have remarked that
there might be less cause for disappoint
ment if the gifts were invariably trans
mitted before the honorary degree is be
stowed. And there have been rumors that
some believe that it would not have been a
bad plan to follow the implied suggestion
of the wag and to adopt a degree, more
appropriate than that of doctor of laws, for
those who “ give much.”
A manuscript in the Y ale University
Library entitled “ An account of some books
received from Great Britain from Dr.
Turner” is reproduced here. There are thirtytwo volumes in the list; some may have
been given after the degree was received.
The diploma was transmitted through
Dummer and received with gratitude by
Turner as the following extract from a letter
of February 25, 1725, from Dummer to
Timothy Woodbridge shows:
R ev1? & Dear
I have your’s before me of SeptenY last, which is
very obliging as all your letters are. The Diploma
for D ' Turner as also the letter that came with it I
delivered: and tho you are so modest as to make an
apology for the bad Latin, I think they were drawn
up in a true Roman diction, & both for language &
sentiments exceed anything I ever yet saw from
M y Own Alma Mater. (Dummer was graduated
from Harvard in 1699.) I must at the same time ob
serve that the Diploma is sent in a fine hand, & so
hansomly ornamented with flourishes, that I was
very much pleased to see it. As religion & polite
learning have bin travelling westward ever since
their first appearance in the World I hope they
wont rest ’till they have fixt their chief Residence
in Our part of the World. You have inclos’d D*
Turner’s answer to your’s by which you’I see he
Continues his friendship to your CoIIedge, & I be
lieve (from his great Modesty) will do more than
he promises. . . .

Unfortunately Turner’s letter here re
ferred to has been lost, but another letter
from Dummer to Woodbridge of March 25,
1725, gives some interesting information:
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The Winter, that is now past, has interrupted our
epistolatory commerce, Or otherwise you had re
ceiv’d good Dr. Turner’s letter sooner. I took what
pains I could with the Censors of the CoIIedge of
Physicians to honour & ratify your Diploma, but
my labour prov’d in vain for this onely reason that
of late all the little Operatours in medicine about
this City have for small sums obtain’d degrees at
Glasgow, which has so enrag’d the Eminent prac
tises, that they have resolv’d to discourage every
thing of that kind, & show no Countenance but to
Graduates at Oxford & Cambridge.

This explains why Turner wanted a de
gree from Y ale instead of buying one at
home at a low price from a University
of “ greater note.” He thought that possibly
with Dummer’s influence, he might secure
the recognition of the honorary degree
by the College of Physicians, which he
knew would not recognize a Scotch degree.
In case the degree were recognized, he un
doubtedly hoped that in some way he
might attain admittance as a fellow.
In his writings he had always signed him
self “ of the College of Physicians in Lon
don,” omitting “ licentiate,” and he never
was to obtain the pleasure of signing him
self “ fellow” ; but from the time of the
reception of this degree he took sufficient
pride in it to use it and was thereafter
“ Daniel Turner, M .D ., of the College of
Physicians in London.”
With this honorary degree of doctor of
medicine, acquired in a dignified manner,
so different from that employed by those
who had secured “ surreptitious diplomas”
from Scotch universities, it is perhaps al
most to be regretted that the Royal College
of Physicians “ resolv’d to discourage every
thing of that kind” and that Turner did not
achieve the desired honor. Had he been ad
mitted on the strength of that diploma, his
biographer might not have failed to discover
from what university Turner received his de
gree. Then, too, had the degree been recog
nized, it might have added to Y ale’s early re
nown in England and perhaps the reaction of
so marked a distinction as the recognition of its
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medical degree might have stimulated Y ale
College to establish a Medical Institution
long before the advent of Nathan Smith.
B u t we cannot estimate the retarding in
fluence of this refusal of the Royal College
of Physicians on the development of medi
cine at Y ale and in America.
I f there be no reason for changing the
estimate that previous writers have made

Nigh unto this place lye the bodyly remains of
Daniel Turner, M. D.
late of the College of Physicians of London,
who departed this life on the 13th day of March, 1740,
And in the 74th year of his age.

One thing only is lacking to this inscrip
tion. The second line should read,
Daniel Turner, M. D., (Honorary), Yale, 1723.

An account of some books received from Great Britain from Dr. Turner.

Author and exact date unknown.

(From the M S. in the Yale University Library.)

of Turner’s place in the history of medicine,
we must give him credit for being resource
ful and fairly successful in attaining, in
spite of difficulties, many of the medical
honors he sought. Though we cannot agree
with Dummer that Y ale did herself great
honor by conferring this degree, we must
remember that Y ale was young and poor,
that the college authorities probably had no
information about Turner except Dummer’s
letter, and that at other times and in other
places donations and good recommendations
have been of assistance in acquiring honors.
Turner died at his home in Devonshire
Square, Bishopsgate, and was buried at
Walton-at-Stone, with this memorial:

If, for the benefit of universities about to
confer honorary degrees, a moral is needed
to adorn this tale, a suitable one might be,
Timeo Danaos, et dona ferentes.5
5 I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebted
ness and in expressing my thanks to Mr. Franklin
B. Dexter for his search for Turner’s letter, to which
he had previously referred in his “ Biographical
Sketches of Yale College” ; to Professor Clarence
W. Mendell for deciphering and translating it; to
the Yale University Library for permission to pub
lish it and the list of books presented by Turner;
and to the members of the Library Staff, through
whose assistance I was enabled to identify the
books mentioned in the list and to find such of
them as still remain in the library.
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L IS T OF T H E BOOKS G IV E N TO Y A L E C O L L E G E B Y T U R N E R
With the exceptions indicated, the books are still in the Y ale University Library; (x) indicates
that the copy of this work in the library is not the one received from Turner, but acquired from
some other source; (xx) indicates that there is no copy of this work in the library. In parentheses
are noted various editions of the works described. The titles of the books are first given in the
wording of the description in the manuscript found in the library. The complete description of
the book follows.
F O L IO S

1. Cowpers Anatomy.
Cowper, William: The anatomy of humane
bodies, Oxford, 1698. (x) (This book, while
not one of Turner’s gift, has an interesting
history. It was bought in London by S. W.
Johnson, L L .D ., who sold it to Dr. Charles
Tomlinson of Stratfield, whose son, Dr.
Tomlinson, left it to Dr. Levi Ives, of New
Haven, who gave it to Dr. Francis Bacon,
of New Haven, who left it to the Y ale
University Library.)
2. Polyantha Opera.
Nani Mirabelli, Domenico: Polyanthea novissima, etc., ed. Langius, Francoforti ad
Moenum, 16 17. (Title page missing.)
Q U A R TO S

1. Whites Comentaries on Isaiah.
White, Samuel: A commentary on the
prophet Isaiah, etc., London, 1709.
2. Sterrys Appearance of God to Man.
S[terry], P .: The appearance of God to man,
etc., London, 1710.
3. Sami Mather upon ye types of ye Old
Testament.
Mather, Samuel: The figures or types of
the Old Testament, etc., London, 1705. (x)
4. Husseys Warning from ye Winds.
Hussey, Joseph: A warning from the winds,
etc., London, 1704.
5. Rise & Progress of ye Antient Britons
by Jones.
Tones, Thom as: The rise and progress of the
most honorable and loyal Society of Antient
Britons, etc., London, 17 17 .
O CTAVO S

1.
Trapps
Trapp, Joseph:
settled notions
religion, etc., 2

Preservative, 2 vols
A Preservative against Un
and want of principles in
voh, London, 1722.

2. Blairs Sermons of ye Discourse on ye
Mount in 5 Volumes.
Blair, Jam es: Our Saviour’s Divine Sermon
on the Mount, etc., 5 voh, London, 17 2 2 1723.
3. Turner De Morbis cutaneis.
Turner, Daniel: De morbis cutaneis. A
treatise on diseases incident to the skin,
London, (17 14 ; 2 ed., 1723; 3 ed., 1726), 4
ed., 17 3 1, (x); (5 ed., 1736).
4. Turner Surgery in 2 Vols.
Turner, Daniel: The Art of Surgery, etc.,
2 voh, London, 1722; (2 ed., 1725; 3 ed.,
1729; 4 ed., 1732; 5 ed., 1736; 6 ed. 1741).
5. Turner on ye Venerial Disease.
Turner, Daniel: Syphilis. A practical disser
tation on the venereal disease, London,
(17 17 ); 2 ed., 1724 (x); (3 ed., date?; 4 ed.,
1732; 5 ed., 1737).
6. Turners Modern Quack.
[Turner, Daniel] B y a London Physician:
The modern quack or the physical impostor
detected, London, 1718.
7. Turners Remarkable case in Surgery.
Turner, Daniel: A remarkable case in sur
gery, London, 1709. (Back cover missing.
Typographical errors corrected in Turner’s
handwriting. Portrait of Turner by J .
Richardson, engraved by G. Vertue, pasted
in opposite the title page. This is probably
the portrait sent by Jeremiah Dummer to
Tim othy Woodbridge mentioned in Dummer’s letter.)
8. Gibsons Anatomy.
Gibson, Thom as: The anatomy of humane
bodies epitomized, London, 6 ed., 1703 (xx).
9. The Baronetage of England, 2 vols.
Collins, A rthur: The Baronettage of Eng
land, etc., 2 voh, London, 1720, (xx):
10. The Stopping of Daggenham Breach.
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Perry, Capt. John: An account of the stop
ping of Daggenham breach, London, 172 1.
1 1 . Traubmans Memoirs of ye Fleets.
Traubman, Nathaniel: Memoirs of the
British fleets and squadrons in the Mediter
ranean, anno 1708 and 1709, London, 1710 .
(Pages 1-20 missing.)
12. A Survey of Trade.
[Wood, William] A survey of trade, etc.,
London, 1718.
13. Woodwardi Historia Naturalis TelIuris.
Woodward, John: Naturalis historia telluris,
London, 1714.
14. Walkers Journal of ye Expedition to
Canada.
Walker, Sir Hovenden: A journal or full

TURN ER’
The following is a list of Turner’s writings
that I have been able to trace:
1. Apologia chyrurgica. A vindication of
the noble art of chyrurgery. London: 1695.
2. A remarkable case in surgery. London:
1709.
3. De morbis cutaneis. A treatise on
diseases incident to the skin. London:
17 14 ; 2 ed., 1723; 3 ed., 1726; 4 ed., 17 3 1;
5 ed., 1736. Translated into French by M.
X X X (Boyer de Prebandier), 2 vok, 1743.
Translated into German, as: Abhandlung
von den Krankheiten der Haut, etc., 1766.
4. Syphilis. A practical dissertation on the
venereal disease. London: 17 17 ; 2 ed., 1724;
3 ed. (date?); 4 ed., 1732; 5 ed., 1737. Trans
lated into French by P. Lassus as: Disser
tation pratique sur Ies maladies veneriennes,
2 vok, 1767. Translated into German, 1754.
5. The modern quack or the physical
impostor detected. London: 1718.
6. The art of surgery, 2 vok London: 1722;
2 ed., 1725; 3 ed., 1729; 4 ed., 1732; 5 ed.,
1736; 6 ed., 17 4 1-2 .
7. Remarks upon Dr. Willoughby’s trans
lation of Monsieur Chicoyneau’s method

account of the late expedition to Canada,
etc., London, 1720 (x).
15. Fogg Schema Theologia.
Fogg, Laurence: Theologise speculative
schema, etc., London, 17 12 .
16. Limborchs Body of Divinity.
Limborch, Philippus van: A complete sys
tem or body of divinity . . . written origi
nally in Latin by P. L., Trans, by W. Jones,
London (date?); 2 ed., 17 13 (xx).
17. Ashmoles History of ye most noble
order of ye Garter.
Ashmole, Elias: The history of the most
noble order of the Garter, London, 17 15 .
18. Woodwards State of Physick.
Woodward, John: The state of physick and
of diseases, London, 1718.

W O RKS
of cure. London: 1724. Published with
Syphilis, 2 ed.
8. On the force of the mother’s imagina
tion on the foetus in utero. London: 1726.
9. A discourse concerning fevers. London:
1727; 2 ed., 1732; 3 ed., 1739.
10. An answer to a pamphlet on the pow
ers of imagination in pregnant women.
London: 1729.
1 1 . The force of the mother’s imagination
upon the foetus in utero still further con
sidered, by way of reply to Dr. BlondePs
work. London: 1729.
12. A discourse concerning gleets. Lon
don: 1729.
13. De morbo gallico. A treatise published
about 200 years past. Republished by D. T .
London: 1730. (This is Ulrich von Hutten’s
work.)
14. A letter to a little doctor in Scar
brough Square. London: 17 3 1.
15. The ancient physician’s legacy im
partially surveyed. London: 1733. (The
ancient physician’s legacy is a work by
Thomas Dover.)

D a n ie l T u r n e r

and th e
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1 6. The drop and pill of Mr. Ward con
sidered. London: (date?); 2 ed., 1735.
17. [ Luisinus, A ] Aphrodiasiacus. A
summary of the ancient writers on the
venereal disease. London: 1736.
18. Syphilis. The second part. London:

1739

-

ip. T . D. [Dr. Turner?] The present state
of chyrurgery. London: 1703.
20. The cases of insects voided by the
urinary passages. (Wadd says this work was
sent to the Royal Society. I have been
unable to locate it.)
2 1. Remarks, taken on dissecting the
body of A. M ., a maid of about 30 years
of age, who died of an ascites, the 1st of
August, 1689. (No. 207, Phil. Trans., 1693,
15. The Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., Lond.
Abridged, iii, 606, London, 1809.)
22. An account of an uncommon case
of dropsy within the tunics of the uterus.
Ibid., 607.
23. On the bite of a mad-dog. Ibid.,
608.
M
T u rner

N o tes
B a r b e r -S u rg eo n s.

is c e l l a n e o u s

and

the

Young gives the following note taken
from the records of the Barber-Surgeon’s
Company.
“ 16th August, 1 7 1 1 . Mr. Daniell T ur
ner intending to become a ‘Collegiate
Physician’ applied for his discharge from
the Freedom and Livery of the Company,
which was granted to him for fifty pounds,
and that sum he at once paid down.”
e m a r k s o n T u r n e r . In his
“ Nugae Canorse,” Wadd gives the following
imaginary epitaph with the added notes:

Wadd’s R

XI

Dr. T U R N E R
Good Dr. Turner is deprived of breath,
And turn’d into another world by death;
’Twas a good turn for some, that gave him birth;
And having had his turn, he’s turn’d to earth.

Turner is a name celebrated in the annals
of Medicine, Turner’s Herbal being one of

by

Y

ale
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the earliest books in the English language.
Then there was dirty old Daniel, whose
Cerate is used to this hour; and many others.
. . . (The first reference is to William
Turner, whose “ Herbal” was published in
English in 1548.)
T h e C o n t r o v e r s y b e t w e e n T u r n e r an d
B l o n d e l . Blondel’s reply to Turner’s de

fense of his twelfth chapter is worth reading.
He begins by saying:
“ Who should not think that I have at
tacked the Gentleman, and that he is
obliged to write in his own Vindication?
Whereas neither his Name, nor his works
were in the least mentioned in my Treatise.
“ I own, I had read that jamous X llt h
Chapter, but finding nothing more in it,
than a bare Repetition of several Stories
taken with an implicit Faith, and without
any Choice, from other Authors, I thought
it unreasonable, unjust, and contrary to
the Laws of War, to single Dr. Turner in
a Croud of Talemongers, and to fire upon
him separately from others.
“ If my Moderation has been taken as a
Slight, I beg the Gentleman’s Pardon,
upon Promise to make him Amends, and
to take more, Notice of him for the Time
to come.”
He keeps his promise and for a hundred
and forty-three pages he “ takes notice” of
Turner and his tales, and when he is done,
his wit and sarcasm combined with “ expe
rience, reason and anatomy,” have com
pletely demolished both Turner and his
fiction, “ Fiction, not of the Gentleman’s
Contrivance, but of some Authors, whom he
has blindly, and without any Examination,
thought fit to copy, in open Defiance and
Contempt of N U L L IU S IN V E R B A (words
under a certain picture).”
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Printer’s device of G. Cavelier appearing in “ De morbis venereis Iibri sex” by Johanne Astruc, 1738.

A N eglected N a m e :

After the return home of Arnold’s force,
Dr. Senter left the army and resumed pri
vate practice in Cranston, R . I. In 1778 he
married “ B etsy” Arnold, daughter of Cap
tain Rhodes Arnold of Cranston. In the
same year he was elected a representative
to the General Assembly. Probably a good
military record was then as now a decided
help in politics. Of his public services we
know nothing further than that he served
until 1780, when he removed to Newport,
which was to be his home for the rest of his
life. His professional reputation must have
grown rapidly, for the same year he was
appointed surgeon and physician-general
of the state, and afterward an honorary
member of the Medical Societies of M assa
chusetts, Edinburgh and London. He con
tributed papers to the medical journals,
and his “ Remarks on Phthisis Pulmonalis”
were printed in the Transactions of the
Philadelphia College oj Physicians, in 1795.
In 1787 Brown University conferred the
degree of M . D. upon him, as did Y ale in
1792 and Harvard in 1793. He was a trustee
of Brown from 1789 to 1799, a member also
of the Massachusetts Historical and the
American Philosophical Societies. His army
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experience secured him the election as second
president of the Rhode Island Society of the
Cincinnati, and he held the office for years.
His journal—probably the first notes—■
is owned by the Rhode Island Historical
Society, and a copy, somewhat fuller, by
M r. Charles A. Munn, of New York.
In person, Dr. Senter is described as tall,
of a firm, dignified and even stately bearing,
but of genial and popular manner. In
Channing’s “ Recollections of Newport”
we read: “ Dr. Senter exerted a sort of
enchantment when summoned to a sickbed.
I f the case demanded only simples, his
smile proved more potent than his pre
scription.” His only known portrait, owned
by his great-granddaughter, Mrs. John
Carter Brown, of Providence, is too much
cracked to give an adequate idea of his
undoubtedly handsome person. He died in
the prime of life, at Newport, December
20, 1799, leaving his widow with six chil
dren, of whom Horace and Edward became
physicians, but died young. His daughters,
Eliza and Sarah Ann, married, and there
are a number of descendants, among them
General Butler D. Price, Philadelphia, and
M r. William Butler Duncan, New York.

ON A LATIN TRANSLATION OF THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
GALEN BY ANDREA LAGUNA, M.D., THE SPANIARD,
STRASSBURG, 1 6 0 4 1
W IT H N O T ES, D E D IC A T IO N S, A L I F E O F G A L E N , A N D IN D E X
B y P R O FE SSO R D. F R A S E R H A R R IS , M .D ., D .Sc.2
H A L IF A X , N . S .

T

^ I S obviously old volume, I ex
amined for the first time in Au
gust, 19 12, in the collection of
books bequeathed to the Hali
fax Medical College by the late Dr.
well of Halifax. It was at that time in its
original binding which was excessively frail.
The “ boards” were massive, not of wood
but of compressed paper. I f there was ever
any lettering or tooling on the leather, it
had long ago disappeared.
The book itself is complete from titlepage to colophon; nothing has been lost
from the book proper; some one’s book
plate has been removed from one of the
boards. On the title-page is written in an
old hand: “ E Iibris Ja c : Atkinson, Chirurgi, Eboraci,” and at the right-hand upper
corner, “ C. Cogswell 1850.” Dr. Cogswell
who endowed the medical library was born
in 18 13 and died in 1892.
The page measures 12 % by 8 inches; it
is an unusually large duodecimo. There are
646 pages, each with two columns to a
page, 1292 columns altogether. This is ex
clusive of pages devoted to the notes and
the very full index. There are copious mar
ginal notes on all the pages. There is a re
markable paucity of illustrations; the fron
tispiece consists of a rather elaborate group
of figures of “ classical” design. It is evi
dently a woodcut. The central figure, a
head in a wreathed Roman helmet, bears
on the base of the bust the words: “ Scientia
immutabilis.” The colophon is arabesque.
Hn the Library of the Faculty of Medicine, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N. S.
zDaIhousie University, Halifax, N. S.

The plate on the last page is a device some
what similar to the frontispiece but sim
pler in detail.
The only illustrations in the body of the
work
Cogs are two skeletons and a skull, all
anatomically incorrect.
The following is the sense of a portion of
the title-page: “ An epitome of the Works
of Galen of Pergamos arranged in four
parts . . . by Doctor Andrew Lacuna of
Segovia. Equitem Auratum . . . with an
notations and explanations . . . and a
very full index of words and subjects with
all the errors of the former editions cor
rected. Argentorati, Sumptibus Lazari Zetzneri Bibliopolse. M . D. C. IV .”
Lacuna is described as Secobiensis, that
is of Segovia, Secobia being the Latin name
for a city and province of Spain. This was
in Roman times and in the Middle Ages a
place of some importance.
Argentoratum was the Latin name for
Strassburg.
Clearly one of the first things to do was
to find out what the British Museum had
to say about the editions of Galen by La
guna. I accordingly wrote to the late M r.
Fortescue, keeper of the printed books. His
reply was: “ We have not the edition of
Galen edited and translated by Laguna,
Strassburg, 1604, but we have four editions
of Laguna’s Galen dated 1548, 1553, 15 7 1,
and 1643. Andre Laguna or Lacuna was a
Spaniard by birth (born 1499, died 1560)
who travelled during the greater part of
his life, publishing medical works in many
countries. He was a doctor of some note
in his own day, but I am afraid that his
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works have little or no value at the pres
ent time.”
The last sentence is in answer to an en
quiry of mine as to whether the book had
any money value at an open book auction.
The biographical dictionaries have tantalizingly little information about this L a 
cuna or Laguna whose name does not oc
cur, for instance, in the index to the En
cyclopedia Britannica (ninth edition). La
cuna is mentioned in the article on Galen
as an early editor of Galen. Vincent’s Bio
graphical Dictionary merely says of him:
“ Laguna or Andrea Lacuna,” “ Conde de
Laguna” b. 1499, d. 1560. In 1535 he is
said to have published a work “ Anatomicus Methodus.”
The book begins with a long dedicatory
epistle by “ Andreas Lacuna, Doctor of
Medicine and Knight of Saint Peter” to
his patron the most illustrious and most
learned “ Francisco a Bovadilla et Mendozza, Cauriensi Episcopo,” a most vigilant
Senator of the Holy Roman Church.
The Order of Knights of Saint Peter was
instituted at Rome in 1520.
As to “ Cauriensi,” one can but make the
suggestion that it is an adjectival form
from Cauria, possibly the original name of
Cavaillon, a town in France, near Avignon
which possesses Roman remains and a C a
thedral. Lacuna’s friend may have been the
bishop of this Cauria.
The dedication ends— “ Venetiis ex sedibus illustrissimi Joannis Furtadi a Mendozza in hac insigni Republica Caesarei
oratoris circumspectissimi X V Calend:
Maias M D L V III.” (At Venice at the house
of the most illustrious John Furtadi of
Mendozza, the most diplomatic ambassa
dor to this great republic, 18th of M ay
1548.)
The next feature of the old volume is a
Latin poem “ ad Lacunam,” consisting of
eleven lines, probably written for Lacuna
by some friend signing himself “ Pyrrhus.”
This first book or section contains the
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“ De usu partium humani corporis,” one of
Galen’s best known writings.
The section called Commentaries “ de
placitis Hippocratis et Platonis” is dedi
cated by Lacuna to his literary patron,
The most illustrious and most generous
“ Ferdinando cognomento a Mendozza.” It
ends with the words: “ Vale, Venetiis, X I I
Calend: Aprilis,” but no year is given.
Book II is dedicated to the reigning Pope
himself—The most holy “ Paul III, Pontifex Maximus.” This dedication, a very
lengthy epistle, is dated at the house of
John Furtadi of Mendozza, 4th of the Ides
of April, 1548.
Following on this dedication, but in
larger type, is a Latin poem to the most
reverend Father in Christ, Nicholas Vinceius Episcopo Balneoregiensi.”
Balneoregis is undoubtedly Bagneres in
the Hautes Pyrenees, a popular wateringplace both now and in Roman times. This
book contains the “ De Sanitate tuenda,”
and deals also with the pulse, food, and
breathing. In column 440 there is a figure
or diagram in the form of a circle divided
into several sectors.
The next dedication is to the most il
lustrious and most reverend “ Petro Pache
co, Gienensi Episcopo, and most vigilant
Senator of the Holy Roman Church.” The
date is again 1548. Gien is an ancient town
in the Department of Loiret on the Loire,
38 miles southeast of Orleans.
The section so dedicated treats of drugs;
the subsection “ De Theriaca” is thus dedi
cated— “ Illustri admodum atque ornatissimo viro ario Gonzalo Comiti Pugni in
Rostro.”
The theriaca was a highly complicated
mixture containing more than one hundred
ingredients specially compounded in the
first instance for the Emperor Marcus Aure
lius to whom, as is well known, Galen was
physician. Amongst other things, it con
tained an unusual ingredient, dried vipers.
The section dealing with weights and
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measures is dedicated to “ The most dis
tinguished Caspar de Lahoz Canonicum Secobiensem, in the highest degree a culti
vator of good literature.” A t the close of
the dedication, Lacuna asks the Canon of
Segovia to greet their common friends—
“ D. Berrocalem Scriptorem Apostolicum”
as also “ D. Falconaeum a Guevarra.”
This epistle is dated at Venice, the 3rd of
the Ides of April, 1548.
The next portion of the volume is the
life of Galen himself which occupies rather
more than four pages; it is written by
Hieronymus Gemuseus and edited by L a
cuna.
This portion is dedicated to “ The most
illustrious and most wise, Joannes Aquilerius, physician to the Pope, a great lover
of Literature/* A t Venice, 4th of the Nones
of April, 1548.
The volume closes with annotations or
notes by Lacuna dedicated to “ The most
illustrious and most wise, Didaco Furtado
a Mendozza, the very vigilant ambassador
to Paul III, Pontifex Maximus/*
This is dated at Venice from the house
of Joannes Furtadi a Mendozza “ apud
Venetos Csesarei oratoris splendidissimi,’*
10th of the Calends of December, 1548.
Immediately below this, in a note “ ad
Iectorem/* are mentioned two physicians,
Victor Trincavellius and Augustinus Ricci.
The copious notes in this great work
would be more accurately described as quo
tations from other editors of Galen inserted
to show what has been considered the
meaning of the passages to which the notes
refer. The original Greek is frequently re
ferred to.
Subjoined is a list of some of these schol
ars quoted from, who were either editors of
Galen or authorities on ancient medicine:
Ludovicus Bellisarius
Johannes Caius (15 10 -15 7 2 )
Gulielmus Copus (14 7 1-15 3 2 )
Janus Cornarius (1500-1558)
Hermanus Cruserius

Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (1467-

1536)
Guinterius of Andernach (1487-1584)
Theodoricus Gerardus
Leonardus Jachinus
Nicolaus Leonicenus (1428-1524)
Thomas Linacre (1460-1524)
Nicolaus Levachins
Junius Paulus
Martinus Gregorius
Josephus Tectador
These were all Renaissance scholars;
some of the names are familiar to us, others
very much the reverse.
Erasmus is perhaps the name best known
in lay circles, and in these certainly he is
not thought of as an authority on matters
medical. If one, however, reads only his
“ Encomium Artis Medicse,” it will be seen
how thoroughly conversant he was with
the medical views of his time. It is note
worthy that throughout the essay he writes
of “ our profession.** Here also he throws
out the interesting suggestion that swamps
ought to be drained in order to rid certain
districts of malaria.
Linacre, physician to Henry V III and
founder of the College of Physicians, is too
well known in medical circles to need more
than mention. It ought to be remembered
that in his own time he was considered as
much a scholar, critic, and grammarian as
a physician.
Caius (John K eye or Key) is gratefully
remembered as the man who remodelled
Gonville Hall at Cambridge (making it the
pre-eminently Medical College it has been
ever since), and who introduced into his
own land the study of practical anatomy
by dissection of the human cadaver.
Guinterius or Gunther was a Swiss by
birth. A t Paris he taught anatomy to Vesalius.
Cornarius, whose German name was Hagenbuth, was one of the earliest editors.
Leonicenus, who was born at Lonigo in
1428, became Professor of Mathematics and
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of Moral Philosophy at the University of
Ferrara. He was a Doctor of Medicine of
Padua.
Leonicenus was the second earliest edi
tor of Galen, some of whose writings he
translated. He translated also the “ Aphor
isms of Hippocrates,” and was one of the
first to apply what is now called literary
criticism to the writings of classical medical
authors.
Of Lacuna’s friend, Victor Trincavellius,
something is known. He was born at Ven
ice in 1490 and studied both at Bologna
and at Padua. A t the latter University,
where he graduated Doctor of Medicine, he
became Professor of Medicine and Philos
ophy. Trincavellius was the first Italian to
teach Hippocrates from the Greek text. He
was held in such esteem as to be given a
public funeral in 1563.
Something also is known of John of
Aquila, a town in the Apennines, the capital
of a province of that name. John of Aquila
was a noted Neapolitan physician in the
fifteenth century, and, for a time, Professor
of Medicine at Pisa. His contemporaries
referred to him as a “ Second Aesculapius.”
Lacuna speaks of him as a man who loved
good literature. He was physician to Paul
III.
Lastly, Pope Paul III, pope from 1534
to 1549, was apparently a friend and pa
tron of Lacuna. As Cardinal he was known
as Alessandro Farnese. He was born of a
noble family in 1468. This pope is de
scribed as an important patron of learning,
a man well versed in the science of his day,
but with a weakness for astrology. He fa
voured the Jesuits. This was the pope who
issued the bill against K ing Henry V II I
and who finally excommunicated him. Co
pernicus dedicated his great book to him.
No fewer than four members of the fam
ily of Mendozza appear to have been friends
or acquaintances of Lacuna.
Lacuna seems to have lived for a time in
the house in Venice of one “ Johannes Fur-
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tado a Mendozza” whom he calls “ ambassa
dor to the Republic” ; one dedication is to
a “ Bishop Francisco a Bovadilla” and Men
dozza; another is to his literary patron Ferdinado of Mendozza, while a third is to
Didaco Furtado of Mendozza, the ambas
sador from Spain to Pope Paul III.
This family— the name of which is more
usually spelled with one z or c— one of the
oldest of the noble families of Spain, has
produced several distinguished men— dip
lomatists, ecclesiastics, soldiers, and poets.
One of the Mendozzas was ambassador from
Spain to the Court of Queen Elizabeth of
England.
It appears that in 1538 a “ Diego Furtado
a Mendozza” was appointed to represent
Charles V at Venice. Bu t Diego was a
member of the Council of Trent which sat
from 1545 to 1563 from whose deliberations
he was recalled to represent Spain at the
Vatican. Now it would seem that in 1548
the Spanish ambassador at Venice was D i
ego of Mendozza; yet Lacuna speaks of
John of Mendozza as filling that office.
The explanation that seems fittest to ac
count" for two different persons occupying
one and the same position is that when
Diego was absent either at Trent or at
Rome, another member of his family (John)
was appointed as his deputy. B y 1554 D i
ego of Mendozza had been recalled to Spain
where he wrote his well-known “ Guerra
de Granada.” The novel “ Lazarillo de
Torm es” is by some attributed to him
when a youth at the University of Sala
manca.
In order to understand why new editions
of the works of Galen were called for as
late as 1604 and 1643, it will be necessary
to give a short historical sketch of the prog
ress of medical learning in Spain.
We should certainly not now dream
of going to Spain for medical research, but
at one time Spain played more than an
indirect part in the development of medical
science.
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In the early Middle Ages, when the study
of medicine did not exist or was languish
ing in the monasteries elsewhere in Europe,
and before the earliest Italian university
had been founded, the science and art of
medicine and surgery were cultivated by
the Moors in Spain. B y 900 A. D. there
was at Cordova, we are told, a great civili
zation like that at Byzantium ; and at the
University there astronomy, geography,
chemistry, and natural history were all
studied with ardour and success. This state
of things was at its height in the ninth and
tenth centuries. The K h alif Abd-er-Rahman III was a great patron of science at
Cordova, and he reigned nearly fifty years,
dying in 961 A. D.
A little later Avenzoar (Ibn Zohr) made
many discoveries important in their day in
medicine and surgery; and I bn Bezlar, the
botanist, travelled widely in the East col
lecting medicinal herbs on which he wrote
an exhaustive treatise, one of the earliest
pharmacopoeias since classical times. We
are told that at Cordova “ E very branch
of science was seriously studied, and medi
cine received more and greater editions by
the discoveries of the doctors and surgeons
of Andalusia than it had gained during all
the centuries that had elapsed since the
days of Galen. Albucasis was a notable
surgeon of the e le v e n th century, and
some of his operations coincided with the
present practice.” Arnold of Villanova (b.
1235) was the most enlightened Spanish
doctor of the thirteenth century. He dis
covered nitric acid. The first school of
medicine in Italy, the earliest of its uni
versities in fact, that at Salernum was of
no consequence until the eleventh century,
so that between the fall of the Roman Em 
pire and the eleventh century, the lamp
of medical enlightenment was kept burn
ing, at times very brightly, by the hands
of Jew s and Arabs in the Iberian peninsula.
The flame, however, was arabesque, only
the lamp-holder was Spanish.

Bu t with the final expulsion of the Moors
from Spain in 1610, there went out the
light of medical and of almost all other
learning. Intellectual darkness covered the
land. As late as 1771 the University of
Salamanca publicly refused to allow its
professors to teach the discoveries of New
ton. One hundred and fifty years after Har
vey had demonstrated the circulation of
the blood, this cardinal fact of physiology
was still denied in the Spanish schools of
medicine. Townsend, travelling in Spain in
1792, found students of anatomy, but not
one dissecting. Dissection never had been
the feature of the Spanish as it had of the
Italian Schools for the Koran forbade the
touching of a dead body, and the Church
regarded it as a form of sacrilege. John
of Vigo (b. 1460) was far less a Spanish
than an Italian physician; he was latterly
physician to Pope Julius II.
An eminent anatomist made his appear
ance in the sixteenth century in the per
son of Andreas Vesalius at the courts of
Charles V. and Philip II. The “ Father of
Modern Anatom y” had just resigned his
chair at Padua and retired to Spain to put
himself under the patronage of the Em 
peror. But his researches were by this time
at an end; he complains that in Madrid he
could not so much as get hold of a dry
skull, far less make any dissections.
It is interesting, however, to reflect that
the first great Renaissance anatomist spent
the latter part of his life in Spain, where,
though adding nothing to his previous con
tributions to anatomical data, he practiced
the art of surgery, for we know that he tre
panned successfully the skull of the future
Philip II for some obscure mental condi
tion.
One of the chief contributions to physio
logical anatomy made by Vesalius was the
doubt he cast on the porosity of the inter
ventricular septum. This so-called “ doc
trine of the heart” was due to Galen, and
had never before been questioned. Vesalius
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did, however, question it, but with great
caution, partly because the Church had
sanctioned Galen’s anatomy, and partly
because in medical circles it was intellectual
high treason to make out Galen to have
been in error.
Once the porosity of the septum of the
heart is disproved, the transit of the blood
from the right to the left side of the heart
by way of the lungs, so-called pulmonary
circulation, becomes an anatomical neces
sity. The existence of this pulmonary circu
lation was, curiously enough, first formally
stated by a Spanish monk, Michael Servetus, in a theological treatise “ Christianismi
Restitutio,” a work published in 1553 but
read in manuscript some years before
(1546). A copy of this book is perhaps one
of the rarest of books. Its Unitarian teach
ing so displeased Calvin that he had Servetus arrested at Vienne and brought to Gen
eva for trial where he was condemned to
be burned alive. This sentence was carried
out on October 27, 1553. Around the stake
the whole edition of the “ Restitutio,” 1000
volumes, was to have perished. Only three
copies are known to have escaped; one is
in Paris, one is in Vienna, and an imperfect
copy is in Edinburgh. Now it is rather in
teresting that at the very time (1548) that
the Spaniard Servetus was confuting Galen,
a contemporary and fellow countryman,
Lacuna, should have been preparing a
sumptuous edition of all the works of this
very man. The edition we are studying,
that of 1604, was the second brought out
after Lacuna’s death, and it was published
not in Spain but at Strassburg. It seems we
have evidence that there was a demand for
the works of Galen in Spain quite as late
as 1604, for another edition of Lacuna’s
Galen came out as late as 1643.
It is certain that by 1643 Galen’s anat
omy and system of medicine were distinct
ly on the wane everywhere else in Europe;
and by 1657, the year of H arvey’s death,
the “ new learning” in anatomy and physi
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ology had been adopted in practically all
the schools of medicine on the continent ot
Europe except those of Spain. There, things
were very different; in 1600 the priest-di
rected University of Salamanca actually
persuaded the weak Philip III to pass a
law requiring that no systems of medicine
more recent than those of Hippocrates, G a
len, and Avicenna should be studied. This
edict may have called forth the edition of
Galen before us. It is noteworthy in this
connection that the Bishop Franciscus a
Bovadilla and Mendozza, to whom the work
before us was dedicated by Lacuna, was
himself Principal of the University of Sala
manca. In truth, the revival of medical
and other scientific learning never really
affected Spain where there was no decay of
science, because there had never been any
flourishing of it. Philip II detested science,
and gave his whole energies to matters
military and ecclesiastical.
The Spanish mind is not an enquiring
one, facts have no romance for it; science
is beneath its notice because some of it is
known to be useful and some of it appears
to be useless. There is a large element of
mental inertia in the Spaniard; as late as
the time of Philip III, Spanish medical
treatment still consisted of nothing but
purging and bleeding.
While Italian, French, German, Dutch,
and English names are attached by the
score to structures in human and compara
tive anatomy, those of Spaniards in epony
mous use are conspicuously few. The liga
ment of Gimbernat is almost the only
structure of this kind which can be men
tioned. Don Antonio de Gimbernat was
Professor at Barcelona from 1762 to 1774.
Few and ineffective have been the efforts
to foster medical study in Spain; medical
societies have been founded in Madrid and
in Seville, and there is a college of sur
geons at Cadiz; but it is only within the
last twenty years, and jin consequence of
work begunJ_by the Italian microscopist,
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Golgi of Pavia, that anything has been
contributed from a Spanish laboratory. Ramon-y-Cajal of the University of Madrid
and his co-workers have, however, greatly
extended our knowledge of the finer struc
ture of the central nervous system as a re
sult of their researches.
In conclusion, I think we may say that
the Medical Library of Dalhousie Univer
sity is fortunate in possessing a volume if
not of great monetary value, yet of consid
erable interest to the medical historian,—
nothing less than a complete edition of the
writings of Galen in Latin, with a life of
that truly great man, which was the work

of a learned Spanish doctor of medicine,
a native of old Segovia, whose acquaint
ances included some of the most eminent
Spaniards and Italians in the Church at
the middle of the sixteenth century, such as
the Ambassador from Charles* V. to the
Republic of Venice, the Bishop “ Cauriensis,” the Bishop of Gien, the Bishop of
Bagneres, the Canon of Segovia, the Span
ish Ambassador to the Pope, the physician
to the Pope, and Pope Paul III himself.
The edition before us (1604) is the fourth
of the series of five editions of Lacuna’s
Galen; it is the third posthumous one, and
it is not in the British Museum.

C O N C LU SIO N S FR O M T H E D E C A P IT A T E D FR O G
B u t while experience bids us believe that

a frog, with head and heart excised, for
example, loses nothing or very little of its
natural powers, it is a fact that its (or any
other animal’s) torpid and quiet muscles
can be stimulated to new contractions and
spasms even after the power of the will
has declined and become nullified. Some
admit an intrinsic motion to the nerve

fluid, which even after its entire connection
with the brain, the powerhouse of the
animal’s vital spirits, has been cut off, exists
adequate for motions of this kind and still
active at the time. This certainly cannot
be pronounced immaterial: it exists as a
material phenomenon.
J o h a n n B o h n . “ Circulus anatomico-physiologicus” (1686).

“ Tbe prime qualifications of a physician may be
summed up in tbe words of Capax, Perspicax, Sagax,
Efficax. Capax— there must be room to receive, and
arrange, and keep knowledge; Perspicax— senses and
perceptions, keen, accurate, and immediate, to bring
in materials from all sensible things; Sagax—-a cen
tral power of knowing wbat is what, and wbat it is
worth, of choosing and rejecting, of judging; and fin
ally, Efficax— tbe will and tbe way— tbe power to turn
all tbe other three— capacity, perspicacity, sagacity,
to account, in tbe performance of the thing in band,
and thus rendering back to the outer world, in a new
and useful form, wbat you bad received from it. These
are tbe intellectual qualities which make up the physi
cian, without any one of which he would be mancus,
and would not deserve tbe name of a complete artsman,
any more than proteine would be itself if any one of
its four elements were missing.” — Dr. John Brown on
Medical Education.

EDITORIALS
A G R O U P OF BO O KS D E A L IN G W IT H T H E H IS T O R Y OF M E D IC IN E
IN E N G L A N D
in conjunction with several others, published
a little book entitled, “ Lives of British
Physicians,” in which the careers of some
of the most eminent members of the pro
fession were recorded.
These books are followed by Millingen’s
“ Curiosities of Medical Experience,” Cordy
Jeffreason’s “ Book about Doctors” and
others of a similar character, so that from
an anecdotal point of view the history of
the British medical profession was quite
completely covered from the time of Linacre
to the middle of the nineteenth century.
Most of these books include the same
characters in their sketches and repeat the
same stories. The French were not behind
the English in their publications relating to
the lives of physicians, but their books are
generally more serious in tone and more
strictly biographical or historical in their
character. The American medical profession
has sadly lacked this accession to its litera
ture. There exist many biographies of
American physicians and a goodly number
of autobiographies, but so far no collection
of anecdotes or light professional history
has appeared. How interesting a collection
of stories, memorable acts, or sayings of
our medical forbears would b e! The material
exists in great quantity, but no Macmichael
has yet arisen to put it into literary form.
Formal biographies of physicians, with some

T h e medical profession comes in such
close contact with the ordinary life of
most people that it is not surprising that
many books should have been written
dealing with what might be termed the un
scientific or personal aspects of the phy
sician’s life. In England, during the first half
of the nineteenth century, there were pub
lished a number of books of this kind, chiefly
anecdotal in character and curiously alike
in their general aspect.
In 1824 William Wade published a book
entitled “ Nugse Chirurgicse; or a Biographi
cal Miscellany Illustrative of a Collection
of Professional Portraits,” in the preface to
which he punningly states that its compila
tion has led him to a familiarity with the
“ M edici” family which he could have
acquired in no other way.
The following year “ Professional Anec
dotes, or Ana of Medical Literature” a
compilation in three small volumes of
anecdotes bearing on professional men and
matters was published anonymously, and
achieved great popularity.
In 1827, William Macmichael published
“ The Gold-headed Cane,” which has won
for itself a lasting popularity not only
because of its intrinsic worth but because
of the fascinating manner in which the
tale is told.
A few years later, in 1830, Macmichael,
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striking examples are generally of little
interest and value. The life of Pasteur by
Radot is a model showing the vivid interest
which may be excited by the simple recital
of the achievements of a great man of
science. The recently published biography
of Beaumont is one of the few really first
class medical biographies so far published
in this country. The rest are generally dull
reading and, not only that, but unworthy
representations of the life of the man they
desire to memorialize. As to autobiographies
of physicians, possibly the less said the
better. Marion Sims’ account of his own
career stands almost alone for the American
profession, and the French since Ambroise
Fare’s “ Apology” possesses no better. The
English are as badly off in this respect.
The one classic work on American medical
biography and history is that of old Jam es
Thacher. To it every one interested in the
history of American medicine in its early
years must turn, and in its pages will be
found practically all the facts regarding
Rush, Shippen, Bard, Warren and the other
worthies of the Colonial and Revolutionary
period with which we are acquainted.
The early history of the profession in this
country has been by no means exhausted,
and while there is yet time no efforts should
be spared to search out every possible source

of original information and gather every
fact bearing upon it. In the archives of some
of the older hospitals, institutions and
medical societies of this country there must
lie hidden a mine of information which if
diligently explored would produce great
results. In the majority of instances such
records are easily accessible and would well
repay the search. Let us try and stimulate
efforts in this direction in the hope that we
may learn things heretofore hidden and
convey to the rising generation of medical
men at least some idea of the great person
alities who laid the foundation of medical
education and achievement in this country.
Every young man in the profession in
Edinburgh can recall the history of that
great school and speak with pride of the
Munros, Fergusson, Syme, and Simpson.
The young English doctors can tell you
much of what Cheselden, Pott, the Hunters,
Cooper, and a hundred others accomplished
in London; but the young American, alas,
knows but little of the past glories of his
profession in his native land.
One of the most important functions for
those in this country who are interested in
the history of medicine is to arouse and
maintain the interest of the American
medical student in the traditions of his
profession.

DR. GEO RGES CLEM EN CEAU
The Library of the College of Physicians
of Philadelphia contains an almost com
plete set of the theses of the graduates in
medicine of the University of Paris. Some
time ago the writer sought among them for
the graduation thesis of Dr. Georges Clemenceau, and was rewarded by finding a copy,
published at Paris in 1867, and bearing on
the flyleaf an inscription to S. Weir Mitchell
from the author, a photostatic copy of
which, and of the title-page, are herewith
presented.

The future French Premier graduated in
medicine in 1865, and shortly after sailed for
the United States, where he settled in New
York, opening an office in that city and
eking out a livelihood by teaching French
in a school for girls at Stamford, Connecti
cut.
The emigrant premier came of a long line
of doctors, being the seventh doctor in lineal
succession in as many generations of Clemenceaus. His father was an ardent Republi
can and had undergone a period of exile in
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1851 because of his opposition to the coup
d’etat, and the young doctor when a medi
cal student, had been imprisoned for a
short time because of his participation in a
republican demonstration of the students.
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Sanbornton, New Hampshire, a pupil of the
school in which he taught. They were di
vorced after twenty years of married life.
With the downfall of the Empire Clemenceau returned to France. It is interesting to
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Flyleaf with autograph and title page of a thesis by Dr. Georges Clemenceau.

It was natural, therefore, that he should
seek freedom from political oppression in
this country. His thesis was published while
he was living in New York and it is probable
that some copies were sent to him which he
gave to prominent members of the profes
sion in the hope of attracting their attention
and thereby gaining some professional aid in
his career. The thesis itself shows evidence
of great industry and scientific research,
but, of course, the progress of embryology
has relegated the views propounded in it to
the limbo of forgotten things.
Clemenceau married a Miss Plummer, of

speculate whether if the overthrow had not
occurred Clemenceau might not have suc
ceeded in building up a New Y ork practice
and remained with us instead of returning
to save the world in the Great War.
F r a n c is R. P a c k a r d .
E D IT O R IA L N O T E
The portrait of the late Dr. Jacobi,
which appeared in Volume II, Number 2
of the A n n a l s o f M e d ic a l H is t o r y was
unfortunately published without giving
credit to Mrs. Doris U. Jaeger, the photog
rapher who made it.

A N O T E ON T H E H IS T O R Y O F V A R IO LA T IO N
Prior to the publication of Jenner’s great
work (1798), preventive inoculation against
the smallpox by means of human virus, a
practice introduced into Europe by Timoni
(17 13 ), Pilarini (1716) and Lady M ary
Wortley Montagu (17 18 -2 1), had a long
series of ups and downs in the old world
and the new.
Thousands of persons were inoculated,
even troops in the Continental Arm y; but
vaccination was soon recognized as a safer

Napoleonic era. The best, and best known,
are his first attempts, “ L ’ Enfant du Carnaval” (1792), “ La Folie Espagnole” (1799),
and “ Mon Oncle Thomas” (1799). In the
last named, there are remarkably realistic
scenes, showing the arrogance of the aris
tocracy and the police officials toward the
poor during the pre-Revolutionary period.
The selection subjoined describes a revolt
ing act of cruelty perpetrated upon a child
by his step-father, a police-sergeant:

procedure than variolation, since the inocu
lated subjects in the latter case became
smallpox carriers, through the sores. The
frequency of the practice in France is
evidenced in the following passage from the
novel “ Mon Oncle Thom as” (1799) by
C. A. G. Pigault-Lebrun (175 3-18 35), the
prolific romancer of the Directory period.
The novels of Pigault-Lebrun are valuable
documents of life and manners in the
transition period between the years pre
ceding the French Revolution and the

L ’inoculation commengait a etre en vogue, et
M. Carabin, chirurgien-major des guets a pied
et a cheval, grand praticien, a ce qu’il croyait
et partisan zele des nouveautes, M. Carabin s’etait
jete a corps perdu dans Ie systeme en faveur.
II n’osait prendre son virus aux Enfants-trouves
ni a la Pitie, parce qu’il y avait la des petites
veroles confluentes qui pouvaient empoisonner les
inocules. II fallait, pour propager la methode, un
germe bourgeois aussi pur et aussi benin que peut
I’etre du virus. Sur un mot que Iui entendit
pronouncer Riboulard, il prit mon petit oncle par
la main, et, sous Ie pretexte d’une promenade, il
Ie conduisit a la Pitie. O tendre mere! ton coeur
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ne te disait point: Va done, suis done; Ies jours
de Thomas sont compromis!
Arrives a la maladrerie, Riboulard deshabille
mon oncle, ce qui n’etait pas difficile; il Ie roule
et Ie frotte dans Ies Iits de cinq ou six de ces
petits malheureux.
Thomas, de retour, conta tout a sa mere, et
sa mere, dans un acces de rage impossible a
decrire, assomma Riboulard de trois coups de fer
a repasser. II tomba, elle Ie crut mort, et, pour
s’assurer de ce qui en etait, elle courut chercher
M. Carabin, qui Iui promit de tirer de la mon
coquin de grandpere. En effet, il Ie saigna, Ie
trepana, et n’exigea pour son salaire que la per
mission de garnir proprement quelques setons du
produit des pustules de mon oncle, Iesquelles
etaient d’une beaute ravissante. Tant il est vrai
de dire que ce que Dieu garde est bien garde!
Riboulard, qui n’etait bon qu’a faire endiabler
Ies autres, guerit enfrn au grand mecontement de
ma grand’mere et de mon oncle Thomas, qui
s’etaient flattes de I’enterrer. II regretta amere-
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ment douze francs au moins que Iui eut valu Ie
virus sans Paventure du trepan, et il jura de s’en
dedommager d’un autre cote.
Mon Oncle Thomas, Ch. I.

A colored caricature belonging to the
Jennerian period (circa 1802), represents
the turkey as a rival of the cow in the pro
duction of vaccine. A grocer’s boy holds
up a large turkey from which the dishevelled
scaramouch of a doctor extracts the virus
on a lancet. The legend reads “ La Dindonnade, ou La Rivale de la Vaccine.” The
plate is without author or date, but refer
ence is made underneath the inscription to
an article in the (inaccessible) Journ al des
sciences et des arts, No. 129, “ en datte du
15 Floreal An 9 ” (M ay 5, 1802).
F. H. G a r r is o n .

T H E L E G A L C O N T R O L OF T H E S A L E OF N O ST R U M S A N D POISONS IN
F R A N C E D U R IN G T H E E IG H T E E N T H C E N T U R Y
Let it not be thought that there was no
legislation for the control of nostrums or
the sale of poisons two centuries and more
ago. In France the government maintained
a sharp eye over quacks and their remedies,
and also legislated on the substances to be
used by confectioners and others in the
making of all sorts of sweets and pastry.
I shall here give literal translations of por
tions of the following decrees, edicts and
police regulations relating to the above, as
they are of considerable interest and, since
they are in the domain of the jurist, are less
known to medical historians:
1. Edict oj Aug. 3 1, 1682, for the punish
ment of different crimes, such as Soothsayers,
Magicians, Sorcerers, Poisoners, and which
controls those who can sell dangerous drugs.
2. The Decree of the Council of State of
March 17, 17 3 1, concerning the Discipline
and the Police of the three Corps of Medicine.
3. The Decree of the Council of State of
Oct. 23, 1728, Interdicting A ll Sorts of Per
sons to Distribute Remedies without Having
Obtained New (renewed) Permission from
H is Majesty.
4. The Regulation of the LieutenantGeneral of Police of Ju ly 10, 1742, Concerning
Spice Merchants, . . . Apothecaries and
Others Who Sell Drugs.
5. The Police Ordonnance oj Oct. 10, 1742,
Concerning the Compositions Which Enter
in Desserts.
I will first transcribe in English the nine
articles composing the Decree of March 17,

1731

-

“ Art. I. In the future no patent
(licence) shall be sent or delivered by
the First Physician (of the King) for
the distribution of private remedies until
these have been examined by the Com
mission and after due deliberation signed

by all those belonging to it: And for still,
greater security in the use of the said
remedies, the diseases and circumstances
to which they shall be judged applicable,
shall be specified in the said patents and
grants.1
“ Art. I I . The said patents and grants
cannot be accorded but for this time and
space of three years, passed which time,
those who have been favored must return
them in order to have them renewed and
they will not be delivered excepting on a
certificate given by the physicians and
surgeons of the place where the said
remedies have been employed, stating
the good effects they have produced:
And in case some of the said patents or
grants have been given for an unlimited
time, they shall only be valid for the said
time of three years, counting from the
date of their issue, under the penalty of
nullity, one thousand pounds fine to be
applied to the Hospitals of the place,
even of exemplary punishment for those
who shall have, the said time having
passed, continued to distribute their
remedies without having renewed their
patents in the form prescribed above.
“ Art. I I I . Wills His M ajesty that the
minutes of the said patents and grants,
as well as the register which shall be kept,
remain in the hands of the First Physician
(of the king), so that recourse to them
m ay be had in case of need.
“ Art. IV . And in order to avoid any
deceit on the public on the part of the
distributors of the said remedies which
shall have been examined and approved,
His M ajesty commands that the original
of the handbills shall be in conformity
with the tenor of the patents which
authorize them and the visa of the first
physician, or some one appointed by him
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to this effect, under the penalty of five
hundred pounds fine.
“ Art. V. His M ajesty commands that
his first Physician shall be bound to send
two printed copies of each patent or
grant, to the deans of the Faculties or
Aggregations of Medicine, who shall
take care to inform him exactly as to the
success and ill consequences of the said
remedies.
“ Art. V I. His M ajesty likewise com
mands that when epidemic diseases arise
or extraordinary cases so far unknown,
either of a medical or surgical nature,
in the C ity of Paris, a notification of
them shall be sent to the Commission by
the physicians or surgeons attending the
patients, who shall be invited, if judged
necessary, to come and give details of
the said disease or said extraordinary
cases before the said Commission, to
which physicians and surgeons of the
Provinces shall be likewise bound in the
same circumstances to send an account
and which will be addressed to the first
Physician and shall also indicate the
manner in which the patients shall have
been treated and all shall be put upon the
register, in which mention shall be made
of the progress and outcome of the said
disease or said extraordinary cases.
“ Art. V II. His M ajesty very expressly
enjoins all Corps of the Faculties of
Medicine and Aggregations of the King
dom, as well as all the Lieutenants of
the first Surgeon, to denounce to the said
Commission all distributors and pedlars
of remedies who do not possess a patent
delivered by the First physician in the
form hereabove described.
“ Art. V I I I . And in order to forestall
all kinds of litigation and lawsuit between
the three professions of physicians, sur
geons and apothecaries in respect to the
various business and policies of the said
professions, His M ajesty commands that
the said Commission after having seen
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the Statutes and Rules, shall give its
opinion on the difficulties arisen or to
arise concerning the exercise, discipline
and limitations of the said professions,
in order that the said opinion having
been examined and reported, these cir
cumstances shall be provided for by His
M ajesty.
“ Art. IX . His M ajesty forbids all
governors and magistrates of cities in
the Provinces to allow persons without
quality, such as operators and others, to
distribute and sell any remedies which
have not been approved by the Com
mission and when they do not possess
patents or grants in the form above men
tioned.
The Commission referred to in the Decree
of March 17, 1731, was composed of the
First Physician and Surgeon to the King
and members of the various corporations
of physicians, surgeons and apothecaries
who were selected according to their fitness
for the examination of the various nostrums
— of which there were legion—submitted
to them. Human nature has always been
the same and the public has always been
in the habit of going out of its w ay for the
purpose of being gulled by ignorant pre
tenders of the sure cure of all ills. The
eighteenth century was no exception to the
rule. The French pound of the eighteenth
century had a purchasing value which was
about three or four times as great as that
of the franc before the recent war.
The Royal Decree of Ju ly 3 1, 1682, is
interesting in many ways, but of its eleven
articles, I shall transcribe only three as
they alone directly concern the subject of
the present communication.
1 “ Art. V I. Shall be included among
poisons, not only those which can cause
a prompt and violent death, but also
1 The writer is glad to be" able to offer a photo
graphic reproduction of one of these handbills
—now of extreme rarity—referred to in the decree
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those which by progressively changing
the health cause disease, be the said
poisons simples, naturals or made by the
hand of the artisan, and in consequence
forbids all persons on the penalty of
death, even physicians, apothecaries and
surgeons on the penalty of corporal
punishment, to possess and keep such

PAR PERMISSION DU PA R L E M E N T
dc Provence.
Les vertus du Baume du Tape Innocent XI. debite par moy
Thtlife Borfary Ofirateur Italien, etabi dansla Ville dPAix.

I

L eft tres fouvcrain pour les maux d'Eftomac, il cn faut boire dcmi
cuillcrde lc matin, & allcr dormir,
Ileft fouvcrain pour lesdouleurs dc Plane, durettc dc Ratte, Froidcur, Sciatique , NerFs retirez, cn frotant froidla partie maladc, & mettre dcfliis un lingc
ben caliud. Il eft bon pour la retention dUrlnc, ardeur dc Verge , il faut
Cn boire une cuillcrec lc matin , & fc promcncr pendant un quart d'heure.
On s‘cn fert pour les Playes des Jambcs, cn mettant dcllus un lingc
trempe dans lc Baume, il mange les chairs pourries, fair modifier les
chairs , & goerlr les Playes.
Il eft ttds bon pout les vers des enfans, leur en farfant boire utie dcmi
cuillcrec.'
Pour let Fievrcs tierces, quartes, vous prendtes une cuillcrec aucommence
ment dc la fievre, Sc vous met tres au lit bien couvert , il detruit la fievre,
cn la deftechant par les fueurs.
Pour les Coupures Sc BlcfTutes, prenez du lingc trempe dans le Baume , 8c
le mettez fur la coupure , plus vieux il eft mcilleur il eft, Sc il faut tenit la
fiolle bien dtoitc Sc bien bouchfe. 'Et le fieur Botfary traitc route force de
maladic, Sc attache les dents dans la dernicrc perfection.
Handbill referring to a balsam offered by Philipe Borsary,
a bone-setter practising at Aix.

poisons, simple or prepared, which al
ways retain their poisonous qualities and
not entering into the composition of
ordinary things, can only serve to harm
and are from their nature pernicious and
lethal.
“ Art. V II. In respect to arsenic, reagale, orpiment and sublimate, although
they are dangerous poisons in all their
issued by the Parliament of Provence and contained
in his private collection. It refers to a balsam
offered by one Philipe Borsary, a bone-setter or
perhaps a Iithotomist, practising at Aix, the ancient
capital of Provence. Aix is the natal city of Tournefort, Vanloo, the painter, Adanson and a number of
other distinguished men of science and arts.

substance, yet as they enter into and are
employed in several necessary com
pounds, we wish in order to prevent in the
future the too great facility that has
been enjoyed until now to make abuse of
them, that only merchants living in cities
can sell them and they alone may deliver
them to physicians, apothecaries, sur
geons . . . who shall, when receiving
them, inscribe on a register kept by the
merchant, their names, qualifications and
address, as well as the quantity that they
have taken of the said minerals . . .
under the penalty of three thousand
pounds fine or even corporal punishment
if they fail (to comply with the law).
“ Art. IX . We very expressly forbid
all persons no matter what may be their
profession or condition, excepting to
approved physicians and in their resi
dence, to professors of chemistry and to
master apothecaries, to have any labora
tories or to work at any preparation of
drugs or distillations, under the pretext
of making chemical remedies, experi
ments . . . unless having previously ob
tained from us by letters of the great Seal
the permission to have the said labora
tories. . . . ”
The above decree was undoubtedly the
outcome of the famous poison case which
drove all Paris crazy and ended in the arrest
and hanging of the too famous Marquise de
Brinvilliers and her several accomplices,
although the case was tried several years
before, in 1676.
The decree of the Council of the King
under date of Oct. 25, 1728, need not detain
us, as it merely again forbids anyone to
sell or distribute nostrums unless he has
renewed his patents or grants after the
expiration of three years as formulated in
the later decree of March 17, 1731. It is
interesting, however, from the fact that it
contains the names of those composing the
commission appointed to examine the
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patents, etc. They were: Dodart, first
physician to the King; Helvetius, first
physician to the Queen; Geoffroy, dean of
the Faculty of Medicine of Paris; Sylva
and Vernage, both celebrated physicians
in their day. Then as surgeons, the great
names of Marechal and La Peryonie appear
coupled with the no lesser names of Petit
and M alaval. Bolduc and Geoffroy were
the two apothecaries appointed. But the
decree also states that the surgeons named
are only to examine such topical applica
tions or other preparations pertaining to
the art of surgery. All other nostrums are
to be dealt with by the above-named phy
sicians and apothecaries only.
The police regulation of Ju ly io, 1742,
deals with the sale of certain oils, particu
larly oil of poppy, but the Police Ordonnance of Oct. 10, 1742, is otherwise inter
esting as it deals directly with questions
that our supposedly up-to-date health
boards are expected to look after. It refers
to the manufacture and composition of
sweets, pastry, etc. and I will translate it
in extenso.
“ Upon what has been represented to
us by the K ing’s procurator, that some
confectioners, officers of households, even
eating-house keepers and others, who
from their status or profession use sugar
for the purpose of representing flowers,
fruits, leaves, birds and all sorts of animal
figures, even terraces, to adorn their
desserts, employ for giving them a natural
color and for coloring their pastilles,
fruits glaces, all kinds of coloring matter,
even substances detrimental and danger
ous for the health, such as gamboge, blue
cinders, azure blue, preparations of cop
per, ashes or lime of lead, such as masticot, minium or what is called Vermillion
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(silver gilt) and even orpiment; sub
stances that are employed by painters,
but which are dangerous and very detri
mental to the health; instead of using the
juices of plants and harmless sub
stances used for tinctures, such as cochi
neal, saffron, dyer’s-weed, cucuma, sun
flower, indigo and others from which
nothing need be feared; although these
kinds of desserts thus colored are used
for decoration rather than for eating,
nevertheless they are often consumed
and are given especially to children;
that it has come to his hearing that
various accidents have already occurred
and he thought himself obliged to warn
us, in order that he may be confirmed in
his rights (to act) by us.
“ Upon which we, admitting the speech
for the crown of the King’ s Procurator
and having heard the Guards of the M er
chant Apothecaries, grocers and grocerconfectioners, order very express prohi
bition and interdiction to all merchant
confectioners,
pastry-dealers,
eatinghouse keepers, even officers of households
and all others, to use in their dough, sugar
paste, pastilles and dragees, fruits glaces,
preserves, dry jams, frosted marchpanes
(a kind of cake) and other things, either
for desserts, or for sale to the public;
gamboge all copper preparations . . . all
of which are dangerous and more or less
detrimental to the health; on the penalty
of confiscation of all merchandise .
and two hundred pounds fine for each
infraction, etc. . . . ”
The above decrees require no comment
but they show that the physicians of yore
were wide-awake and fully aware of the
evils of impure or adulterated foods and
food-stuffs.
C h a r l e s G r e e n e C u m st o n .

BOOK REVIEWS
D r . J ohn R a d c l if f e ,

owner of “ The Gold-headed Cane,” Dr. Nias
gives short accounts of all the various
holders of the Radcliffe fellowships, and
describes fully the various Radcliffe Foun
dations, and the circumstances of their
establishment. The work has evidently
been a labor of love, and the result is an
invaluable addition to the history of Eng
lish medicine. It is accompanied by a
number of excellent and appropriate illus
trations, including a very striking repro
duction of the great physician’s portrait by
Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Dr. Nias, with too much modesty, terms
his book a “ collection of notes.” To us it
seems to practically supply the “ adequate
life” of Radcliffe.
F r a n c is R . P a c k a r d .

a S k et ch of H is L i f e , w ith
AN ACCOUNT OF HlS FELLOWS AND FOUNDA
TIONS. B y J. B. Nias, M .D., M .R .C .P., Rad

cliffe Travelling Fellows, 1882-5. Oxford, at
the Clarendon Press, 1918. 8vo, pp. 124.
Illustrated.

As Dr. Nias states in the preface, there
exists no adequate biography of one who was
not only the most eminent physician of his
time in England but also one of the most
generous benefactors of the University and
city of Oxford whose posthumous fame has
been besmirched by many stories chiefly
apocryphal, exhibiting him as a man of
rough manners, and a ready but coarse,
rough wit.
Shortly after the death of Radcliffe,
William Pittis, a hack writer, wrote his
biography, full of anecdotes illustrating
his lack of manners toward his patients,
and not in any way informing the reader of
the methods of practice which led to his
unquestioned fame as a consultant, nor
illuminating as to the high motives which
induced him to give such liberal endow
ments, of a then original character, to his
Alma M ater and to the city of Oxford.
From his life by Pittis, Dr. Macmichael
compiled the sketch of Radcliffe’s life, which
he wrote for the “ Lives of British Physi
cians” (1830), and from it he also wrote
the biographical details concerning R ad
cliffe for “ The Gold-headed Cane.” It is
from Macmichael that subsequent genera
tions have gleaned their ideas as to R ad
cliffe, many of which will be revised after a
perusal of Dr. N ias’ most interesting book.
In addition to giving a delightful sketch of
Radcliffe himself, correcting some of the
inaccuracies of Pittis and Macmichael, and
bringing forward new facts about the first

R a m b l in g R e c o l le c t io n s , A n A u t o b io g r a ph y .

B y A. D. Rockwell, M. D .; Paul B. Hoeber, New
York, 1920. Octavo, pp. 332. Illustrated.

It has been said that every man’s life
contains at least one good story. If this be
true a man who has surpassed the Biblical
three score and ten by a decade should by
all the rules of probability be able to relate
more than one interesting reminiscence.
The eighty years through which Dr. Rock
well has lived have witnessed more revolu
tionary changes in the social, political, and
even physical life of man than any similar
epoch in the world’s history, and their
review by a man whose life has been passed
in the full current of the stream ought to
possess much of interest, and his book does.
Of all autobiographies we think what the
curate said of his egg, that it was good in
spots, is more or less true. No man’s life
can be made interesting throughout its
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entirety to any general body of readers, and
the author of his own biography almost of
necessity does not appreciate just what part
of his life will interest the reader, but writes
especially of that part of his career upon
which he himself dwells with chief concern.
It is natural that a man of eighty should
delight to revert to the days of his early
youth and also to those events in his life in
which he seemed to succeed in what was his
aim. Also he naturally wishes to embalm in
his pages certain family matters which can
possess but slight, if any, interest to those
outside of his immediate circle, and the
memories of friends of whom the general
reader has never heard. Dr. Rockwell’s
book is not free from these faults but they
are not more exaggerated than is usual with
autobiographies, and it contains much
that is of the greatest interest to all.
Graduating from Bellevue Hospital Medi
cal College in the Spring of 1864 Dr. Rock
well entered the army as an assistant sur
geon, with the rank of first lieutenant, in
the Sixth Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, and at
once began active service with the Arm y of
the Potomac. The chapters in which he
relates his army experiences are among the
best in the book and give one the most vivid
pictures of the life of an army surgeon in
the Civil War. Within a few months Rock
well had not only received but had merited
his promotion to the rank of major, and
until the end of the conflict he was in the
field without intermission. Upon its close he
began the practice of his profession in New
Y ork City, and shortly afterwards became
interested in the medical application of
electricity, which was to be his greatest in
terest throughout the remainder of his active
career. Attempts at the use of electricity as
a therapeutic agent date back to the earliest
studies of its properties. Unfortunately until
recent years such use as electrictiy was put
to was based on such scanty knowledge of
its laws that it remained largely in the hands
of charlatans.
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It may not be generally known that
M arat, one of the most sinister figures of the
French Revolution, was not as Carlyle de
picts him “ a horseleech” but a physician,
and that he attempted to achieve fame and
practice by the use of electricity as a
remedy. In medicine as in politics he was a
quack, claiming to cure all ills by the mys
terious agency. When Benjamin Franklin
was in the heydey of his popularity in Paris,
M arat attempted to get profit from the
aegis of his fame as the renowned investiga
tor of electrical phenomena. Bu t the Amer
ican philosopher was too canny and refused
to permit any association between M arat
and himself.
Rockwell’s interest in the subject of elec
tricity was first excited by the success
achieved by an irregular practitioner, a man
named William Miller, and he candidly re
lates how he shared an office with this per
son and began his work in connection with
him. It is not much to be wondered at that
when he tried to interest men like Austin
Hunt, senior, and Willard Parker he was
rebuffed, and that it was many years before
he received recognition from the leaders of
the profession in New York. In this connec
tion his relations with Dr. George M . Beard
are described in a most interesting manner.
Beard’s originality and marked character
istics are well described and the story of
their conjoint labors on their book upon
the medical uses of electricity is well told.
Little by little Dr. Rockwell rose in the
esteem of the profession and in after years
had but little complaint to offer as to the
attitude of his fellow practitioners toward
him.
His account of his work on electrocution
when that method of execution was pro
posed as a substitute for hanging in the
state of New York is well worth reading.
A t that time the subject was new and its
novelty excited much morbid curiosity as
well as legitimate interest. Its subsequent
adoption by many other states has sufff-
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ciently proven that electrocution has the
advantages claimed for it over the timehonored older method.
The concluding chapters of the book are
chiefly occupied with personal reminiscences
of distinguished persons with whom Dr.
Rockwell came in contact either profession
ally or socially. In a truly beautiful little
epilogue Dr. Rockwell bids his readers a
gentle farewell and we feel sure that all of
them will return their good wishes for a long
continuance of the tranquil enjoyment of
the old age into which he cheerfully admits
he has lapsed.
F r a n c i s R. P a c k a r d .
L a M e d e c in e
d e p u is
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B y Dr. M. Boutarel, Paris, 1918.

This is a most readable and delightful
book on a quite original subject. M. Bou
tarel has undertaken to show us the light
in which the physician appeared to his con
temporaries during the period from the
twelfth to the sixteenth century, by means
of a study of the various plays of the time in
which he figures as a character.
Theatrical representations have in all
times been a means by which the historian
can come into close touch with popular
life and thought, largely because, even
though caricaturing them, the theatre pre
sents an epitome of the ordinary events of
daily life. The life of all classes of people in
Elisabethan times can not be better studied
than in the plays of the dramatists of the
period. The plays from which M. Boutarel
draws his information are much more crude
than those of the years immediately follow
ing the point at which he concludes his
study, but they were the equivalents in
their day of the more scholarly and elabor
ate presentations of later times. In these
old mysteries, moralities, farces and “ sotties,” lay the germs of the French drama,
and, dealing as they did with the common
place affairs of every day, the doctor is a

frequent figure in them, and as in more
modern times we see him treated sometimes
with respect, at others with ridicule.
Boutarel gives a very interesting sum
mary of the “ morality” composed by Nico
las de la Chesnaye, physician to Louis X I I ,
entitled, “ La nef de sante, avec Ie Gouvernail du Corps humain et la Condamnacion
des Banquets, a la Iouange de diepte et sobriete, et Ie traictie des Passions de Fame.”
This “ morality” was designed to inculcate a
lesson in hygiene in a pleasant popular
form, just as other moralities such as the
English morality “ Everym an” taught moral
truths in an alluring manner. Dinner, Sup
per, and Banquet agree to dine together
with Good Company, D ainty Appetite, IDrink-to-You, and other friends. But Ban
quet has an evil scheme in his mind. The
guests are attacked by a number of terrible
diseases, Apoplexy, Epilepsy, Pleurisy,
Jaundice, Gravel, etc. Some of the convives
die, others are rendered very ill. Those who
escape go to Dame Experience and complain
of what has happened. She orders the arrest,
by her aids, Diet, Sobriety and Pillule, of
Banquet, Dinner, and Supper, accused of
conspiracy to kill those who had enjoyed
their hospitality. Their trial is conducted by
Hippocrates, Galen, Avicenna and Averroes.
The defendants are found guilty. Banquet
is sentenced to be hung, Supper is put in
irons, and is forbidden to approach within
six leagues (hours) of Dinner.
This delightful bit of satire, a “ skit,” as
we would now call it, is largely quoted by
Boutarel and is full of fun and good sense.
Ju st why epilepsy and pleurisy should be
placed in the category of diseases due to
disordered digestion it is hard to fathom.
The other diseases which figure in the piece
are all to the point.
Boutarel gives extracts from a number of
satirical monologues of the early fifteenth
century in which the extravagant claims of
quacks and charlatans are held up to ridi
cule in a most amusing fashion, and then

B o o k R e v ie w s
gives some very curious descriptions from
the old farces of various diseases such as
epilepsy, dropsy, gout, and insanity. The
means of diagnosis employed by the doctors
who figure on the stage are generally limited
to an ocular examination of the urine in the
familiar round glass vessel, and to feeling
the pulse. He recalls the variations of the
pulse as enumerated and classified by Galen
to indicate the importance attached by
medieval physicians, slavish followers of
Galen, to this phenomenon. The therapeutic
measures which were employed according
to the dramatists were quite varied, includ
ing purgation, clysters or enemata, bleeding,
and many varieties of herbs and minerals—•
especially precious stones— and gymnastic
exercises.
Dr, Boutarel concludes his book with a
a brief resume of physiologic topics as dis
cussed or presented on the medieval stage.
This shows a total lack of decency on the
part of authors, actors, and spectators which
is astonishing only to those who have but a
superficial acquaintance with the manners
and customs of the period. Throughout the
author makes frequent allusion to the wellknown writings of Dr. Witkowski dealing
largely with the pornographic aspects of
the subject, an aspect which is unfortu
nately very predominant in all medieval
matters, but which Boutarel has refrained
from enlarging upon. We heartily commend
this interesting, though somewhat fragmen
tary, study to our readers.
F r a n c is

R.

P ackard

of P s y c h ia t r y . B y Victor
Robinson. Historico-Medical Press, New York.

T h e D on Q u ix o t e

This is a curious, not to say remarkable
book, in more aspects than one. It is the
biography of a man who is, or was at the
time it was written, yet alive, and its sub
ject is one whose life in its sum total has
been marked from a worldly point of view
by failure more than by success, quite in
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accordance with that of the Spaniard whom
Victor Robinson has chosen as his hero’s
prototype. To very few of his profession is
the name of Shobal Vail Clevenger known;
and the tableau of his achievements as
herein depicted, though it may introduce
him to the readers of this book, will not
render his fame of an enduring nature.
Clevenger was one of the many members of
his profession who had to work hard for
his education and only secured his degree
when he was thirty years old, after having
passed the early years of his manhood in a
desperate struggle to secure the needful
funds for his medical education. Most of
his active professional life was passed in
Chicago, and it was at the Cook County
Insane Asylum, to which he had been
appointed pathologist, that Clevenger first
came into public notice when he published
an “ Appeal to Physicians” in the Chicago
Inter-Ocean, in which he laid bare the
outrageous mismanagement of the institu
tion, and the appalling maltreatment of
the patients in it, under the ring-rule of the
Chicago politicians. In 1893 Clevenger was
appointed by the notorious AItgeld superin
tendent of the Illinois Eastern Asylum for
the Insane at Kankakee, and here again his
indignation at the disgraceful mismanage
ment of affairs led to earnest efforts on his
part for their amelioration, efforts which
resulted in his dismissal within six months
after assuming office. These two praise
worthy attempts at the betterment of con
ditions of the helpless insane constitute the
chief claims of Clevenger to be regarded as
a Don Quixote. During the rest of his pro
fessional life he wrote many articles for
medical journals and several books, but
none have made any very profound im
pression. In fact, of all his voluminous
writings but two may be regarded as note
worthy and neither of them were on medical
subjects. In 1874 he published a “ Treatise
on Government Surveying,” which was
long a standard text-book on the subject,
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and in 1884 he published in the American
Naturalist an essay on the “ Disadvantages
of the Upright Position” in which he ex
plained the absence of valves in certain
veins, such as the venae cavae, portal and
hemorrhoidal, by the fact that man had
changed during the process of evolution
from a quadruped to an upright animal.
Other disadvantages of the upright position
were also alluded to in their bearing on the
development o f ' inguinal hernia, and in
their relation to obstetrics. Clevenger’s
enthusiasm for natural history led him
into friendship with a number of eminent
scientists such as Cope, Leidy, and Wilder,
but resulted in no further material addition
to scientific knowledge.
The pages of the book under review have
been utilized to express the personal views
of its author on many persons and things
in a manner which is at times most dis
tasteful. Whenever Clevenger is brought
in contact with some distinguished medical
man, Dr. Robinson proceeds to sketch the

character of the newcomer, and in many
instances the characterization is flavored
by unpleasant personalities. Speaking of a
certain medical journal published in North
Carolina, he refers to its editor by name and
says “ it was almost as worthless a periodical
then as it is today.” On the other hand but
few will agree with his eulogy of AItgeld
and his exculpation of the wretched anarch
ists who were responsible for the Haymarket tragedy in Chicago. Throughout
the book all proper names are printed in
capitals, a peculiarity which does not appeal
to us.
Dr. Robinson’s book will be read with
interest by the yet living contemporaries of
many of those mentioned in it, and we may
add, in some cases, with considerable indig
nation. I f it had been somewhat less
strongly tinged by the personality of its
author it would be invaluable for the bio
graphic glimpses it affords of many medical
worthies of the past generation.
F r a n c is R. P a c k a r d

